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PREFACE 

There has never been a time where the need for sustainability 
has been felt as profoundly as is evident from the global 
events of today.  The global geo-political situation, emergence 
of new world players, decline in influence of current super 
powers, struggle for controlling the worlds resources, 
emergence of new economic blocks, utilization of resources 
to their optimum in today’s changing world all dictate that our 
survival lies in a renewed strategy to use our limited resources 
especially in a sustainable way.  Hence the new industrial, 
social, cultural, and environmental scenarios have to be 
analyzed and new strategies are to be devised so as to make 
our living sustainable.  This need has been felt and thought 
after since last two decades and recognized in our 
Department which plays a vital role in indigenous and global 
research to contribute towards the sustainable development 
of Pakistan in the areas of vital importance such as process 
industries, use of natural resources, recycling, and reuse.  
This international event of “Sustainability in Process 
Industry (SPI-2022), (19-20th, Oct. 2022) hosted by the 
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of 
Engineering and Technology Peshawar in collaboration with 
the Department of Chemical Engineering GIKI Swabi, has 
been a regular bi-annual event attracting the cutting edge 
research from the renowned researchers of both national and 
international repute since its first inception in 2012.  The 
conference has been an on-campus participating event, while 
in 2020 due to COVID-19, the conference was held online for 
the first time, and this year we are collaborating with the GIKI 
Swabi to expand our collaboration with the local universities. 
The 1st conference on “Sustainability in Process Industry 
(SPI-2012), was held at UET, Peshawar on March 28, 2012, 
2nd on “Sustainability in Process Industry (SPI-2014)”, on 
May 22, 2014, 3rd conference in this series, “Sustainability 
in Process Industry (SPI 2016)” was held on October 19-20, 
2016 and 4th conference on “Sustainability in Process 
Industry (SPI 2018)” was organized on October 24-25, 2018 
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with the support of Higher Education Commission (HEC), 
Frontier Works Organization (FWO), and in collaboration with 
PASTIC. The 5th conference on “Sustainability in Process 
Industry (SPI 2020)”, was held online on our Departments 
Silver Jubilee (1995-2020), utilizing indigenous resources. 
This year the 6th conference on “Sustainability in Process 
Industry (SPI 2022)”, is going to be arranged in GIKI Swabi 
with collaboration of the Department of Chemical Engineering, 
GIKI.   
 
 
Prof. Dr. Muddasar Habib       Prof. Dr. Javaid Rabbani Khan 
Conference Chair (UET)          Conference Chair (GIKI) 
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request) within no time through PASTIC Website. 
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USE OF ORGANIC AND INORGANIC PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS FOR 
PERSONALIZED COOLING SYSTEMS 

 
Muhammad Amir Hamza 1, *, Rizwan Mahmood Gul 2, Muhammad Ali Kamran 3 

123Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Engineering and Technology Peshawar, Peshawar 
25000, Pakistan 

*Corresponding author Email: amir.hamza@uetpeshawar.edu.pk  

Abstract—Human body need comfort in every situation whether to work inside or out. Heat has a huge 

impact on human health. In Pakistan, during hot weather, the ambient air temperature rises due to 

which body of human feels tired and exhausted. People working outdoors in this severe environment 

like policemen, students, laborers which suffers badly from this heat related issues. This problem needs 

serious attention and a solution to overcome this issue because environment like in summer’s scorching 

heat issues are very often to be seen in normal day life. There are many advanced options for interior 

thermal comfort and they all perform well. However, there has not been much progress in terms of 

outdoor thermal comfort. Phase Change materials (PCM) can solve this problem because it can change 

its phase from solid to liquid and liquid to solid with in restricted temperature range. The wide use of 

PCM against heat stress for personal protection device is cooling hat and vest. PCM has the ability to 

store and release energy when outside temperature falls in it range. PCMs are also employed in many 

other industries like food, medicine, textile and also in solar energy cell. The cooling device which has 

PCM as a coolant is much cost effective, environment friendly and easy to use and can provide cooling 

for 2-3 hours with a less recharge time. If the PCM has high Latent heat and can absorb more heat than 

it can be used for prolong period. In this study different PCMs are explored and finally two PCMs are 

selected Polyethylene Glycol (PEG 600) and Glauber salt for cooling vest and cap. Their melting points 

comes in the range of human thermal comfort zone. Latent heat of fusion of PEG 600 and Glauber salt 

is 148 and 240 KJ / Kg respectively. 

Keywords:   Phase change materials, Glauber salt, Polyethylene Glycol 600, Latent heat of fusion. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Thermal comfort is the ability of an environment to maintain thermal equilibrium, or homeostasis, with 

the human body. This means that your surroundings should be neither too hot nor too cold for you to 

feel comfortable. The energy of latent heat can be stored in a medium and used whenever it is needed. 

Sensible heat storage (SHS) and latent heat storage (LHS) are the two methods for storing heat energy 

(LHS). The rise or fall in temperature of the storage substance is its sensible heat energy. Specific 

thermal properties of the material are directly linked to its heat capacity. Sensible Heat Storage (SHS) 

is rarely used since energy storage requires a large volume due to low energy density. [1] However, 

LHS stores energy by utilizing the phase change enthalpy of the material. Because it provides high 
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capacity energy storage and little temperature change due to the constant temperature provision of 

latent heat, latent heat storage (LHS) has a variety of uses. For latent heat storage, phase change 

materials (PCMs) are the best option. [2] It takes benefit of latent heat that can be absorbed or released 

from a material over a restricted temperature range. These materials release energy during reverse 

cooling process and take energy to store during heating process. Fig. 1, shows the classification of 

phase change materials [3]. The basic working principle of PCM can be understood from the theoretical 

latent heat curve for solid/liquid phase transition Fig. 2 [4]. The maximum temperature of the device is 

limited by the melting temperature of the PCM, due to the absorption of thermal energy from the device 

during phase transition [5]. The concept of employing PCMs for cooling applications has been 

established in several research over the recent years [6]. These previous ideas aim at encapsulating 

PCMs in a container or cavity that is directly in contact to a part of body. Advantages of this concept 

are that large amount of PCM can be used. 

2 CLASSIFICATION OF PCM 

There are basic three types of PCM which are classified as Organic, Inorganic and binary eutectics. 

Organic PCM includes Alcohols, Polyethylene glycol, esters and paraffin wax. Inorganic PCM consists 

of different types of salts and salt hydrates. Binary eutectics are the mixture of two compounds, these 

can be organic – organic, inorganic – inorganic and organic – inorganic depending on the required 

properties and specific characteristics.    

 

 

Figure-1. Classification of PCMs [3] 
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Figure-2. Thermal cycle of a PCM [4] 

 

3 SELECTION OF PCM 
The selection between the three classes of PCMs are done on the basis of non-toxicity, 

availability, non-flammable, cost and durability. Keeping in mind these considerations, 

organic and in organic PCMs become a good option on the spectrum of different types of 

PCMs [7]. As organic PCMs has suitable properties like feasible melting and freezing 

behaviour, less vapour-pressure changes and eco-friendly. In-organic PCMs has high 

thermal conductivity as compared to organic PCM but they have degree of super cooling 

and phase separation issues which can be solved by adding other salts like boron and 

carboxyl cellulose. Considering all the aspects for selecting material, an organic PCM 

namely Polyethylene glycol-600 (PEG-600) and inorganic PCM namely Glauber salt was 

selected. The relevant properties of PEG-600 and glauber salt are listed in Table 1 and 2. 

Table 1. Relevant Properties of PEG-600 [8] 

Property value Unit 

Melting point 18- 22 Celsius 

Molecular weight 600  g/mol 

Latent heat of Fusion 148 kJ/Kg 

Thermal conductivity 0.2040 W/m.K 

Flash point 270 Celsius 

Density 1.13 g/cm3 
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PH 4 - 7 ― 

Table 2. Relevant Properties of Glauber salt [9] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 PERSONALIZED COOLING SYSTEM 

The term "personal comfort" refers to a sort of thermal comfort in which a specific location or point is 

thermally conditioned rather than the entire environment. For example, instead of heating the entire 

room to achieve thermal comfort in the winter, wear warm clothes; here, only the occupant's comfort 

was required, not the structure or area. A similar method is adopted for outdoor winter comfort. In the 

summer, we may utilize the same concept to give only cooling for the occupants rather than cooling the 

entire room or space, conserving electricity. Personal cooling systems have two types: passive cooling 

systems and active cooling systems. External power isn't required in passive systems, and they can be 

recharged after use. They are affordable and simple to use. They can be worn as vests, neck and head 

covers, and include ice, gel and phase change materials. External power is required for the circulating 

fluid to be pumped in active cooling systems. They cost more than passive cooling systems and have 

more complicated elements, but they deliver consistent cooling [10]. Passive systems include such as 

Gel/Ice packs, liquid circulating cooling vest, and PCM based packs. Ice and gel packs can be placed 

in the pockets of vests to efficiently cool the body. Gel is made up of starch, water, and other ingredients, 

and it has the same cooling capacity as ice. It's a low-cost system that needs to be activated in a 

refrigerator for 5 hours before it can be utilized. However, we know that ice can only exist at very low 

temperatures, up to 0°C, and that this low temperature can produce vasoconstriction, or a reduction in 

peripheral blood flow. Water drops that collect on the packs may come into direct contact with the skin, 

causing discomfort. [11] Circulating liquid systems contain miniature vapour compression system which 

has a reduced size and the cooling unit can be placed in a backpack. This system circulates the chilled 

fluid through the tube lining fitted around the body in such a way that there is a greater body-tubes 

contact area. The circulating liquid carries heat of the body with it and releases it in the cooling unit 

Property value Unit 

Melting point 32.2 Celsius 

Molecular weight 322.20 g/mol 

Latent heat of Fusion 251 kJ/Kg 

Thermal conductivity 0.3 W/m.K 

Flash point 330 Celsius 

Density 1.464 g/cm3 

PH 7 ― 
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outside. The system requires external power in the form of batteries which made it expensive, bulky 

and flammable. PCM based packs are kept inside the cooling hat and vest pocket for comfort. It totally 

relies on the heat absorbed during the phase change and acts as heat sink and are activated. PCM 

packs out perform all the other cooling devices because it can be recharged in refrigerator, ice water 

or the freezer. Personalized Cooling device such as cooling Vest and cap can be developed by using 

PCM cooling packs. [12-13] These Cooling devices can be commercially used by athletes, coal miners, 

labour and construction worker, traffic policemen and welders. It is easy to used and can be recharged 

in ice water or refrigerator within a few minutes. 

5 DEVELOPMENT OF COOLING VEST AND CAP 

As mentioned in the paper earlier the organic PCM PEG-600 was selected for the cooling vest and 

Glauber salt for cooling cap. Among the organic PCM PEG-600 had the melting temperature range i.e. 

18 – 22 °C so it is directly selected while glauber salt had some degree of super cooling and phase 

separation issue which is resolved by adding other salts in different mixing ratio which is defined in 

table 3. The melting temperature is also being monitored as it reduces with the addition of other salts 

like boron and carboxyl cellulose. The sample 3 was selected for cooling device because it has less 

issue of degree of super cooling and it melting temperature also falls in human thermal comfort zone 

that’s why it is selected for designing cooling cap. 

Table 3: Chemical composition added in Glauber salt. 

Sample 
Na2CO3.10

H2O 
NaCl Borax 

Carboxyl 

cellulose 

Glauber 

salt 

Melting 

point 

01 10 wt % 2 wt % 0.5 wt % 0.5 wt % 87 wt % 30 – 32°C 

02 10 wt % 5 wt % 0.5 wt % 1.5 wt % 83 wt % 27 – 29°C 

03 10 wt % 5 wt % 1 wt % 1 wt % 83 wt % 24 – 27°C 

 

For the fabrication of cooling vest and cap nylon cloth was used because of its reasonable thermal 

conductivity, several packs were made and kept inside the vest and cap. The vest covered the front 

and back side of body and cap cover the head. Total number of 8 packs were made and put inside the 

vest with a weight of 100 grams each and 1 pack in cap weight 85 grams having a size of 5x3 inches 

as shown in Fig 3. The packs need only 20 minutes to recharge in ice water or refrigerator and then 

can be used in device for cooling up to 1.5 hours. Although it has lower heat of fusion but are cheap, 

easy to use and provide safe passive cooling.                
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(a)                                                                                         (b) 
Figure-3. Aluminium based encapsulated pack for cooling device (a) Organic Pcm (b) Inorganic Pcm 

pouch. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

Personalized cooling device such as cooling vest and cap is developed by using organic and inorganic 

phase change materials such as PEG-600 and glauber salt. The cooling device is very effective in 

controlling body temperature in severe hot outdoor conditions. Its local development and use in daily 

life can provide a safe environment to sportsman, firefighting worker, lab workers, coal miners and 

security guards. 
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Abstract— Biomedical alloy Ti-6Al 7Nb was taken and its Vickers Micro hardness behavior was 

investigated at three different loads 300 gm, 500 gm and 1000 gm and four different dwell time i-e 10s, 

20s, 25s and 30s. The average VHN number for the alloy was between 350. These values for the said 

alloy agreed well with the reported hardness of the enamel of human molar teeth. Further, the two way 

ANOVA tests revealed that the dwell time had no significant effect over the hardness value therefore a 

dwell time of 10 seconds is sufficient. However, the hardness values showed variation with the load. 

Tukey tests revealed that for Ti-6Al 7Nb the difference in hardness values for 300 gm and 500 gm load 

at various dwell time were not statistically significant, however the hardness values for both the loads 

differed than that of 1000 gm applied load. The traditional Meyer's law was used to analyze the load 

dependence of the hardness and it pointed positively towards the indentation size effect for both the 

alloys.    

Keywords— Biomedical Alloys, Vickers micro hardness, Dwell time, Indentation size effect, Mayer’s law 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The number of older people is increasing at highest rate ever recorded and due to this; there 

is an unprecedented demand for biomedical implants that are safe and more effective[1]  

Increase in such demands has resulted in extensive research activities to develop suitable 

biomaterial. The most important criteria, for a biomaterial, is its harmonious coexistence with 

the surrounding bones and tissues, known as the physiological environment, and hence should 

have no negative influence on one another [2][3][4]. Additionally, the role of the surface 

properties of the biomaterial is also detrimental in its final acceptance or rejection in the body 

[5][6].  

Furthermore, there are a number of other aspects to be investigated prior to characterize any 

material as biomedical material; one of them is the mechanical stability. It means that the 

material has to be strong enough to bear the load of the structure and thus ensure graft 

reliability or in other words, the material has to be mechanically sound [7][8][9] [10][11].. 

A variety of materials have been investigated to comply with the demands of the biomedical 

industry among which Ti and Ti-based alloys stand out as the most appropriate biomaterials 

used hitherto[12][13][14][15]. This is mainly because of the balanced set of desirable properties 

like high specific strength, flexibility, withstanding the effects of body fluids[16]. For decades, 

Ti-6Al 4V has remained the most suitable option for the manufacturing of biomedical devices. 

However, hike in biomedical applications demands has prompted the development of new 

alloys such as Ti-6Al 7Nb [17][18].  

To further improve the performance and application of these alloys a great deal of research 

activities have been carried out to investigate their mechanical behavior. 

One effective way to define the mechanical behavior of materials in relation to its microstructure 

is micro hardness, and it proves to be an important parameter [19]. When it comes to complex 

mechanical loading e.g dental application the information provided by the micro hardness tests 

becomes even more critical [14], Hardness is one of the most important parameters when it 

comes to finding the suitability of a biomaterial for clinical use, further, it has a positive effect 

on the resistance to mechanical degradation. Less abrasion of implants is witnessed for higher 

hardness of the material used. [20][21] 

Many efforts have been made to study the mechanical behavior of titanium alloys using micro 

indentation technique. However, the knowledge related to the effects of the variation in 

indentation load and dwell time of high specific strength alloys like titanium is limited. Further, 

no considerable information is available about the precise set of the experimental parameters 

for the indentation tests of these alloys as biomaterials.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

The standard Ti-6Al 7Nb alloy was produced by the GfE-Metalle and Materialien GmbH in 

Nuremberg, Germany. After 2× vacuum arc re-melting (VAR), the alloy was forged from a 
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diameter of approximately 200 mm to 50 mm in the two-phase field followed by air cooling, 

stress-relief annealing and stripping. 

Three round samples having 50 mm diameter were cut from the billet of the alloy.  Surface 

damage was removed mechanically by grinding with 2400 and 4000 grit, and then polishing 

on 6, 3 and 1 μm diamond lap wheels. The samples where thus polished to a mirror finish 

consequently ready for the indents. 

For micro Vickers indentation, HVS-100 was used. The procedure adopted was strictly 

according to the user manual provided by the manufacturer. Using a Vickers diamond indenter 

each sample was impressed with a load of 300, 500 and 1000 grams for a dwell time of 10, 

20, 25 and 30 seconds. Each test was repeated 4 times, therefore, every sample was subjected 

to 48 indents. Each time after the load removal, the length of the two diagonals of the indent 

was measured using an optical microscope. Subsequently the indenter, using the following 

equation, calculated the hardness number automatically. 

HVN =1842 (F/d2)                                         (1) 

Where F represents the force in grams and “d” is the diagonal length in micrometers. [22]  

After micro indentation tests, data corresponding to each experimental condition were 

averaged and the differences in the hardness values were compared using two way analysis 

of variance (2-Way ANOVA) proceeded by a Tukey test.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of the micro-Vickers hardness tests of Ti-6Al 7Nb are presented in Fig 1. The 

variation in average HVN number is from 290 to 340. 

The outcome of 2-Way ANOVA is presented in Table-I. The ANOVA revealed statistically 

significat variance at different load for the alloys under consideration. While the variance at 

different dwell time did not fell in the significant category. The results of the Tukey tests, 

presented in Table-II, revealed that for Ti-6Al 7Nb the difference in hardness values for 300gm 

and 500gm load at various dwell time were not statistically significantly, while the hardness 

values for both the loads differed than that of 1000 gm applied load.  
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Fig. 1. Average Vickers Hardness Values for Ti-6Al 7Nb 

 

Table I. Analysis of Variance for the Vickers Micro Hardness Test Ti 6Al 7Nb 

Two Way ANOVA  

Ti-Alloy  Source F P 

Ti-67 

Load 12.807* 0.0059* 

DT 0.897 0.516 

*The mean difference is significant at the P <0.05 level 

 

Regardless of the variations in the applied load and dwell time the VHN value for the alloy 

under discussion in this work is in accordance with those reported by [16] [13] . It is also worth 

mentioning that the range of VHN hardness of the enamel of human molar teeth reported in 

literature is also in similar range [23][24][25].  

Some variation in the standard deviation of this study was observed, the same was reported 

by [26][27].  A number of factors can produce such variation for example preparation process 

of specimen, reading errors in diagonal length and variation in chemical composition [28][29].  

The phenomena in which the micro-indentation results depend upon the indentation size is 

called indentation size effect (ISE) [22]. Further, established that along normal ISE, which 

usually involves a decrease in Microhardness with increase in indentation load, there are also 

cases where increase in Microhardness is recorded with increase in indentation load, it is 

known as reverse ISE. [24][30][28] 
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Table II: Results of Tukey Vickers Vickers Micro Hardness Test of Ti 6Al 7Nb 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It can be observed from Fig.1 that the Micro Vickers hardness results for the given alloy have 

shown normal ISE. Such behavior is also reported by [20][26].  

Various factors contribute to ISE. The first is the accuracy of hardness measurement procedure 

along with the impact of indenter geometry on hardness. The second factor to ISE effect is 

related to the properties of the material under consideration [31]–[33]. According to [32], [34] 

the elastic recovery after indenter removal and the elastic-plastic deformation beneath the 

indenter tip also contributes to ISE. Pile-up or sink-in around the indentation area also leads to 

over or underestimation of hardness values. 

To elaborate the ISE behavior of various materials a number of models are reported in the 

literature relating the applied indentation load to the diagonal length of the indenter.  

One such model is the Meyer’s law [35], it is the most common explanation used in literature 

for ISE. This involves the direct relation of the intrinsic structural factors of the material under 

consideration. In this method the experimental data is fitted according to the aforementioned 

law that relates the applied load to the resulting indentation diagonal length as per the following 

equation  

𝑃 = 𝐴𝑑𝑛 

𝑃 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴 + 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑 

Where P is the indentation load and is the diagonal length while A is the material constant and 

n is the Mayer’s index (or work-hardening coefficient). 

From the above relations it is clear that the value of HVN will increase with increase in P when 

n is greater than 2 and HVN will decrease with increase in P when n is less than 2. Further, 

Tukey Test  

Ti-Alloys (I) Load (J) Load P 

Ti-67 

300 

500 0.897 

1000 0.0079* 

500 

300 0.830 

1000 0.011* 

1000 

300 0.0079* 

500 0.0109 

*. The mean difference is significant at the P <0.05 level. 
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the value of ‘n’ is less than 2 for hard materials and more than 2 for soft ones [36][37]. In this 

work, the value of n for Ti-6Al 7Nb is 1.56 (Fig-2). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The conclusion of this work was that the alloy under consideration have similar hardness 

properties to the enamel of human teeth and have great potential to be used as biometerial in 

the respective application[14][17][24]. Further, the variation in dwell time had no significant 

effect on the HVN for the same load and therefore a dwell time of 10 seconds will suffice for 

satisfactory results. However, the HVN values were effected by indentation load. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Indentation load versus indentation diagonal depth for Ti-67 

As a future work analytical models and finite element analysis tools can be used to develop 

models that could predict values of HVN for various loading conditions. Further models like 

Proportional specimen resistance (PSR) and Hays-Kedall model can be employed to further 

study the effect of load on HVN number.  
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Abstract— Polyesters are used in several applications regarding manufacturing of electrical and 

mechanical parts of different machineries. Due to its low thermal conductivity, polyester was used to 

make heat insulation tiles. Curing process was used to increase hardness of polyester. In the curing 

process, Methyl Ethyl Ketone Peroxide (MEKP) was used as a hardener and Cobalt naphthenate (CN) 

as an accelerator. The parameters which affected the curing process was temperature, amount of 

hardener and concentration of accelerator. Curing time was found to be dependent on these 

parameters.  Different temperatures (Range 40°C -160°C) were applied during curing of polyester and 

curing kinetics was observed. Temperature reading of surface of sample and temperature reading of 

device. Testing of different samples was done through X-ray crystallography (XRD) and Fourier-

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). After testing of specific samples for this research, the optimum 

temperature for curing of polyester was found to be 110°C.  

Keywords— Polyester; Heat insulation tiles; curing kinetics; Composite 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Curing process was used during which a chemical reaction (such as polymerization) or physical 

action (such as evaporation) takes place, resulting in a harder, tougher or more stable linkage 

(such as an adhesive bond) or substance. Polyester resins provide some advantages because 

of their large range of mechanical properties, low cost, good corrosion resistance and low 

weight [1]. The different analysis methods revealed that the cure kinetics of unsaturated 

polyester is complex because many reaction processes occur simultaneously. The chemical 

reaction took place in three steps, it is comprised of initiation, propagation and termination 

steps [2]. In the initiation stage, the initiator decomposes chemically, forming free radicals. In 

the propagation or polymerization stage, these radicals can react easily with styrene or with 

polyester [3].  

In the curing process of polyester, Methyl Ethyl Ketone peroxide (MEKP) was used as a 

hardener and Cobalt Cobalt naphthenate (CN)   is used as an accelerator. Curing is necessary 

to make polyester hard and to utilize it in manufacturing of desired parts and components of 

mechanical and electrical machineries [4]. At the beginning of this process, polyester was a 

liquid consisting of a large number of short polymer chains [5]. However, this chemical 
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configuration was energetically inconvenient so that the molecules cross-link to each other, 

thus causing the gradual transformation of the liquid into the solid material [6]. At the last phase, 

the polyester behaved as viscoelastic solid.  

This research of cure kinetics reveals the cure behavior of the polyester resin, the various 

stages of the curing process and the characteristics of each stage. This knowledge can be 

used to develop optimal curing technology. The influence of resin curing agents, catalysts, 

fillers and additives are researched and analyzed. Through the kinetic parameters, a 

relationship between the curing rate and degree of cure with time and temperature are 

established. Curing kinetics of the polyester resin was found to be a function of temperature 

and catalyst concentration. 

2. METHODOLOGY  

At different temperature readings, curing time was monitored. All readings of the temperature 

range (40°C -160°C) were taken carefully with two specific temperatures i.e. temperature 

reading of surface of sample and temperature reading of device [7]. Samples were made in 

different beakers with specific concentrations of polyester resin, Methyl Ethyl Ketone peroxide 

(MEKP) and Cobalt. Readings were taken out after every 5 minutes. 

For sample preparation, Beakers having weight of 35 grams were used in which polyester resin 

was poured and then the limited concentration of hardener and accelerator was mixed. After 

mixing each substituent, the weight of beaker was noted. Then the sample was kept for curing 

at different temperatures on the curing device that was hot plate [8]. The samples made at 

various temperatures were used for manufacturing of heat insulation tiles. 

During the sample preparation, limited amount of Methyl Ethyl Ketone peroxide (MEKP) and 

Cobalt was used to avoid excess of formation of radicals to achieve proper curing. During the 

experiment, it was found that at high temperatures, curing of polyester occur quickly and vice 

versa [1]. Through X-ray crystallography (XRD) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

(FTIR) testing revealed the degree of crystallinity and amount of absorption. 

Through testing results it was revealed that most suitable temperature would be 110°C   for 

curing as below this temperature pre-mature curing occurred. Above this temperature value, 

curing was quickly but it affected the physical and chemical properties of polyester [2]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. FT-IR 

Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) peaks manifest the presence of polyester, MEKP 

(methyl ethyl ketone per-oxide) after comparing it with the literature. The wave number also resembles 

with the obtained values of the literature. As a result, the peaks of Polyester will appear. The peak at 709 

cm-1 (Fig. 1) is caused by a typical polytrimethylene ring seen in polyester [9]. The absorption bands at 

2000 cm-1 are caused by the C-H groups in the benzene ring's out-of-plane bending vibration. 
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                                                  Fig. 1. FTIR Analysis of Polyester at 110°C 
 

B. XRD 

X-ray diffraction of the prepared composite depicts amorphous nature of the synthesized sample. This 

is because polyester is amorphous in nature. The peaks resembles with the peaks obtained in the 

literature. The polymer shows sharp peaks at 2θ values 9°, 22°, 25°, 50°, 62° and 74° in Fig. 2 which 

indicate its amorphous nature. The position (2θ), shape, and intensity of the polyester characteristic peak 

can be utilized to assess the degree of intercalation or exfoliation. A successful dispersion of polyester 

is seen when a peak disappears or moves by two. Its XRD curve no longer displays the large peak typical 

of polyester, and the intensity of its peak features has also lessened. The peak at 2° = 22° is sharper and 

the peaks at higher 2 have disappeared. 
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Fig. 2. XRD of Polyester at 110 °C 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

Polyester based heat resistant tiles were made through curing process. The samples were 

prepared with use of specific hardener and accelerator at different temperatures. Temperature 

range was kept (40-160)°C and curing kinetics was observed. The parameters which affected 

the curing process was temperature and concentration of substituents. Through XRD and FTIR 

testing, optimum temperature of 110°C was found for curing. 
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Abstract— Copper is provided a uniform coating of polyester using the dip-coating method to increase 
its ability to resist corrosion in the presence of sodium chloride solution. One substantial difference 
between the two substrates would be through Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), which 
discovered a uniform and crack-free Polyester coating on a Copper substrate whereas an 
electrochemical corrosion test on the uncoated sample clarified a cracked texture covered in thick 
corrosion layers. However, by covering the corrosive pits, a higher concentration of sea water (NaCl 
Solution) significantly impacted the surface morphology. The electrochemical corrosion test was used 
to examine the homogeneous coating's resistance to corrosion on a copper substrate that had been 
coated with polyester. When the corrosion rate of the coated sample was slightly shifted towards the 
anodic direction, it resulted in a better protection efficiency (PE) when compared to the corrosion 
performance of a polyester coated copper substrate in a NaCl medium.   
Keywords— Polyester; Copper; corrosion performance.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Metal heat exchangers are a standard component of petrochemical and automobile production 

facilities [1] and fixing the issue is crucial since production-related corrosion reduces the heat 

exchanger's durability. Coating is an essential component of metal heat exchangers because 

it protects against corrosion and increases thermal conductivity [2], To eliminate the drawbacks 

caused by corrosion, an effective anti-corrosion coating with high thermal conductivity and 

strong heat resilience must be developed and applied to metal heat exchangers for long-term 

usage.  

Copper oxide (cuprite) deposits on the inner tube walls have darkened due to corrosion. 

Cuprite facilitates oxygen diffusion, which speeds up the corrosion process. The mechanism 

is dangerous because corrosion damage to the mechanism's components may not be evident 

to the naked eye. As a result, refrigerant may leak from the copper tubing. The heat exchanger 

has failed, and contamination is probable as a result [3].  

Recent research has shown that adding even a trace amount of potent additives to the matrix 

of a polymer-based composite may substantially increase its thermal, mechanical, and barrier 

properties [4]. Throughout the enhancing process, the matrix's intrinsic compactness, beauty, 

density, and anti-aging qualities are all intact. Inorganic-organic Materials with a variety of 

beneficial qualities, including as dirt adhesion resistance and abrasion, specific barrier 

characteristics, optical flexibility, and antibacterial activity, may be developed using hybrid 

polymers, which are nanocomposites with a hybrid structure [5]. 
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In this research, a copper-resistive coating have made and placed in close proximity to salt 

water. On a copper substrate, a homogenous polyester coating is applied using a dip coating 

procedure, and after that we examined at how corrosion behaved in sea water. Electrochemical 

corrosive testing was used to find out how well the polyester covering kept the copper heat 

exchanger coils from rusting, in order to clarify the mechanism of corrosion resistance. The 

coating's chemical composition was analyzed using FTIR. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

C. SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Cubic pieces of Cu (10 mm x 10 mm x 5 mm) were machined and supplied as substrates. The 

specimens were hand polished with 100-1800 grit sandpaper and cleaned with deionized water 

prior to coating. The substrates were agitated continuously in acetone to remove any remaining 

grease before being rinsed in deionized water and air-dried for an hour at room temperature. 

Commercial polyester purchased from Sohail Chemicals was used in this study without any 

pretreatment. 

D. COATING OF POLYESTER ON COPPER 

Polyester layers were dipped coated onto copper surfaces. The dipping procedure used fifteen 

milliliters of polyester fluid. For five minutes, the polyester solution was agitated at 350 rpm. 

The substrate was removed after one minute in a room temperature polyester solution, and a 

symmetrical layer was produced on it. The substrates were heated for 30 minutes at 80°C after 

coating to settle the Polyester layer and smooth out the Cu. 

E. CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYESTER COATING ON CU SUBSTRATE 

Each final composite sample was assessed in the infrared spectrum range 400-4000 cm-1 using 

a JASCO FT-IR spectrometer. 

F. ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION TEST 

The Gamry framework device MULTECHEM SERIES G750 (Warminster, PA, USA) was used 

to conduct electrochemical corrosion investigation of Cu with Polyester-coated surfaces in 0.6 

M NaCl solution. All experiments were carried out at room temperature in a 3-electrode 

corrosion cell. The active electrode was a 1 cm2 scouring sample, whereas the reference and 

counter electrodes were saturated calomel and graphite, respectively. The corrosive NaCl 

solution was made using deionized water. With an anticipated range of -500 mV to +300 mV 

against corrosion rate, polarization measurements were done after 60 minutes in the test 

electrolyte at a scan rate of 1 mV/s.  

The protection efficiency (P.E) was calculated using the measured icorr values from the 

following equation [6]. 

 

   (1) 
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The corrosion current density rates in the presence and absence of the coating are icorr and 

icorr(c), respectively. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

G. FT-IR 

The FT-IR spectra of uncoated and coated Cu samples are shown in Fig. 1. As seen by the 

blue line, copper reflected the vast majority of infrared light and produced no discernible peaks 

before being coated with polyester. In the presence of a polyester solution, copper responded 

by adhering to its surface [7], So, the peaks of polyester will show up on the FT-IR graph (Red 

Line). The vibration of an aromatic ring, such as those found in polyester, causes the peak at 

1108 cm-1. When the polyester primer is fully cured at 80°C, the resulting ATR-FTIR spectra 

include a sharp peak at around 2358 cm-1 [8], seen in Fig. 1. A relatively wide peak occurred 

at a height of 3750 cm-1, it is possible to identify OH functional groups, which is important for 

evaluating the presence of binders that play a role in adhesion and cross-linking activities 

inside samples [9]. The FT-IR analysis confirmed that polyester was employed as a coating for 

copper. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. ATR-FTIR spectra of bare Cu and Polyester-coated Cu Substrates. 
 

H. Corrosion Measurement 

The Gamry framework software was used to calculate Ecorr and Icorr values (MULTECHEM 

SERIES G550). Both an untreated Cu sample and a polyester-coated Cu sample were 

submerged in 0.6 M NaCl solution for 30 minutes before undergoing an electrochemical 

corrosion test. Fig. 2 depicts potentiodynamic polarization curves recorded in NaCl solution for 

untreated Cu and polyester-coated samples. Bare Cu has exceptionally poor corrosion 

resistance, as measured by the average Ecorr, and Icorr values of 489.147 mV and 60.78 A/cm2 

[10]. Ecorr values of 247.0 mV, and Icorr values of 0.163 A/cm2 were recorded for the polyester-

coated substrate when tested in 0.6 M NaCl. After an electrochemical test in NaCl medium, 
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the shielded surface of the substrate that had some superficial holes or corrosive pitting was 

found to be more durable than the top of the exposed substrate that had extensive corrosive 

layers. Table 1 displays the results of an electrochemical analysis of a corrosion test conducted 

in NaCl solution.  

Fig. 2 depicts the potentiodynamic polarization curves of Cu and polyester-coated samples in 

NaCl solution. 

 

Fig. 2. Potentiodynamic Polarization Curve of Cu and Polyester coating in NaCl. 
 

TABLE I: ELECTROCHEMICAL DATA OF CU AND POLYESTER COATING IN NaCl 

Specimen 
NaCl 

Concentration 
Ecorr (mV) Icorr (μA/cm2) 

Cupper 0.6 M -489.147 60.78 

Polyester Coating 0.6 M -247.0 0.163 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The dip coating method was used to apply a homogeneous Polyester coating over a Cu 

substrate. The FT-IR analysis confirmed that polyester was employed as a coating for copper 

and shows high peaks than bare copper substrate. In a 0.6 M NaCl solution at room 
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temperature, a copper substrate covered with polyester had 99.73% Protection Efficiency 

(P.E). The copper's polyester coating prevented corrosion better. Polyester coatings increased 

corrosion resistance in NaCl by reducing corrosion potential and current. Polyester coating is 

promising for industrial corrosion resistance.  
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Abstract—Currently process industries are facing excessive problem of corrosion, wear and tear, 

toughness, and strength degradation in various metal/alloy-based pipes. In this work, an alternative 

approach has been adopted in effort to fix the issue with two phase composite pipes i.e., glass fiber 

and epoxy resin. Two phased composite was synthesized after mixing epoxy & hardener (Amine) in a 

ratio of 2:1. Curing of these samples was conducted at 100, 140, and 160℃.  In this synchronized 

thermal and mechanical study, Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA), X-rays diffraction (XRD), Fourier 

Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Hoop strength tests were performed. FTIR manifested the 
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presence of (O-H) group, Amine (N-H) and epoxide. Optimal degradation, hoop strength and burst 

pressure was recorded for a sample cured at 140℃.  

Keywords: Two phased composite, Glass Fiber, Epoxy Resin, Curing, Optimum Temperature 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In current times, Epoxy resins are extensively utilized for various applications ranging from 

synthesis of composites to effective coatings. They are primarily used in microelectronics, UV-

cured electronic adhesives, and generator encapsulations[1]. Epoxy resins are the primary 

ingredient in structural adhesives used in shipbuilding, wind turbine blade manufacturing, 

automotive or aerospace applications. This is because of their robust mechanical properties, 

excellent adhesiveness to various surfaces, better heat insulation and chemical stability[2]. In 

process industries, the use of metallic pipes leads to drastic effects because of spontaneous 

electrochemical reaction called corrosion[3]. For instance, product quality, effect on feed flow 

rate (blockages tends to create because of corrosive layer on the surface)[4].  

Many fluids, including natural gas, pressurized gases, chemicals, crude oil, are conveyed 

through these composite[5]. Á. Pomázi, and A. Toldy [6], synthesized fiber-epoxy resin 

composite for its application in aircraft and aerospace industry as a flame retardant.  By 

reacting polyethylene glycol and DGEBA epoxy resin, C. Yang and Z. G. Yang [7]. Fabricated 

epoxy resin and applied for ink-jet printing purpose by using UV light for curing of epoxy resin. 

For use in the packaging of opto-electronic devices, N. Gao, W. Liu, Z. Yan, and Z. Wang [8]. 

However, our work is focused on synthesis of epoxy resin composite with fiber glass for its 

application in insulated steam pipes, which was not performed in the literature; hence 

significance progress was required in this regard. The objective of current work is to replace 

conventional metallic pipes with epoxy resin incorporated with fiber glass in significant ratio to 

minimize the above-mentioned risks in industries. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

2.1 Material 

In this research, general purpose Epoxy resin was purchased from Gujranwala polymer 

industry Ltd (Pakistan). Composite material was manufactured of epoxy resin mixed with (2:1) 

hardener Amin. Reinforcement of glass fiber was obtained from (Ransal Fiber Glass 

Engineering, Pakistan) mixed with epoxy resin to design the pipe.  

 

2.2 Sample preparation 

Composite sample was prepared in a Teflon beaker commercially available in Pakistan. In the 

startup Epoxy Resin (2:1) and Glass fiber (165 gm/m2) was mixed (with the help of stirrer) in 

an appropriate ratio. Afterwards, all composite samples were cured on hotplate at various 

temperatures (100-160)0C. Composite pipe was design through filament winding process with 
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the help of numeric control machine. Five layers of glass fiber were wind on the mandrel 

through hoop winding. Additionally, composite sample was cured in an oven at best curing 

temperature 1400C for three hours. In the end sample was take out from the oven and separate 

from the mandrel.                                                                                                                                                 

2.3  Characterization 

X-rays diffraction of specimens was performed with an intensity of 10-20°. FTIR of epoxy 

composites were analyzed with a range of wavenumbers from 400-4000cm-1. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 . X-rays Diffraction (XRD) 

The fabricated epoxy composite samples were analyzed by using XRD, and the assessment 

is shown in fig.1 (a) and (b). XRD graphs describe dominant amorphous band at 2𝜃 values 

from 10-200. Additionally, epoxy composites cured at various temperatures did not show any 

variation in the peaks which is confirm by[9].  

 

                                 Fig.1. XRD analysis of (a) 140°C (b) 160°C cured specimens 

 

3.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 

FTIR was performed on all samples of epoxy based composite at various temperature from 

(100-160)0C as shown in fig.2 (a), (b), and (c).  IR spectrum confirmed the peaks of stretching 

hydroxyl (O-H) group between 3200 to 3600 cm-1 have broad peaks on (3457, 3484, and 

3492) cm-1. Second band was found at (2151, 2152, and 2128) cm-1 that attributed to the 

amine curing agent. Next peak represented the C-O-C at (1047, 1041, and 1028) cm-1. Finally 

bands of Glass fiber and epoxy were observed at (971, 968, 977) cm-1 and (850, 840, 835) 

cm-1 respectively. According to I. J. Fernandesa, R. V. Santos, E. C. A. Dos Santos, T. L. A. 

C. Rocha, N. S. D. Junior, and C. A. M. Moraes [10] that hydroxyl (O-H) group lying between 
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(3200-3600) cm-1 and epoxy ranges (860-950) cm-1, hence it confirms our peaks as well. 

Afterward, D. Mamalis, T. Flanagan, and C. M. Ó Brádaigh[11] manifested the same range of 

bands amine (RNH3) that we have obtained.          

 

 

(a)                                                                           (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 2. FTIR analysis (a) 100, (b) 140, and (c) 160°C cured specimens 

4. THERMAL AND MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Thermal characteristics were analyzed with Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). Furthermore, 

for mechanical characterization hoop strength and burst pressure were calculated.  
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4.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis(TGA) 

TGA assessment of all the composites of epoxy resin is represented in fig.3. Decomposition 

of weight loss express in two steps. In 1st step initial degradation temperature was observed at 

(100-350)0C and weight loss was around (76, 75, and 71) wt. % for all samples at various 

curing temperature (140, 100, and 160)0C respectively. Whereas, in the next step the weight 

loss decline to (11.29, 7.22, and 4.81) wt. % for all samples accordingly. It can be  clearly seen 

that all other samples (100, 140)0C, the % weight loss  were around 10% but for 1600C cured 

specimen it was at  4.8% [12][13].  

 

Fig. 3. TGA analysis of specimens 
 

4.2 Hoop Strength and burst pressure  

According to ASTM D2290[14], hoop strength  were determined for experimental and 

theoretical both at various curing temperature for all specimens and shown in fig.4 (a) and 

highest values for hoop strength appeared at 140°C specimens  
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(a)                                                                               (b) 

Fig. 4(a) Hoop strength and (b) Burst pressure of cured specimens 

 

Burst pressure were calculated theoretically for all samples  from “(1)”[15] at various curing 

temperature. 

𝑆 =
𝑃(𝑑 + 𝑡)

2𝑡
                                                                                               (1) 

Whereas, S = hoop strength of specimens, P = burst pressure of specimens, d = diameter of 

specimens, and t = thickness of specimens. Maximum burst pressure allocated at 140°C as 

well and shown in fig.4 (b).                                    

5. CONCLUSION 

According to results, successful formation of ester linkages was established by 

characterizations i.e., FTIR and XRD. Whereas, it clearly shows that optimum curing has been 

achieved at 140°C. Calculated values of highest hoop strength and burst pressure further 

validated the optimum temperature of 140°C. Furthermore, at this curing temperature thermal 

stability has increased at optimally cured specimen when compared with other specimens. 

Therefore, it is recommended for steam pipe application. 
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Abstract—The use of 2D metal carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides (MXenes) in the treatment of heavy 

metals is becoming more and more widespread. MXenes have strong chemical compatibility, greater 

thermal stability, outstanding surface adjustable chemical compatibility, large surface area and 

biodegradable features. The oxidizing functional groups and accessible active binding sites of MXene 

nanoparticles make them a special adsorbent for eliminating heavy metals from waste-water because 

of their distinctive layered structure. Batch-mode investigations were carried out to ascertain the impact 

of several factors such as contact duration, adsorbent dosage, sample pH, temperature and initial 

concentration of polluted water on the adsorption of Lead (II). Using batch adsorption with optimum 

conditions, including pH is 10.0, adsorbent dosage is 0.01 g/ 50mL, contaminated water concentration 

is 100 mgL-1, temperature is 298.15 K, agitation, and contact duration of 45 minutes, MXene was able 

to removed Lead (II) with a maximum removal rate of 96.3%. The adsorption capacity of MXene for 

elimination of lead (II) was 481.5 mg/g. Therefore, it can be said that MXene is a suitable adsorbent for 

remediation of Lead (II) metal ions from waste-water.  

Keywords: 2D materials, Adsorption, Heavy Metals, MXene, Water Purification. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Many factors can cause water contamination. The industrial waste and sewage from 

municipalities that are dumped into the rivers are the most polluting of them. Industrial waste 

can take many different forms, such as restaurant trash, soil and sand, brick and cement, scrap 

metals, rubbish, oil, solvents, chemicals, weed grass and trees, timber and scrap lumber, and 

other wastes [1]. Water contamination is a result of industrial waste water from manufacturing 

and chemical activities. Chemical substances that are distinct and easy to identify are typically 

present in industrial effluent [2,3].  

The toxicity, mobility, and lack of biodegradability make heavy metals ions a significant global 

water hazard [4]. Arsenic, chromium, cadmium, nickel, selenium, mercury, zinc lead, and 

copper are heavy metal ions that are frequently detected in industrial and drinkable water [5]. 

High lead exposure levels can harm the kidneys and the brain in addition to causing anemia 

and weakness. Due to the fact that Pb may penetrate the placental barrier, pregnant women 

who are exposed to it also expose their unborn child. Different classical methods like chemical 

precipitation, flocculation & coagulation, solvent extraction, reverse osmosis, and many others 

are used to remediate these toxic metals from waste water. But these methods have some 

mailto:milyas.che@uetpeshawar.edu.pk
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draw backs like, lower efficiency, excess use of chemicals, weak selectivity, lower capacity and 

incomplete removal of pollutants etc. [6]. Adsorption is one of the most simple, efficient, and 

cost-effective procedures for waste-water treatment among the several water purifications 

processes [7]. Therefore, the removal of heavy metals ions needs the requirements of novel 

adsorbent which are feasible. 

A growing amount of research has been done on 2D materials as a result of the discovery of 

graphene and its extraordinary features [8]. A recent addition to the two-dimensional material 

family is MXene. MXene was discovered in 2011 by Drexel institute [9,10]. MXenes are two-

dimensional transition metal carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides. General Formula of MXene 

is Mn+1XnTz (n = 1–3) where M represent early d-block transition metals, X stands for C or N, T 

represents the surface termination groups like (fluoride, oxide, chloride, hydroxyl), and z, 

denotes the number of  attached surface functionalities. [1,11]. MXenes structure are shown 

in Fig. 1.1. MXenes have tremendous characteristics like greater surface area, active metallic 

sides, bio- compatibility, substantial metallic conductance and many others make them an 

excellent choice for removing of heavy metallic ions from waste water treatment [12].  

In this research, the elimination of Lead (II) ions on MXenes are carried out. The key objective 

of this study is to synthesis of MXenes from MAX phase by selective etching. Similarly, 

adsorption capacity and removal efficiency of MXenes were checked for remediation of Lead 

(II) ions from aqueous stream.  

  

Fig. 1.1 Structure of MXene 

 

MAX Phase “A” Layer removed MXene Sheets 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

 

1.1 Materials  

MAX Phase are purchased form Laizhou Kai Kai Ceramic Materials Co., Ltd., P.R. China. 

Metallic salt (Lead Nitrate), HCl, and NaOH, and DI water are brought form Haq Chemicals 

Ltd., Peshawar. 

1.2 Synthesis of MXene 

      By using selective etching, MXenes are synthesized from MAX Phase. MAX phase [13–15]. 

Slowly add MAX phase in hydrofluoric acid (HF) in course time of 6 minutes to avoid excess 

bubbling and start the stirring. The reaction is proceeded for 5 hours. The HF would remove 

the “A” layer from MAX phase.  After completion of reaction centrifuge the MXene to remove 

the supernatant liquids. Redisperse the MXene with deionized water (DI) to decrease the pH. 

Washing is carried out to remove the acid and gain the natural pH.  Dry the MXene powder at 

353.15 K in vacuum drier for 20 hours. For delamination of MXene, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 

is used. Stirrer the mixture for 12 hours to exfoliate the MXene sheets. Again, washing step is 

carried out to obtain the natural pH.  After centrifugation, the MXene powders is dried at 393.15 

for 24 hours.  Sonication with argon gas was carried out for 6 hours to intercalate the particles. 

At last, the centrifugation was done to remove unexfoliated particles. Now the MXenes are 

ready for removal of heavy metals ions. MXene synthesis procedure and research 

methodology was shown in Figure 2.. 
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Figure 2.1 Research Methodology 

 

1.3 Preparation of model waste water 

By dissolving 1.598 g of Lead Nitrate in one Liter of de-ionized water, a 1000 mg/L 

concentrated standard synthetic lead contaminated wastewater was produced. A 

homogeneous Pb (II) contaminated water solution was produced after the system was stirred 

for a predetermined amount of time to completely dissolve the hazardous salt. The pH of the 

solution was kept at its natural pH value (6.0). The concentration of stock solution was diluted 

for rest of experiments. 

1.4 Adsorption capacity 

Batch adsorption studies was carried out. After optimizing the parameters, the adsorption 

capacity of MXene (481.5 mg/g) was achieved for elimination of Lead (II) from model waste 

water. MXene have high metallic conductivity due to which the heavy metals ions are strongly 

attached on the vacant sites of MXene. MXenes have large surface area. The entire surface is 

utilized in the adsorption process which enhance the capacity. 
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1.5 Removal Efficiency 

In current study the removal efficiency of MXenes (96.3 %) was determined for Lead (II). The 

functional groups attached with the structure of MXene have greater affinity towards heavy 

metals ions. There is strong interaction between the adsorbent and adsorbate. That’s why 

greater removal efficiency was achieved.   

3. CONCLUSIONS  

The two-dimensional (2D) transition metal carbide (MXenes) are successfully synthesized in 

this work.  The developed MXenes are applied for removal of Lead (II) ions from an aqueous 

solution. MXene has a strong capacity for adsorbing lead (II) ions because of the substantial 

surface area and quantity of negatively surface functional groups. Similarly, MXenes showed 

higher effective elimination for remediation of lead (II). Hence, MXene is an ideal candidate for 

elimination of Lead (II) from waste-water.  
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Abstract— Continuous increase in the global warming resulting from emission of greenhouse gases, 

has been a serious challenge faced by the modern world. CO2 is the major component among all 

greenhouse gases, which has touched the atmospheric concentration of 421 ppm in 2022. In this study, 

CO2 capture performance of Na2CO3 mixed with different frothing agents (tri-ethylene glycol-butyl ether, 

diethylene-glycol diethyl ether, 1-hexanol, 1-octanol and 1-pentanol) at different molar concentration 

has been investigated and compared numerically using Aspen Plus software. Additionally, the effects 

of temperature and flowrate of liquid on absorption capacity of Na2CO3 were studied. The obtained 

results suggested that, absorption rate of dilute sodium carbonate was increased from 41% to 99.9% 

after the addition of frothing agents. Absorption capacity of Na2CO3 was decreased with increasing 

temperature. 

Keywords— Absorption, Aspen Plus, CO2, Frothing agents, Na2CO3.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid increase in global warming and crises of energy are two significant problems faced 

by modern world. Global warming is due to greenhouse gases and CO2 is a main contributor 
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of greenhouse gases. Therefore, to reduce the CO2 emissions, researchers have been trying 

hard to find out best possible alternatives such as use of renewable energy instead of fossil 

fuels [1]. The energy sector and production industries are the main responsible for increasing 

the concentration of greenhouse gases in atmosphere due to use of fossil fuels such as coal, 

for the production of electricity in power plants [2]. According to NOAA’s Mauna Loa 

Atmospheric Baseline, CO2 concentration in atmosphere was about 421 ppm in May 2022, 

50% higher than pre-industrial levels.  

Till now, several CO2 capture technologies have been developed and investigated, to reduce 

the concentration of greenhouse gases in atmosphere, such as chemical absorption, physical 

absorption, adsorption, membrane separation, and cryogenics. Among all these technologies, 

absorption in a solvent has attracted the attention of scientists, researchers and industrialists 

especially in post combustion CO2 capture system due to its various advantages such as 

having greater CO2 absorption efficiency up to 99.9, this technology also adoptable at very low 

pressure conditions, easier recyclability of agents, eco-friendliness, absorbent availability and 

having ability to produce high purity up to 99% of CO2 [3].  

CO2 absorption performance strongly depends upon choice of absorbents either in pure form 

or their mixture. Various chemical absorbents are investigated having ability to capture CO2, 

such as amines, alkalis, ionic liquids ILs, amino acid salts and carbonate based absorbent [4]. 

Amine based absorbent have higher CO2 capture ability but causing high corrosion in 

equipment and having high regeneration energy. Sodium carbonate is an ideal absorbent for 

CO2 absorption system due to non-volatile, non-hazardous and non-corrosive in nature and 

having ability to capture multi-pollutant (CO2, SOx and NOx) from flue gas [5] . However, the 

rate of physical mass transfer affects the CO2 absorption rate in aqueous sodium carbonate 

solution. Consequently, enhancing the mass transfer kinetics with the addition of frothing agent 

can increase the CO2 absorption efficiency of aqueous sodium carbonate solution. [6]. Use of 

a frothing agent in combination with basic sorbents could enhance the overall effectiveness of 

process under mild operating conditions since it alters the physical properties of basic sorbents 

which kinetically favors the absorption without changing their chemical structures. Frothing 

agents increase surface area by decreasing the bubble size that ultimately increases the mass 

transfer [7].  
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In this research, five frothing agents such as tri-ethylene glycol butyl ether (Poly-glycol), 

diethylene glycol diethyl ether (Poly-glycol), 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 1-octanol were used to 

check the performance of sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) for capturing carbon dioxide (CO2) from 

flue gas and sensitivity of different operating parameters on removal efficiency were also 

investigated. 

2. METHODOLOGY  

2.1 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

Flowsheet designing for chemical process, simulation and process modeling plays an 

important role.  Aspen Plus V11 simulator software is used in this study to estimate the overall 

material and energy balances for various flowsheet configuration for the mixture of aqueous 

sodium carbonate and frothing agent to capture CO2 from flue gases. 0.1 Molar solution of 

sodium carbonate in combination with variable mole fraction of frothing agent in the range of 

0.01 to 0.1 molar fraction is taken.  Flue gas composition used in this study is given in Table 

1. 

TABLE I: COMPOSITION OF FLUE GAS 

Parameter 
Volume 

percent (%) 

CO2 16 

Air 84 

 

All the parametric investigation were performed in the open loop model to identify the optimum 

operating conditions. The process models is created based on the initial column specification 

and operating parameters (Pressure, Temperature, Flowrate and Concentration) reported by 

[7]. Column specifications for the converging of model are given in Table 2. 

The process models is created by using ELEC-NRTL thermodynamic model, equilibrium and 

kinetic data are selected from previously published literature. [8] 

ln(𝑘) = 𝛼𝑖 +
𝑏𝑖

𝑇
+ 𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑛(𝑇) + 𝑑𝑖𝑇  → 𝐸𝐿𝐸𝐶 𝑁𝑅𝑇𝐿 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (1) 

Where;  
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Ki is temperature dependent equilibrium constant 

ai, bi, ci,di activity coefficient of species i 

TABLE 2: COLUMN SPECIFICATION  

Parameter Specification  

Column type Packed bed 

Packing material Poly-propylene Pall rings  

Packing dimension 1.2 cm * 1.2 cm 

Packed bed height 121.92 cm 

Height of the column 274.3 cm 

Diameter 10.16 cm 

  

 

 

In CO2 capture system flue gases enters from bottom of the column while sorbent in 

combination with frothing agents enters from top of the column. Absorption process take place 

at packed bed section, mass transfer occur from gas phase to liquid phase. After absorption 

sweet gas exit out from top of the column and rich carbonate solution exit from bottom of the 

column. 

The systematic diagram is shown in fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Process flow diagram for CO2 absorption system. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Effect of Frothing agent mole fraction on CO2 removal efficiency: 

In this research, five frothing agents such as tri-ethylene glycol butyl ether (poly-glycol), 

diethylene glycol diethyl ether (poly-glycol), 1-pentanol, 1-hexanol and 1-octanol at different 

mole fraction (0.01 to 0.1) in combination with main sorbent used to check the effect on CO2 

removal efficiency. Table 3 shows the inlet operating conditions for the simulation of CO2 

scrubbing process were selected from previously published work [7].  

TABLE 3: INLET OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR CO2 CAPTURE SYSTEM 

Parameter Value  

Temperature of flue-gas 31 °C 

Pressure of flue-gas 101.3 KPa 

Flowrate of flue-gas 1.74 lit/min 

Sorbent temperature 38.5 °C 

Sorbent pressure 101.3 KPa 

Sorbent flowrate 7.5 lit/min 
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Figure 2 shows the performance of various frothing agents at different mole fraction.  CO2 

removal efficiency increases as mole fraction of frothing agent increases. Tri-ethylene glycol 

butyl ether and 1-Octanol gave maximum CO2 removal efficiency of 99.9% at 0.02 and 0.03 

mole fraction. Di-ethylene glycol diethyl ether gave 99.8% of CO2 removal efficiency at 0.05 

mole fraction. Similarly, 1-Hexanol and 1-Pentanol gave 98% and 95% at 0.07 and 0.1 mole 

fraction respectively. 

 

Fig. 2. Effect of frothing agent mole fraction on CO2 removal efficiency.  

 

I. Effect of sorbent temperature on CO2 removal efficiency 

 

Effect of temperature on CO2 removal efficiency was investigated in the range of 35 °C to 65 

°C. All other operating parameters (sorbent flowrate, pressure, flue gas flowrate and 

concentration) were remain constant. Fig 3 shows the effect of temperature on CO2 removal 

efficiency. Results shows that as the temperature of sorbent increased, the CO2 removal 

efficiency is decreased. 
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Fig. 3. Effect of temperature on CO2 removal efficiency 

 

1) Abbreviations and Acronyms 

AB: Absorbent, FR: Frothing agent, TEGBE: Tri-ethylene glycol butyl ether, DEGDE: Di-

ethylene glycol diethyl ether, CO2: Carbon dioxide, Na2CO3: Sodium carbonate KPa: Kilo 

Pascal, lit/min: Litter/minute 

2) Equations 

The following equation is used to compute the CO2 removal efficiency.  

𝐶𝑂2 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑓

𝑋𝑖
× 100 

Where Xi in the mole fraction of CO2 in inlet flue gas stream and Xf is the mole fraction of CO2 

in sweet gas stream. 

3)  Other Recommendations 

By this research, it has drawn that sodium carbonate used as an absorbent for CO2 capture 

system because it shown excellent CO2 efficiency in combination with frothing agents, it is 

easily available material at very low cost and having non corrosive in nature and low 

regeneration energy. More extensive work is required to capture other pollutants such as SOx 
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and NOx from flue gases. This present study can be used to replace other costly absorbents 

for CO2 capture system. 

4. CONCLUSION  

CO2 removal efficiency was investigated for different frothing agents combined with main 

sorbent. Effects of mole fraction and operating conditions were studied.  

Following conclusions are drawn from this work; 

 Increment in the CO2 absorption efficiency was observed is a function frothing agent’s 

mole fraction.  

 Out of five frothing agents, Tri-ethylene glycol butyl ether and 1-Octanol have shown 

removal efficiency of 99.9%, which is maximum attainable efficiency. 

 Effect of temperature on CO2 removal efficiency was also investigated in the range of 

35 °C to 65 °C. It was concluded that the CO2 removal efficiency decreased with rising 

temperature. 

 Effect of sorbent flowrate on CO2 removal efficiency was investigated in the range of 5 

to 10 L/min. rising trend between CO2 removal efficiency and sorbent flowrate was 

observed.  
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Abstract—The development of construction industry has certainly increased the demand of cement 

production and usage. On the other hand, cement manufacturing is considered as an energy intensive 

process in which the fuel demand is very high. Furthermore, the fuel crisis and fuel prices hike at 

national and international level is an alarming situation for the sustainable future of these industries. 

Therefore, researchers and industrialists are trying to find alternative fuel for cement industry which 

should be economically viable and cleaner solution. The main objective of this research work is to utilize 

Pet Coke and Carbon Powder as an alternate fuel in kiln of a cement industry and determine their 

effects on the product cost. In this study, up to 20% Pet coke and carbon powder are burnt in the cement 

kiln along with imported coal. The results showed that both alternative fuels increased carbon monoxide 

(CO) formation due to low volatile matters. Moreover, the particulate matters (PM) increased while using 

pet coke in comparison to the imported coal. It was found that the fuel cost reduced by using pet coke 

and carbon powder, however, the environmental pollution was increased. 

Keywords: Cement industry, Carbon Powder, Fuel economy, Environment, Pet Coke  

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the industries that uses the most energy is the cement industry. Sintering the cement 

clinker consumes the majority of the energy needed to produce cement. Hard coal, lignite, 

petroleum coke, and, to a minor extent, heavy fuel oil, are traditionally employed as the main 

energy sources. But there has been a rise in the usage of alternative fuels as an outcome of 
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changes in the legal and economic structure [1]. 

Cement manufacturers all over the world also employ alternative fuels as a source of energy. 

These fuels are typically made from a combination of municipal, industrial, and hazardous 

wastes. Solid or liquid alternative fuels are both used in the cement industry. Depending on the 

kind of components and the amount of organic material they contain, they must have an 

acceptable chemical content [2]. 

The solid waste product that remains after all of the valuable liquid and gaseous components 

of crude oil have been extracted is known as petroleum coke (petcoke). The calorific value, 

sulphur content, and volatile content of petcoke are all high. Low volatile concentrations result 

in poor fuel combustion, and high sulphur contents cause a number of issues with kiln 

operation. Petcock is used extensively in the cement industry, but because of the difficulties 

involved, it could not be employed entirely in the kiln and pre-calciner without change to the 

current system [3]. 

When gaseous or liquid hydrocarbons are partially burned or thermally decomposed under 

controlled circumstances, Carbon Powder is created, which is pure elemental carbon in the 

form of colloidal particles. It has a black exterior and takes the form of a finely ground pellet or 

powder. It relates to specific surface area, particle size, structure, conductivity, and colour 

qualities and is employed in tyres, rubber, plastic goods, printing inks, and coatings. In the 

rubber sector, Carbon Powder is used in over 90% of cases [4]. 

The specific objective of this study is to i) utilize Pet coke and carbon powder as an alternative 

fuel in cement industry ii) exploring the effects of utilizing alternative fuels on fuel cost and 

emissions of cement industry. This study is closely related to the practical needs of using 

alternative fuels and provides some important insights for saving fuel cost and emissions 

related to cement production. 

2. METHODOLGY 

i. Pet Coke and Carbon Powder Analysis 

 

Pet coke consignment came from foreign country. Carbon Powder came from local supplier. 

The chemical composition of imported coal, Pet coke and carbon powder is shown in Table 1. 

Pet coke and carbon powder contains more carbon contents and sulphur contents than 

imported coal.  
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Table 1:  The Chemical composition of the Imported Coal, Pet coke and Carbon Powder 

S.No Description  Imported Coal Pet Coke Carbon 

Powder 

1 Carbon (%) 70.94 86.62 74.46 

2 Hydrogen (%) 4.22 3.90 4.50 

3 Nitrogen (%) 1.74 1.61 8.22 

4 Sulphur (%) 0.79 5.24 3.23 

5 Oxygen (%) 3.85 1.69 10.00 

6 Ash (%) 18.46 0.94 16.03 

 

Table 2 show the Net Calorific Value (NCV), Flash points, Fire points and densities of both 

used transformer oil and imported coal. Due to high carbon contents, Pet coke and Carbon 

Powder has higher calorific value than imported coal. Calorific value is determined through 

bomb calorimeter at plant laboratory. 

Table 2:  The Properties of the Imported Coal, Pet coke and Carbon Powder 

S.No Description 
Imported Coal Pet Coke Carbon 

Powder 

1 Net Calorific Value 

(Kcal/Kg) 
5943 7436 6315 

2 Flash Point (°C) 420 550 535 

3 Fire Point (°C) 520 595 578 

4 Density (kg/m3)  1720 2210 863 
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ii. Pet Coke and Carbon Powder Incineration in Kiln 
 

Coal burning system used for burning of coal in kiln through main burner is used for Pet coke 

incineration. Special type of burner used in cement industry is Duolfex burner which fires rotary 

kilns with pulverized coal, oil and natural gas. Pet coke is burnt in Kiln at temperature of about 

1400°C and 3.0% oxygen with imported coal separately. Three trials of pet coke were done at 

substitution rate of 10%, 15% and 20% along with imported coal. The same process is repeated 

for Carbon Powder utilization at 10%, 15% and 20% substitution with imported coal. 

iii. Stack Emission Monitoring 
 

Stack gas monitoring was done at the time of burning of pet coke and Carbon Powder to study 

effect on environment with the help of flue gas analyzer. Flue gas analyzer used for stack 

emission monitoring. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

i. Economic Effects of Pet coke and Carbon Powder 
 

In order to assess the economic benefits of Pet Coke utilization, an economic model proposed 

by [5] has been used. Pet Coke is utilized at ratios of 10%, 15% and 20%. 

The below are the parameters of cement plant in which experimentation taken place: 

a) Daily kiln production quantity is 7000 T/day (24 h) 

b) Number of total operating hours is 5880 h/year @ 67% run factor. 

c) Daily imported coal consumption is 860 ton/ day, which equals 35.83 kg/hr. 

d) Total energy consumption is 730 kcal/kg.cl.  

e) Total energy consumption for the clinker stage is 26 kWh/t.  

f) The calorific value of imported coal equals 5943 kcal/kg. 

g) 1 ton of imported coal costs 236 USD (41,667 PKR). 

h) The calorific value of Pet Coke equals 7436 kcal/kg. 

Below are the calculations of fuel cost determination: 

Total heat required for production of 7000 T/day clinker  

= 7000 T/day × 730 kcal/kg.cl × 1000  =  5.11 × 109 kcal   
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Heat required for 20% substitution of Pet Coke: 

= 0.20 × 5.11 × 109 kcal = 1.02 × 109 kcal 

Quantity required for 20% substitution of Pet Coke 

= 1.02 × 109 kcal/ 7436 kcal/kg / 1000 = 137 T 

Total cost for 137 T Pet Coke per hour is 

 = 137 T  × 225.17 USD/T = 30,948 USD = 5.45 × 106  PKR           

Fuel cost per ton of clinker for 20% Pet Coke is: 

= 30,948 USD/7000 T = 4.42 USD/T.cl. = 779.75 PKR/T.cl. 

Similarly, fuel cost for 80% imported coal is: 

= 1.63 × 105 USD/7000 T = 23.22 USD/T.cl. = 4095 PKR/T.cl. 

Total fuel cost with 20% Pet Coke and 80% imported coal is: 

= 4.42 USD/T.cl. + 23.22 USD/T.cl. = 27.64 USD/T.cl. = 4874 PKR/T.cl 

Fuel cost for 100% imported coal utilization is: 

= 2.03 × 105 USD/7000 T = 29.02 USD/T.cl. = 5118 PKR/T.cl. 

Saving of fuel cost by using 20% Pet Coke is:  

= 29.02 USD/T.cl. - 27.64 USD/T.cl. = 1.38 USD/T.cl. = 244 PKR/T.cl 

Table 3 shows the comparison of fuel cost and net savings per day while using 10%, 15 % and 

20 % Pet Coke along with imported coal. Comparison shows that while using 20% Pet Coke 

with 80% imported coal, saving of 243 PKR per ton of clinker can be achieved. This will lead 

to saving of almost 1.7 million per day. 
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Table 3:  Saving of fuel cost by using Pet Coke 

 

Parameters Unit 

100% 

Imported 

Coal  

10% Pet 

Coke 

15% Pet 

Coke 

20% Pet 

Coke  

Pet Coke substitution % 0 10 15 20 

Imported Coal 

substitution 
% 100 90 85 80 

Pet Coke consumption T/h 0 69 103 137 

Imported coal 

consumption 
T/h 860 774 731 688 

Fuel cost Pet Coke 
USD/T.cl. 0 2.21 3.32 4.42 

PKR/T.cl. 0 390 585 780 

Fuel cost Imported coal 
USD/T.cl. 29.02 26.12 24.67 23.22 

PKR/T.cl. 5118 4606 4350 4095 

Net Savings (per T.cl.) 
USD/T.cl. 0 0.69 1.04 1.38 

PKR/T.cl. 0 122 183 243 

Net Savings (per Day) 
USD/Day 0 4,847 7,270 9,654 

PKR/Day 0 854,864 1,282,296 1,702,728 

 

Table 4 shows the comparison of fuel cost and net savings per day while using 10%, 15 % and 

20 % Carbon Powder along with imported coal. Comparison shows that while using 20% 

Carbon Powder with 80% imported coal, saving of 711 PKR per ton of clinker can be achieved. 

This will lead to saving of almost 5 million per day. 
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Table 4:  Saving of fuel cost by using Carbon Powder 

Parameters Unit 

100% 

Imported 

Coal  

10% CP 15% CP 20% CP 

Carbon Powder 

substitution 
% 0 10 15 20 

Imported Coal 

substitution 
% 100 90 85 80 

Carbon Powder 

consumption 
T/h 0 81 121 162 

Imported coal 

consumption 
T/h 860 774 731 688 

Fuel cost Carbon 

Powder 

USD/T.cl. 0 0.88 1.33 1.77 

PKR/T.cl. 0 156 234 312 

Fuel cost Imported 

coal 

USD/T.cl. 29.02 26.12 24.67 23.22 

PKR/T.cl. 5118 4606 4350 4095 

Net Savings (per T.cl.) 
USD/T.cl. 0 2.02 3.02 4.03 

PKR/T.cl. 0 356 534 711 

Net Savings (per Day) 
USD/Day 0 14,106 21,159 28,212 

PKR/Day 0 2,491,601 3,737,401 4,976,202 

 

Figure 1 shows that carbon powder utilizations result in more saving as compared to pet 

coke 
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ii. Environmental impacts of Pet coke and Carbon Powder 

 

According to Punjab Environmental Quality Standards for Industrial Gaseous Emissions by 

Environmental Protection department in Pakistan, particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide, 

sulphur oxides were monitored during incineration of alternative fuels and their results are 

shown in Table 5. 

Table 5: Stack Emissions of Pet Coke and Carbon Powder 

Paramet
ers 

Unit 

PEQ
S 

Limi
ts 

Import
ed 

Coal @ 
100% 

Trial 
1 @ 
10% 
Pet 

coke 

Trial 2 
@ 15% 

Pet 
coke 

Trial 3 
@ 20% 

Pet coke 

Trial 1 
@ 10% 

CB 

Trial 2 
@ 15% 

CB 

Trial 3 
@ 

20% 
CB 

Particula
te matter 

(PM) 

mg/N
m3 

300 38 45 56 65 42 48 54 

Carbon 
Monoxid
e (CO) 

mg/N
m3 

800 480 524 538 560 505 520 535 

Oxides 
of 

Nitrogen 
(NOx) 

mg/N
m3 

1200 540 530 535 545 555 575 593 

Sulphur 
Oxides 
(SOx) 

mg/N
m3 

1700 180 230 255 269 196 225 248 
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Figure 1: Savings of Pet Coke and Carbon Powder 
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Results show that particulate matter, carbon monoxide and sulphur dioxide increase more with 

the increase in utilization percentage of pet coke as compared to Carbon Powder. However, 

NOx increases more in case of carbon as compared to pet coke due to high percentage of 

nitrogen in Carbon Powder. 

Figures 2 and 3 show that both pet coke and Carbon Powder emissions are greater than that 

of imported coal. Due to high sulphur contents in pet coke its SOx emissions are higher. 

 

 
 

 

 

iii. Carbon Dioxide Emissions  

 

Carbon dioxide emissions standard is not given by Environmental Protection department in 

Pakistan. To calculate carbon dioxide emissions, method used by [6] is used. 

The emission factors for fuel combustion are taken from IPCC 2006 Guidelines, where the 

default emission factors of CO2 for coal, Pet Coke and Carbon Powder are 94,600,97,500 and 

99,160 kg/TJ respectively. To calculate emission factor for utilized fuel, given emission factor 

for fuel type is multiplied by actual lower heating value of fuel as per given formula 

Corrected CO2 = Default EFCO2 of fuel (kg CO2/ TJ) × Average heat value of fuel (kJ/kg) 

a. Corrected CO2 for Coal: 

 

= 94,600 kg CO2/TJ Coal × 24,866 kJ/kg Coal × 10−9     

= 2.35 kg CO2/kg Coal  
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b. Corrected CO2 for Pet Coke:  

 

= 97,500 kg CO2/TJ Pet Coke × 31,112 kJ/kg Pet Coke × 10−9     

= 3.03 kg CO2/kg Pet Coke  

c. Corrected CO2 for Carbon Powder:  

= 99,160 kg CO2/TJ Carbon Powder × 26,422 kJ/kg Carbon Powder × 10−9     

= 2.62 kg CO2/kg Carbon Powder  

Carbon dioxide emission is more in case of Pet Coke and Carbon Powder due to high carbon 

content as compared to imported coal. 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the above experiment it can be concluded that Pet coke and Carbon powder can be 

incinerated in cement Kiln with saving in fuel cost. However, emissions like particulate matter, 

CO, NOx and CO2 increases with increase in utilization of Pet coke and Carbon powder. 

Emissions are more prominent in case of pet coke due to its high sulphur and carbon contents. 

However, the emissions are still below than EPA standards limit. So, both fuels can be used in 

kiln and result in saving of fuel cost. Carbon powder is more cost-effective fuel as compared 

to pet coke due to its less price per ton.  
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Abstract—Organic-Inorganic metal halide perovskite solar cells device has (PSC) fascinated 

researcher attention from all over the world. A non-toxic Sn-based PSC has similar photo electronic 

properties to that of lead based PSC. In this report work the structure consist of C60 as electron transport 

material (ETM) and CuAlO2 as hole transport material (HTM) with lead free non-toxic MASnBr3 as 

perovskite active layer. A numerical modeling of MASnBr3 PSC has been investigated by utilizing 1D 

SCAPS simulation software. Investigation of the most important parameter such as thickness of each 

layers has been optimized to advance the stability and enhance the power conversion efficiency of the 

device. The inverted arrangement ITO/CuAlO2/MASnBr3/C60/Al exhibit maximum PCE 16.34%, FF 

89.19%, VOC 1.49 V and JSC 12.29 mA/cm2 with 400 nm of absorber thickness. The device has shown 

a good thermal stability.   

Keywords—1D-SCAPS, fullerene C60, MASnBr3, perovskite solar cell, stability    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In photovoltaic technology perovskite solar cell (PSC) has developed one of the most capable 

device with power conversion efficiency (PCE) of greater than 25% [1]. While stability and 

toxicity are the most serious factor, which is the hurdled towards industrialization [2].  However 

organic-inorganic metal halide perovskite is non-toxic such as Sn- based Pb free PSC is used 

instead of toxic lead perovskite device [3]. The active layer of the structure consists of ABX3, 

where A is an organic methyl ammonium (MA) or formamidinium (FA), B is inorganic cation 

such as (Pb+ or Sn+) and X represent halogen ions (I-, Br-, or Cl-) [4]. The PCE of the perovskite 

has been improved from 3.8% in 2009 to 22.1% in 2016 [5]-[6]. It is found that MASnBr3 is 

highly stable and efficient perovskite [7]. Spiro-OMeTAD is the material that is extensively used 

for HTM and TiO2 for ETM, while they are unstable material [8]. Therefor inorganic p-type 

semiconductor such as CuAlO2 has shown good stability and are highly transparent [9]. The 

n-type organic material C60 has been studied as the best ETM candidate for good presentation 

of the device [10].    

2. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY 

The inverted planar p-i-n design of perovskite solar cell (PSC) is presented in Fig.1. which 

consist of three layer i.e. ETL, active layer and HTL. These layers are stacked to each other. 

The performance of the device is analyzed by using 1D-SCAPS simulation software. The 

equation used for numerical analysis in the calculation of the output result in the software is 

based on Poisson’s eq and continuity eq (1) which are given below; 

𝛻2𝛹 =
𝑞

𝜀
(𝑛 − 𝑝 + 𝑁𝐴 + 𝑁𝐷)(1) 

Where NA and ND represent (acceptor and donor) concentration; ψ denote electrostatic 

potential. Continuity equation for semiconductor is given by eq (2) and (3); 

𝛻. 𝐽𝑛 − 𝑞
𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= +𝑞𝑅 (2) 

𝛻. 𝐽𝑝 − 𝑞
𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑞𝑅 (3) 

Where Jn and Jp are current densities for electron and holes; R denote carrier recombination 

rate. 
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Fig.1. General Design of inverted p-i-n Perovskite Solar cell 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

a. Thickness Optimization of Active layer (MASnBr3), HTM and ETM  

The thickness of active layer and charge transport layer (CTL) play a vital part in the 

presentation of the device efficiency. Parameter of the device were used from TABLE.1. At 

start the active layer thickness is simulated from 50 (nm) to 750 (nm) with step of 50 (nm) 

keeping the other parameter of the device constant. In Fig.1. (a), (c) & (d) it is shown that up 

to 400 nm PCE, VOC, JSC was increased which indicate that up to certain thickness the 

generation of charge is increased while beyond that thickness the drop of all parameter is due 

to rise in recombination rate. while in Fig.1. (b) FF increased till 200 nm and beyond it start 

decreasing is because of increase in charge pathway resistance [11]. The optimized value is 

used for the analysis of CTL thicknesses and their results are displayed in Fig. 3 show effect 

of HTM thickness with 100 nm enhanced value and Fig. 4 of ETM giving the best performance 

with 350 nm.        

TABLE I: INPUT PARAMETER FOR HTL, ETL AND ABSORBER LAYER [12],[13],[14].   

 CuAlO2 C60 MASnBr3 

Bandgap Eg (eV) 3.46  1.70 2.15 

Electron affinity X (eV) 2.50 3.90 3.39 

Dielectric permittivity εr (relative) 60.00 4.20 8.2 

CB effective density of state NC (1/cm3) 1×1018 1×1018 1×1018 

VB effective density of state NV (1/cm3) 1×1018 1×1018 1×1018 

Electron mobility µn (cm2/Vs)  2.00 8.00×10-2 
1.6 
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Hole mobility µ (cm2/Vs) 8.60 3.50×10-3 
1.6 

shallow uniform donor density ND 0 1×1018 0 

shallow uniform acceptor density NA 1×1018 0 1×1017 

Defect density Nt  1×1014 1×1014 1×1015 
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Fig.2.Effect of Active layer thickness on (a) PCE (b) FF (c) VOC (d) JSC . 
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Fig.4.Influence of ETM thickness on (a) PCE (b) FF (c) VOC (d) JSC. 
 

B. J-V Curve and External Quantum Efficiency EQE of Optimized Structure 
 
To know the effect of quantum efficiency when different wavelength of photon incident 

on the device. It is varied starting with 300 nm to 900 nm. The EQE graph is shown 

Fig.5. (a) which reveals that the photon of shorter wavelength (350nm to 550nm) is 
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absorbed with external quantum efficiency EQE of more than 80% beyond that the EQE 

drop drastically due to low energy photon. The J-V characteristics of the improved 

configuration of perovskite device is shown in Fig.5. (b) wheres the Jsc is 11.16% and 

VOC is 1.38 V with PCE of 16.38%.  
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Fig.5. (a) Different wavelength photon effect on EQE (b) J-V Characteristics 

4. CONCLUSION 

A comprehensive analysis simulation of the lead free perovskite device is examined by using 

1D-SCAPS. The stability of the device has been enhanced with efficient output by optimization 

of thickness of each layer. The high transparency of the inorganic copper based HTM CuAlO2 

due to its wide bandgap (3.46 eV) which has improved the efficiency. If MASnBr3 with a wide 

bandgap of 2.15eV is replaced with narrow bandgap MASnI3 of 1.3 eV. the conversion 

efficiency of the device can be further enhanced due to its high absorption property having 

similar optoelectronic properties to Pb-based perovskite.  
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Abstract—Mankind has explored the natural resources of earth without limits, including extraction of  

raw material for industry. The planet’s capacity to absorb and convert the waste , resulting from modern 

life, seems to be inexhaustible. Situation has become a matter of great concern with the exponential 

increase in the population of planet. Consequently, waste production will increase by many folds. To 

counter this, alternatives such as substitution of conventional plastics for biodegradables are being 

studied. So, the main focus during the present work was the utilization of solid potato and wheat waste 

into biodegradable product such as starch, having various applications. For extraction of starch from 

waste potato and wheat, hydrothermal pretreatment was performed due to its high conversion efficiency 

and then compared it with the synthetic starch. Furthermore, kinetics of different starch were also  

carried out indicating that potato starch was the most suitable candidate and it  follows the first order 

kinetics. 

Key Words: Biodegradable, Hydrothermal Pretreatment, , Kinetics, Starch, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The natural resources of earth are being discovered by mankind deprived of constraints, and 

regarding this, extract raw material for industry. The planet’s capacity to absorb and convert 

the waste, caused due to modernism appeared to be boundless. This alarming condition has 

become a piece of great attention, with the exponential increase in the population of 

planet[1].Consequently, waste production will increase by many folds. To counter this, 

alternatives such as replacement of conservative plastics to eco-friendly one  are being 

studied[2]. Among these, substances like starches has the ability to replace synthetic polymer 

in plastic industries because of low cost, biodegradability ,non-toxicity and availably[3, 4]. 

Edible and non-edible substances are largely composed of starch, which is a simple 

carbohydrate taken from the natural resources of agriculture. It has replaced the constituents 

of fossil fuel and is used as good natural resource because of it’s biodegradable and renewable 

nature. Potato and wheat starch are two main sources of starch that constitutes around more 

then 50% of starch content. Since About 10 % of total wheat and 18 % of potato production 

was lost every year due to flood, fog, and heat stress. Utilization of this waste is an efficient 

strategy to reduce the stress of pollution. Hence this area is explored by employing the method 

of hydrothermal pretreatment for starch extraction. 

mailto:umerbinyasir1991@gmail.com
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2. METHODOLOGY 

In this section details about the experimental setup is provided. Materials used were potatoe, 

wheat (for starch extraction), water as solvent and ambient temperature and pressure.Fig.1. 

shows schematic of starch extraction. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Extracted potato and wheat starch was characterized using FTIR, EDX, viscocity. For kinetic 

study U.V visible was also carried out at room temperature. 

Fig. 2.  Schematic of starch extraction using hydrothermal pretraetment method 
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3.1. FTIR Results 

FTIR of potato, wheat, hybrid and original starch are given in Fig.2. performed by FTIR 

equipment model  Spectrum 100 (Perkin Elmer) . Strong and broad FTIR peaks of  starches 

were observed at 3400cm-1 owing to the presence of OH group in the amylose chain. Peak 

intensity at 2931cm-1 and 1600 cm-1 is because of the presence of methyl and carbonyl 

groups in the starch chain. Peaks at 1430cm-1 and 900cm-1 is attributed to “crystalline” and 

“amorphous” structure of starch , respectively. The intensity of peak at 1157cm-1 is due to 

the presence of C-O-C bond in starch molecule. Moreover, the splitting of band at 996cm-1 

and 1017cm-1 is correlated to a change from native to gelatinized form of the starch. The 

results were very much similar to the literature cited[5, 6].  

3.2. EDX Analysis 

Different types of starch when analyzed through EDX confirms the elemental and relative 

proportion of  both carbon and oxygen .Hydrogen can not be analyzed as it is the lightest 

element and beyond the resolution capacity of equipment present. Some impurities might also 

be there in starches as they are extracted. Furthermore, pictorial display of EDS is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

Fig 4.4  

Fig. 3.  FTIR of different starches 
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3.3. Viscosity Measurement 

Viscosity is being measured by using equipment Visco meter of model DV-E, DV 11+Pr0 of 

Brook Field present in SCME lab. Table 4.2 show the viscosity of different extracted and hybrid 

starch. Viscocity of wheat starch is lower compared to potato starch. This is because of the 

presence of phosphorous linkages,  present in tuber unlike that of cereals[7].Hybrid starch has 

the viscosity comparable to each of the wheat, potato and synthetic starch. 

Table 3. Viscosity of different starches 

 

 

 

S. No Material Viscosity (Cp) 

1 Synthetic Starch 118.4 
2 Wheat Starch 32.39 
3 Potato Starch 95.46 
4 Hybrid Starch 75.24 

 

Fig. 4.  EDX Analysis of Different Starches 
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3.4. U.V Results 

UV spectroscopy is being measured at room temperature of  27°C using the equipment UV 

visible spectrophotometer model,UV-1900 present in SCME lab. UV  of extracted, hybrid 

and original starches at room temperature show the absorbance peak at λmax of about 

215°C[8].Slight variation is there in case of potato and wheat starch.Fig.4. shows the UV 

spectrum of different starches at room temperature. 

 

3.5. Kinetic Study 

Kinetic study was also conducted by interpretating the U.V results of different starches. It is 

clear from the table that potato starch follows first order kinetics more precisely then wheat and 

other hybrid starch. 

Table 4: First order kinetics of different starches 

Samples K (min-1) R2 

Synthetic Starch .0043 .98 
Potato .0047 .97 
Wheat  .0018 .96 
Hybrid .0038 .94 

4. CONCLUSION: 

• Waste utilization  was  carried out effectively 

• Hydrothermal pretreatment method was  employed for starch synthesis 

Figure 5 U.V of different starches 
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• Results of extracted starch were comparable to synthetic starch 

• Kinetic models were being applied successfully after interpretation of U.V analysis. 
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Abstract—Disposal of dye-containing wastewater which is mainly derived from textile industries is 

more disastrous and need significant attention. Therefore, environmental benign treatment process 

needs to be develop for elimination of such pollutants from wastewater. This work aimed to evaluate 

the application of the hydrophobic ionic liquid, trihexyltetradecylphosphoniumchloride 

([PC6C6C6C14][Cl] used for the removal of tartrazine dye from aqueous solution. The results revealed 

that [PC6C6C6C14][Cl] have the potential to adsorbed tartrazine dye from aqueous solution with 

adsorption capacity of (150 mg/g). Furthermore, the removal efficiency of the [PC6C6C6C14][Cl] was 

also evaluated and it was observed that  [PC6C6C6C14][Cl] have the capability to remove more than 

90% tartrazine dye from aqueous solution. Overall, the result presented in this study depicted that ILs 

have the potential to replace the conventional toxic adsorbents used for the removal of toxic dyes.  

Keywords: Adsorption capacity, Ionic Liquid, Hydrophobic IL, tartrazine dye, toxic dyes,  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decades, water faces unprecedented challenges due to human activities such 

as industrialization, deforestation and urbanization. However, disposal of dye-containing 

wastewater which is mainly derived from textile industry, food production, leather factory, 

pharmaceutical, paper and pulp industries which are more disastrous, and pose a serious 

threat toward many living organisms. Further, sources of these dyes pollutants are depicted in 

Fig 1. The presence of dyes acts as barrier to light, temperature and oxidizers, which retard 

photosynthesis and eventually affect aquatic life-cycle [1]. Furthermore, numerous of these 

dyes are toxic, carcinogenic, mutagenic and having low bio-degradability [2]. For Example 

Tartrazine an azo dye is most commonly used in drugs, cosmetics, syrups, food additive and 

capsules shells. However this dye is typically toxic in nature and difficult to identify its presence 

due to high solubility in water. The presence of this dye in high concentration can cause human 

diseases such as lupus, cancer in thyroid, asthma, migraines, hyperactivity, eczema, and also 

cause infertility [3]. Therefore, industrial effluents containing azo dyes needs significant 

attention before disposal into water bodies.  

To cope up this issue various traditional techniques were employed including chemical, 

physical and biological methods such as decomposition with microbes, ozonation process, 

coagulation method, flocculation method, decolorization with photo-catalytic, adsorption and 

sono-chemical method. However, each of these methods in separation has merits and 

disadvantages which include high cost, low efficiency, long treatment time, chemical additives 

usage, and secondary pollutant production [3]. Adsorption method is highly effective among 

these techniques owing to numerous advantages such as least capital cost, flexibility, ease 

operation and negligible waste generation. High adsorption capacity, effective surface area, 

adsorbent pore volume and pore size, chemical firmness, more selectivity for various dyes, 

reusability, ease regeneration and low cost are consider as Ideal properties of an adsorbent 

[4]. Synthetic adsorbents such as metal organic frameworks, polymers, clays, activated 

carbon, bio adsorption and biomass has been extensively used due to its commercial and 

natural availability. However, high cost, slower adsorption rates, dependency on pH and 

blockage problems are core issues [5]. Hence development of a competent, effective, 

economical and reusable novel adsorbent is required to remove toxic chemicals and dyes from 

aqueous media by implementing sustainable approach. 

Ionic liquids (ILs) are recently considered as an effective alternative for treating dyeing 
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wastewater as it contain organic cations along with combination of inorganic or organic anions. 

Furthermore, due to its remarkable and fascinated properties such as its stability at high 

temperature,  negligible vapor pressure, low melting point and simply reusability recently 

attracted high interest [6]. 

Therefore, in this research work hydrophobic ionic liquid, 

trihexyltetradecylphosphoniumchloride ([PC6C6C6C14][Cl] utilized for the extraction of 

tartrazine dye from aqueous media. In this study adsorption capacity, removal efficiency and 

comparison with other ILs are quoted. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Principle Substrates of various dyes pollutants. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 MATERIALS  

All materials used in experimentations including dye material and solvents were used without 

any further processing and of analytical grade. The phosphonium based ILs 

[PC6C6C6C14][Cl] MW = 519.31 g/mol, was kindly provided by Ionic liquid laboratories of  

Queen’s University (QUILL), located at Belfast UK with purity ≥ 95.0% (NMR). Tartrazine which 

is also branded as Acid Yellow 23 an anionic dye, C16H9N4Na3O9S2, having a MW 534.4 g/mol 

depicted in Fig 2 were purchased from local market in Pakistan. Then preparation of standard 

solution of the dye by mixing required quantity of dye and pure distilled water. Then various 
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standard solutions of 50 mg/L to 250 mg/L obtained by diluting the stock solution with distilled 

water.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Detailed Molecular structure of Tartrazine dye (anionic) 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Adsorption experiments were performed to evaluate removal efficiency (E%) and adsorption 

capacity Qe (mg/g) and to compare it performance with other  traditional and novel adsorbent 

used for Tartrazine dye removal.  

 

J. Adsorption Capacity 

Extraction of Tartrazine dye with the IL, trihexyltetradecylphosphoniumchloride 

[PC6C6C6C14][Cl] were studied in batch adsorption to evaluate adsorption capacity. For 

Adsorption studies 100 ml of Tartrazine dye solution, from prepared stock solution was put in 

beakers having various concentrations such as 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 mg/L. Then injection 

of IL ranging from 100 to 160 mg into all prepared standard dye solution carried out. Further 

100 mL of dye solution having desired initial concentration and adsorbent at pH of 7, and at 

temperature of 318 K agitated at 180 rpm for various time intervals. 

After complete phase separation, then Cary-50 UV Spectrophotometer at wavelength 199 nm 

(λmax) used to analyze the supernatant in order to find out the final concentration of the anionic 

dye Tartrazine adsorbed from waste water solution onto the adsorbent. 

The adsorption capacity Qe (mg/g) at time (t) find out by using following equation respectively. 
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Qe =
(Ci − Ct)V

m
 

 

Where Ci (mg/L) and Ct (mg/L) are the initial concentration and the final concentration at time 

t (min) of the dye (mg/L) respectively, weigh of ionic liquid are denoted with m (g) and dye 

solution volume with V (mL). 

As per calculation from above equation, adsorption capacity of the dye is obtained as 150 mg/g 

with 250 mg/L  dye concentration initially  and  0.1 g dosage of IL at pH 7 and 25 min contact 

time for completion of adsorption process. 

K. Removal Efficiency 

The removal efficiency of IL in is also a very important parameter to evaluate the performance 

of adsorbents for pollutant removal. Therefore the removal efficiency (E %) of 

[PC6C6C6C14][Cl]  adsorbent  was investigated by using following equation. 

 

E(%) =
Ci − Ct

Ci
 × 100 

 

Where Ci (mg/L) and Ct (mg/L) are the initial concentration and final concentration at time t 

(min) of the dye (mg/L) respectively and removal efficiency represented with E(%) 

As per calculation from above equation, percent removal of the dye is obtained as 90% mg/g 

with 250 mg/L of dye concentration initially  and  0.1 g dosage of IL at pH 7 and 25 min contact 

time for completion of adsorption process. 

Results clearly shown that, the uptake of Tartrazine by ILs from aqueous phase is a 

significantly a very fast process and the adsorption equilibrium is reached within first 15 min. 

Then no significant change observed in extraction efficiency with further increase in contact 

time. It show that due to presence of various functional groups at the external surface of Ionic 

Liquid (IL) at beginning of adsorption process, leads to electrostatic attraction forces  the 

molecules of dye used and surface of the adsorbent. 

L. Comparison with other adsorbents 

The comparison of adsorption capacities and removal efficiency of Tartrazine dye in this study 

with various adsorbents such as Nigerian soil, saw dust, rice husk and commercial activated 

carbon reported in the detailed literature and show in Table 1.  It was found that 

[PC6C6C6C14][Cl], are effective, economical, have great potential, and advanced adsorbent 
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for the remediation and treatment of noxious  dye pollutant from dye containing wastewater. 

Hence, the current research study suggest and open new doors for the applications 

hydrophobic phosphonium based ILs for tartrazine removal from dye containing wastewater. 

 

Table 1 

Comparison of adsorption capacities of Tartrazine dye onto different types of adsorbents 

Adsorbents Initial concentration 

(mg/L) 

pH Time 

(min) 

Dose 

(g) 

Qe 

(mg/g) 

Reference 

Rice husk 5 2 120 0.1 1.24 [8] 

Commercial 

activated carbon 

5 2 60 0.1 3.32 [8] 

Saw dust 15 3 70 0.1 4.71 [2] 

Nigerian Soil 50 2 120 0.05 83.33 [3] 

[PC6C6C6C14][Cl] 250 7 25 0.1 150 This study 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study trihexyltetradecylphosphoniumchloride was found to have a higher extraction 

efficiency of tartrazine as compared to other novel absorbents in the literature and can 

therefore be used as a substitute of traditional adsorbents for extraction of the noxious dye 

tartrazine from dye containing water solution. [PC6C6C6C14][Cl] IL can be utilized and studies 

as “green adsorbent” for extraction of different types of anionic dyes from waste water which 

contain dye as pollutant. Further, detail studies need to be carried out for other anionic dye 

and their removal percentage to be investigated by using the same IL used in this research 

work. 
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Abstract— Burgeoning municipal solid waste (MSW) generation and concern about inadequate energy 

resources have drawn worldwide attention to waste to energy (WtE) technologies that provide valuable 

products or electricity while reducing reliance on fuels and materials produced from fossil sources. For 

this purpose, this research problem identifies the WtE technologies (thermochemical, biochemical, and 

transesterification), electricity generation from landfills, and recycling of the recyclable constituents of 

MSW and employs the combination of these technologies in the superstructure. A mixed integer 

nonlinear programming (MINLP) model is developed to find out the promising technology under the 

objective function of profit. The findings of the study reveal that recycling followed by the composting 

process is the ideal path for treating MSW and it is according to the waste management hierarchy as 

well. 

Keywords— Mathematical modeling, municipal solid waste, optimization, MINLP, Waste to Energy.  
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The world’s increasing population demands more energy. Consequently, the amount of 

municipal solid waste (MSW) is escalating at an alarming rate. Approximately 2 billion tons of 

MSW are produced worldwide each year, but only about 33% of that amount is collected by 

municipalities [1]. MSW is mainly a mixture of food waste, wood waste, paper, plastic, glass, 

metal, and textile. MSW discharges pollutants into the environment, contributing to climate 

change and negatively affecting both human and environmental health [2]. The problems 

arising from MSW direct the researchers to find a sustainable solution. Waste to energy (WtE) 

technologies are being utilized in many countries.  

The conversion technologies are thermochemical (incineration, gasification, pyrolysis), 

biochemical (composting, anaerobic digestion), and physicochemical (trans-esterification) [3]. 

The abbreviations and acronyms used in the current study are mentioned before the 

acknowledgement section. 
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In the treatment of MSW, both environmental and economic factors are important. Most 

researchers have worked on both. A model was formulated by Minas et al. (2013) for the Greek 

state by doing nonlinear mathematical modeling for WtE technologies (INC, COMP, AD, LAF). 

According to the conclusion of the study, there was a trade-off between cost and the 

greenhouse effect [4]. The location of waste transfer sections affects the cost objective 

function. In both the mixed and segregated waste contexts, Pradeep et al. (2019) proposed a 

strategy for determining waste transfer station locations that was cost-effective [5]. Arsalan et 

al. (2022) developed a MINLP model for the designing of MSW treatment system. The model 

was solved under the objective functions of environmental and economic aspects. The study 

consists of WtE technologies employed in different scenarios [6].  

Although, numerous studies in the context of MSW to energy processing and optimization of 

MSW management systems are available. This research problem deals with WtE technologies 

and additionally incorporates the trans-esterification process for the case study of one of the 

cities of Pakistan, Lahore, by developing a generic and detailed mathematical model. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

This research problem is comprised of 4 steps, describing the milestones of this research study 

as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Methodology framework for the current work 

M. Problem statement 

This research problem deals with finding a sustainable and optimal way of processing MSW 

and producing valuable commodities as well as energy from the treatment of MSW. 

Superstructure based optimization is performed by developing a MINLP model and solving it 

in GAMS. WtE technologies are incorporated in the superstructure to identify economically 

optimal technology. 

Results and discussion 

Formulation of Superstructure 

Mathematical Modeling 

Case study: Pakistan (Lahore) 
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N. Superstructure’s formulation 

The superstructure is the description of MSW treatment stages and technologies to process it. 

The proposed superstructure is composed of technologies i.e., recycling, composting, 

anaerobic digestion, incineration, pyrolysis, gasification, plasma arc gasification, trans-

esterification, and landfills. The processing stages are raw material, segregation & recycling, 

treatment, and products. The superstructure is displayed in Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Proposed superstructure for the MSW treatment 

O. Mathematical Model 

The mathematical model consists of the objective function (i.e., profit) and mass balance 

constraints. The objective is the maximization of net profit. Indices c, t, and s represent the 

components of MSW, technologies, and stages of treatment of MSW, respectively. Binary 

variable is the decision variable. The selection of technology makes binary variable 1 and 

0 otherwise. Equation (1) represents the selection of technology. Fig. 3 represents the flow of 

MSW in stage s. 

 

Fig. 3. Flow of MSW coming out of previous stage s-1 to stage s 

                                                                                           (1) 

Equation (2) represents the composition of MSW at inlet stage 1. 

                                                                                                    (2) 

Equations (3) and (4) represent the flow of MSW , and waste in residue stream . 
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                                                                            (3) 

                                                                          (4) 

Equation (5) shows the allocation of MSW components coming from previous stage s-1 to the 

stage s and technology t.  represents the allocation of components. 

                                                                      
(5) 

Equation (6) represents the flow of the waste coming out of the technology t of stage s.  

represents consumption and   represents yield coefficient. 

               (6) 

Equation (7) represents the separation of the residue stream from the processed stream. 

                                                                   (7) 

Equation (8) represents the splitting of waste and  is the split factor. 

                                                                           (8) 

Equation (9) is the objective function. 

                                      (9) 

Equations (10,11,12,13) calculate the product sales prices ( ), operating & maintenance (

) and capital costs ( ), respectively.  

                                                      (10) 

                                     (11) 

                                         (12) 

Terms , , and  represent desired capacity, base capacity, 

and Marshall & Swift cost index. 
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    (13) 

Equation (14) calculates ACCR i.e., annualized capital charged ratio. M is the project life taken 

to be 20 years and IR is the interest rate i.e., 15%. 

                                                       (14) 

P. Software 

General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) is used here to solve the MINLP mathematical 

model. Data is stored in Microsoft Excel and loaded into GAMS via GAMS Data Exchange 

(GDX) files. 

3. CASE STUDY: PAKISTAN 

According to current estimates, Pakistan produces 30 million metric tons of MSW per year [7]. 

Hence, the proposed methodology is applied to the waste composition of Lahore, a famous 

city in Pakistan. The waste composition of Lahore is shown in Table 5. Further information 

related to costs incurred, selling prices and yield may be furnished upon request. 

Table 5. Composition of MSW in percentage for Lahore city [7] 

Components Food waste Paper Plastic Glass Metal Wood Textile Misc. 

Composition (%) 56.3 3.2 10.6 0.7 0.1 6.1 9.2 13.8 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

100 tons of MSW is processed. The proposed methodology obtained for the handling of MSW 

is the recycling of MSW and introducing the rest of the waste into composting technology. 

Composting is a famous and commonly employed technology for treating the MSW. The 

optimal path shown in  

Fig. 4 is according to the MSW management’s framework i.e., reducing, re-using, recycling the 

waste, treating the MSW by recovering energy or obtaining useful products, and ultimately 

disposal. Table 6. displays the optimization results. The recycled materials (19.8 tons) obtained 

after recycling have product values that contribute positively to the maximization of the net 

profit (7141$). Selected technology for processing waste is composting which provides 

compost (33.4 tons) as the final product. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

In the current study, a MINLP model was employed to construct the most effective MSW 

treatment approach for transforming waste into valuable commodities and/or electricity. The 

economic feasibility of MSW processing is shown by the results of optimization. This effective 

system promotes MSW recycling and waste to composting as a practical solution for MSW 

handling because it yields a maximum profit of $7141 per 100 tons of MSW treated. 

Table 6. Results obtained for 100 tons of MSW 

Recycled Products (tons) Selected Technology Product (tons) Profit ($) 

RPR RP RG RM RT 

2.9 7.9 0.6 0.05 8.3 Composting Compost 33.4 7141 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Result of optimization illustrated in the superstructure 

ABBREVIATIONS & ACRONYMS  

AD Anaerobic 

Digestion 

MRF Material Recycling Facility RP Recycled Plastic 

COMP Composting MILP Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming 

RPR Recycled Paper 

GASF Gasification MINLP Mixed Integer nonlinear 

Programming 

RT Recycled Textile 
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INC Incineration PY Pyrolysis TRSF Trans-esterification 

LAF Landfills RG Recycled Glass GDX GAMS Data 

Exchange 

MSW Municipal Solid 

Waste 

RM Recycled Metal   
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Abstract— Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) resin is polymerized to produce a variety of plastic materials. 
Worldwide about 40 million tons of different PVC products are produced annually. Unplasticized 
Polyvinyl chloride (UPVC) are rigid plastics prepared from the polymerization of the same PVC resin.  
In Pakistan, UPVC pipes are very commonly used as sewer and water pipes. Our industries use calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) mineral as a filler during the polymerization of the resin.  

Filler replaces some part of the expensive PVC resin and thus decreases the cost. On the other hand, 
if the concentration of calcium carbonate(CaCO3) increases from 10 PHR the net weight (specific 
gravity) of the pipes increases. Moreover, if added than a certain concentration the produce pipes may 
not retain the required mechanical strength.  The handling of the viscous polymerized mixture is difficult 
and creates difficulties in processing. In short, the addition of calcium carbonate reduces the overall 
cost but it adversely affects the specific gravity and other mechanical properties. 

Our study was about the possible fillers having less effect on the specific gravity and can improve the 
smoothness of UPVC pipes at a minimum cost. We propose a mix of organic (corn starch) and inorganic 
(aluminum trihydride) fillers. Organic fillers have less weight (specific gravity) and are usually cheap. 
Polyethylene wax (lubricant) will improve the smoothness and overall finishing quality of the pipe. The 
use of these types of lubricants facilitates in flowing processing and increases the chances of uniformity 
in the polymerized chains.   
Keywords— Calcium carbonate (CaCO3), organic fillers, parts per hundred rubber (PHR), 
Unplasticized Polyvinyl chloride (UPVC).  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is the 3rd most widely used thermoplastic polymer. It is one of the 

most valuable products in the chemical industry. The production of PVC is 40 million each year.  

There are two basic forms of PVC, these are rigid (U-PVC) and flexible. PVC is used in window 

frames, drainage pipes, water services pipes, medical devices, wire insulation, automotive 

interiors, and construction materials. U-PVC pipes are usually recognized as pressure 

pipelines and they are most commonly used in the agriculture, chemical, and construction 

industries. There is only one difference between PVC and U-PVC, PVC contains BPA 

(Bisphenol A) and phthalates, which are two plasticizers that make it more flexible.  When they 

are added to PVC it makes it unsuitable for transporting water for drinking while U-PVC pipes 

are widely used for drinking purposes. 

Fillers are cheap materials that are used in U-PVC pipes by replacing some volume of 
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expensive materials that reduce the cost of U-PVC pipes. They are solid additives, different 

from materials of plastics in composition and structure, which are added to polymers to improve 

properties such as tensile and compressive strength, toughness, thermal stability, and other 

properties. They may be organic or inorganic. The inorganic fillers that are used as fillers are 

calcium carbonate, clays, barium sulfate, fine powders of some metals, etc. These inorganic 

fillers have some limitations of use due to greater specific gravity. The organic fillers are 

classified by their low specific gravity. Organic fillers include Banana Pseudo stem, Kenaf, 

wood floor, eggshell, and different edible starches. [1] 

The inorganic filler Calcium Carbonate is used for the reason that it improves processing 

characteristics, mechanical properties, and electrical properties ( due to better moisture 

resistance) and it also reduces the absorption of minor additives. By using Calcium Carbonate 

as a filler it increases the impact strength but it also increases the specific gravity. The filler 

Calcium carbonate can reduce the cost of the sample formulation of the pipe but it has an 

adverse effect on the specific gravity of the pipe. Reducing the particle size of calcium 

carbonate led to a small decrease in the tensile strength but improve the impact energy, the 

storage modulus, and the fracture toughness.[2] 

Due to the lack of petroleum and to reduce the dependency on fossil fuel products, the interest 

of the people increases in renewable materials like kenaf fiber. Including the kenaf in the 

formulation provide some cost reduction to the world of plastic industry and agro-based 

industry. We can enhance mechanical properties such as tensile strength.[3] 

By using the Banana Pseudo stem (filler) the dynamic properties such as the storage modulus 

and damping behavior increase. The storage modulus increases with increasing BPS content 

in the sample.[4] 

Improving the thermal insulation of the windows have great importance. Using small-size fillers 

such as aerogels to make polymeric nano-composite windows can improve thermal insulation, 

mechanical properties, and acoustic parameters. Aerogels are highly porous materials having 

very low density (<0.05 g/cm3) and high surface area. The sound velocity in aerogels is less 

compared to the air, they prevent acoustical activity up to a great instant. We can conclude 

that by using silica aerogel as a filler in U-PVC the thermal insulation and acoustic properties 

increase [5]. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

There are many types of low-cost and readily available organic and inorganic fillers 

compounded with PVC resins to make UPVC pipes. Most commonly calcium carbonate is used 

as a filler in UPVC pipes. We planned to make a blend of the organic and inorganic filler such 

as corn starch and aluminum trihydrate were used in different proportions along with the PVC 

resin. The size of corn starch granules is more uniform ranging from 15 to 25 μm. Corn starch 

has a low specific gravity of 1.45. Aluminum trihydrate (ATH) is an important inorganic filler 

and has a specific gravity of 2.42. It suggests a wide range of physical properties such it gives 

low oil absorption, moderate water absorption, and enhanced hardness as well as other 

mechanical properties. Its particle size is about 45 μm and it is also used as a flame retardant 

and smoke suppression hence reducing the extra cost of using a flame retardant. Along with 

these two fillers, a barium-cadmium liquid stabilizer is used as a heat stabilizer. It is a good 

stabilizer and lead-free. Since the dispersion of corn starch in PVC matrix is difficult, it was 

treated with stearic acid for easy dispersion and to avoid its decomposition with time. To 

improve the physical appearance and smoothness of pipe the Polyethylene wax was used and 

it also reduces the shear and heat losses during processing as it acts as a good lubricant and 

gives a good finishing to UPVC pipes 

Different properties such as tensile strength, tear strength, shore hardness, specific gravity, 

water absorption, etc. were studied and also compared with the results of using conventional 

calcium carbonate as a filler. So the combination of organic and inorganic filler was used in 

different proportions to obtain a low specific gravity and improve the other properties. 

Q. Experimental work 

First of all the required amount of filler was added to the PVC resin, stabilizer, and other 

additives in a mixer. At the bottom of the mixer, a high-speed propeller was used to insure 

proper mixing. It was mixed for 15 to 20 min. The mixture was properly blended to ensure the 

desired properties and to improve processibility and stability. Then the mixture was melted 

under the compression of the screw and the temperature of the barrel in an extruder. The 

temperature of the barrel was set at 200-210  °C. The volatile matter evolved in a considerable 

amount during the extrusion process. The pipe was given a proper shape by a die at the end 

of the extruder and the pipe was cooled in the sizing operation. The water in cooling tanks was 

used to cool the pipes and to make unbent pipes. Finally, pipes were cut as per standard length 

in a cutting machine. The processing of the mixture was made easier due to the use of 
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polyethylene wax as a lubricant. Also, the finishing and smoothness of pipes were enhanced 

due to the use of lubricant. 

The following formulation was used for the preparation of UPVC Pipes. 

PVC - 100, Barium Cadmium Liquid Stabilizer - 3, Polyethylene wax - 1, Filler - 30, and Calcium 

Stearate - 1 PHR . 

Different composition of corn starch and aluminum trihydrate was used to obtain different 

results and to analyze the better results. The pipes were tested for different physical and 

mechanical properties. It was observed that good mechanical properties were achieved when 

15 PHR of corn starch and 15 PHR of Aluminum Trihydrate were used. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The use of an inorganic filler with PVC resin for making UPVC pipes to improve the physical, 

mechanical and thermal properties of the pipes is quite common nowadays. There are many 

inorganic fillers used but calcium carbonate is mostly used as filler to improve the properties 

but it has some limitations such as it increases the specific gravity of the final product and the 

viscosity of the mixture increases which leads to processing problems. Due to the natural 

hardness of the inorganic fillers, the processing equipment has been worn out. The results 

obtained by using 8 PHR of calcium carbonate as a filler are shown in table 1. If we increase 

the concentration beyond 8 PHR it increases the specific gravity of pipes. So, it is 

recommended to use a low concentration of calcium carbonate to achieve low specific gravity 

but it increases the final cost of the pipes.  

 

TABLE I: RESULTS OF USING CALCIUM CARBONATE AS A FILLER. 

Properties Values 

Specific gravity 1.45 

Tensile strength (kg/cm2) 250  

Tear strength (kg/cm) 58  

Elongation (%) 150 

Water absorption (%) 0.28 

Shore hardness 110 
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It is therefore more advantageous to use an organic filler in UPVC pipes. Organic fillers are 

known for their low specific gravity such as corn starch (1.4). Due to the organic nature of PVC, 

the dispersion of these organic fillers is easy in the polymer matrix. Most edible starches such 

as corn starch are commonly used as organic fillers. These edible starches have a low cost. 

To use these organic fillers in commercial products, we must know the characteristics of these 

fillers, their behavior when used with polymers, and the problems that must be faced during 

their processing. As we know that these organic fillers are decomposed by insects and 

microorganisms. To avoid this decomposition, these fillers must be coated with calcium 

stearate so that the pipes are protected and their service life is not affected. 

In the comparative study of using corn starch and calcium carbonate as a filler, it was observed 

that corn starch gives a low specific gravity and water absorption but the mechanical properties 

such as tensile strength were reduced. As well as corn starch shows easier processing as 

compared to calcium carbonate. The better performance of corn starch is due to its low specific 

gravity and uniform grain size which ranges from 15 to 25 μm.  

Aluminum trihydrate (ATH) is an inorganic filler having specific gravity (2.42) and a particle size 

of more than 45 μm. ATH has a hardness comparable to calcium carbonate, shows moderate 

water absorption, and is non-toxic. It is also used as a flame retardant. It has a gelatinous 

nature and can be used in combination with organic fillers. The mechanical properties of UPVC 

pipes can be improved by using ATH as a filler. The result obtained by using a blend of corn 

starch and ATH in different compositions was better as shown in table 2. 

The mechanical properties were improved as well as the specific gravity and water absorption 

were reduced. Different results were obtained from different concentrations of filler. Among 

them when the corn starch/ATH combination (15:15) was used, the result was the best. The 

specific gravity was reduced to 1.31 and also the mechanical properties were improved as 

compared to the use of calcium carbonate as a filler. 

The use of Polyethylene wax improves the physical appearance of the pipes such as 

smoothness and surface finishing and facilitates easy processing. 
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TABLE 2: FORMULATION: PVC - 100, BARIUM CADMIUM LIQUID STABILIZER - 3, POLYETHYLENE 

WAX - 1, FILLER - 30, AND CALCIUM STEARATE - 1 PHR. 

Filler (PHR) 
Specific 

gravity 

Tensile 

strength 

(kg/cm2) 

Tear 

strength 

(kg/cm) 

Elongation 

(%) 

Water 

absorption 

(%) 

Shore 

hardness 

Corn starch 1.32 203 62 198 0.26 85 

ATH 1.45 267 98 210 0.06 136 

Corn starch 

(18) + ATH 

(12) 

1.35 195 75 

 

270 

 

0.13 

 

115 

Corn starch 

(15) + ATH 

(15) 

1.31 280 78 

 

290 

 

0.04 

 

121 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the above results, it can be concluded that organic fillers such as corn starch can be 

used as a filler for UPVC pipes, after treating it with stearic acid and it gives a low specific 

gravity to the pipes. When a blend of organic filler (corn starch) and inorganic filler(ATH) is 

used it results in low specific gravity, and low water absorption and improves the mechanical 

properties of the pipes. The best results can be obtained by using a corn starch/ATH 

combination (15:15).  

The cost of UPVC pipes can also be reduced because corn starch and aluminum trihydride 

have low costs and they can be used in high concentrations as compared to calcium carbonate. 

In the case of calcium carbonate, a total of 8 PHR can be used to fill the volume of the PVC 

resin but in the case of alternate fillers (corn starch and aluminum trihydride), a total of 30 PHR 

can be used to fill the PVC resin. So, the cost of the final UPVC pipe can be reduced because 

a high volume of expensive PVC resin can be replaced with filler. 

Physical appearance such as internal and external smoothness, polishing, and surface 

finishing can also be enhanced with the use of polyethylene wax. With the internal smoothness, 

the flow in the pipe experience less turbulency. Heat losses are common during extrusion but 

in order to facilitate easy processing, lubricants such as polyethylene wax can be used which 

mitigates the heat losses, resulting in increased production.  
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Abstract— Co-torrefaction was performed on rice husk (RH), coffee bean ground (CBG) and their 

various blending ratio such as CBG:RH (25:75%), CBG:RH (50:50%), CBG:RH (75:25%), CBG 100%, 

and RH 100% as well as the impact of temperature were studied. The co-torrefaction experiments were 

performed using a laboratory scale tube furnace varying temperature from 200 °C- 300 °C. Because of 

increased temperature the carbon content raised from 55.1% to 69.2%. Also show improved calorific 

value of 30835.13 Kj/kg. In addition, the high carbon content and better fuel properties were found for 

CBG 100% and blending ratio of CBG:RH (75:25%) at 300 °C for 60 min as a bio-solid production of 

65.2%. This research found that co-torrefaction improves CBG, RH, and their blends as bio-solid fuel 

for energy applications. 

Keywords— Rice husk, Coffee bean ground, Co-Torrefaction, Bio-solid, Blending ratio. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The demand of clean energy is needed to support modern lifestyle, especially in developing 

nations, where standard of living is improving [1]. Due to depleting supplies and environmental 

damage, fossil fuels can't meet energy demand. Renewable, clean, and sustainable energy 

will be a strategic goal [2]. Wind, solar, hydropower, and biomass are renewable energy 

alternatives [3] in which  biomass promoted itself as a renewable energy option by promising 

carbon neutrality, renewability, eco-friendliness, widespread availability, and conversion 

technology [4]. Coffee is currently one of the most commonly traded commodities, with annual 

global consumption topping 12 million kg [5]. rice producing nations in the world, with an annual 

output of more than 11000 million Kg [6]. Rice husk (RH) and coffee bean ground (CBG) are 

abundant feedstock for energy generation across the world. 

There are different barriers to use biomass. Because of high moisture and low energy density 

cause this difficulty. The pretreatment of biomass includes drying, blending material, 

and torrefaction. Drying lowers biomass moisture, and mixing enhances calorific value. 

Torrefaction have a potential to produce bio-solid. Torrefaction is a thermochemical process 

that produces solid fuel at 200-300 °C in an inert atmosphere. Torrefaction improves the energy 

and mass density, ignitability, grindability, moisture content, heating value, and hydrophobicity 

of biomass. 

Co-torrefaction of lignocellulose biomass (sugarcane bagasse) and non-lignocellulose 

biomass (sewage sludge)has also been studied [7], hemicellulose, cellulose, lignin, xylose, 

and glucose [8] to improve its solid-fuel characteristics. CBG and RH co-torrefaction has not 

been studied before. Therefore, an in-depth knowledge of co-torrefaction of CBG and RH is 

required to analyze its fuel properties. 

In this research, CBG and RH are co-torrefied from 0% to 100%. Various blending ratios were 

also evaluated at 200-300 °C. Comparing elemental composition of CBG and RH before and 

after co-torrefaction. We used a bomb calorimeter to find the calorific value of torrefied, un-

torrefied biomass with various blended ratios. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

R. Experimental setup for co-torrefaction  

The experimental setup of co-torrefaction is done. 3-4g of CBG and RH samples are placed in 

a ceramic crucible and placed in a quartz tube (OD=60 mm 0.5 mm (2.36"), ID=55 mm 0.5 mm 

(2.17"), length 1000 mm (40")) in the furnace. The furnace heats at 10 °C/min while a variable 

area flow meter (Rotameter) maintains a 50mL/min nitrogen flow to provide an inert 

environment. The K-type thermocouple on the furnace is carefully adjusted to maintain 200–

300°C. The experiment is done three times for accuracy. 

S. Characterization of biomass and torrefied biomass 

The ultimate analysis of CBG and RH blends was done using ASTM D7291-96 (LECO CHNS 

932) [9]. The elemental analyzer measures C, H, O, N, and S content of CBG, RH, and their 

blends [10].  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/torrefaction
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To identify calorific value of CBG, RH, and their blends, we used a bomb calorimeter type Parr 

6200 [11] Standard oxygen-burning of the sample. Thermometers monitor temperature 

increase to compute heat released [11].  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Ultimate analysis 

Fig. 1 shows that when temperature rises, CBG, RH, and blends' chemical compositions 

changes. As temperature rises, carbon content rises, according to the data. Fig. 1(a) CBG 

(100%) at 300 °C has 69.24% carbon while CBG:RH (75:25) has 65.24%. 

The results for hydrogen in CBG and RH vary as shown in Fig. 1(b).  Hydrogen diminishes with 

rise in temperature. Fig. 1(c) express that increase RH in sample rises oxygen content. While 

blend of CBG:RH (75:25%), the oxygen concentration is 18.14% at 300 °C, which is the lowest 

among blending ratios. Fig. 1(d) shows variances this is due to CBG 100% oxygen content 

drops quickly. Severe temperature zone causes strong depolymerization, polymerization, and 

dehydration. Decrease in nitrogen increases the heating value of co-torrefied samples. 

Furthermore nitrogen produces NOx during combustion. Fig. 2(a) shows that temperature 

affects nitrogen content. Fig. 2(b) depicts that sulphur content decreases with increase 

in temperature.  High-sulfur bio-solids may create toxic gaseous emissions, corrosion, or acid 

rain. 
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Fig.  1, Impact of temperture on ultimate analysis of co-torrefied biomass (a) Carbon content 
(b) Hydrogen content (c) Oxygen (d) Oxygen content at 250 °C.  

 

Fig.  2, Impact of temperture on ultimate analysis of co-torrefied biomass (a) Nitrogen (b) 
Sulphur content. 

 

B. Fuel characteristics of biomass blends and torrefied biomass 

Table. 1 shows that co-torrefaction temperature increases biomass calorific value. CBG 100% 

and CBH:RH (75:25%) at 300 °C have a significant calorific value. Torrefying biomass at 250 

°C, 275 °C, and 300 °C causes greater thermal breakdown and volatile release, increasing bio-

solid's heating value. CBH:RH (75:25%) has the highest heating value at 300 °C, as indicated 

in Table. 1. 
 

Table.  1, Calorific value of un-torrefied and torrefied biomass. 

Biomass Temp (˚C) CV of torrefied 

biomass (Kj/kg) 

CBG 100%  23144.66 

CBG 100% 200 23655.74 

CBG 100% 225 23846.77 

CBG 100% 250 24848.40 

CBG 100% 275 28182.95 

CBG 100% 300 30835.13 

RH 100%  16870.83 

RH 100% 200 17407.29 
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RH 100% 225 17750.72 

RH 100% 250 18071.60 

RH 100% 275 18123.78 

RH 100% 300 19121.42 

CBG: RH (25:75%)  18070.50 

CBG: RH (25:75%) 200 18408.64 

CBG: RH (25:75%) 225 18953.46 

CBG: RH (25:75%) 250 19053.50 

CBG: RH (25:75%) 275 21146.23 

CBG: RH (25:75%) 300 23600.53 

CBG: RH (50:50%)  20908.65 

CBG: RH (50:50%) 200 20996.87 

CBG: RH (50:50%) 225 21893.13 

CBG: RH (50:50%) 250 22466.45 

CBG: RH (50:50%) 275 22286.03 

CBG: RH (50:50%) 300 23684.79 

CBG: RH (75:25%)  22170.87 

CBG: RH (75:25%) 200 22497.08 

CBG: RH (75:25%) 225 22935.13 

CBG: RH (75:25%) 250 23836.62 

CBG: RH (75:25%) 275 25525.67 

CBG: RH (75:25%) 300 25893.73 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The co-torrefaction of CBG, RH has been established. Optimal blending ratio CBG:RH 

(75:25%) at 300 °C express high carbon content (65.24%) and low oxygen content (18.14%). 

That means excellent bio-solid has a high carbon and low oxygen content. In co-torrefaction, 

hemicellulose and lignin are partly depolymerized. The Calorific value shows that CBG 100% 

and CBH: RH (75:25%) at 300 °C is the optimal co-torrefied biomass. This study provides 
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fundamental statistics for researchers and commercial organizations interested in converting 

CBG and RH to bio-solid fuel. 
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Abstract—Renewable energy is currently the world’s leading interest area. Biogas is being given 

significant attention regarding its production, purification and upgradation for it to be used as a 

renewable fuel supplement for the generation of energy. Biogas is a rich source, due to the presence 

of high contents of methane. The composition of biogas is methane (50-70%) and impurities like carbon 

dioxide (30-50%), sulphur oxide, water and other trace components (1%). The presence of these 

impurities makes it difficult to use biogas directly, as it reduces the gas heating value, causes 

operational problems for equipment and restricts its applications. It is necessary to upgrade biogas by 

removing carbon dioxide content to be used for required purposes. Different methods are used for 
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biogas upgrading, such as cryogenic separation, membrane separation, adsorption and absorption. 

The method used for upgrading biogas in this work is chemical absorption using a novel solvent for 

small-scale applications. This utilizes a solvent that has the ability to effectively remove carbon dioxide 

from the biogas mixture. Several previous pieces of research studied different types of solvents such 

as amine-based solvents, organic solvents, solvent blends and ionic liquids. Amine solvents such as 

MEA have been long used for carbon dioxide removal from natural gas but due to certain limitations 

are not applicable for small-scale applications. The solvent used in this work aims to achieve effective 

carbon dioxide absorption, a high absorption rate, greater absorption capacity and the possibilities for 

improvement by providing a more environmentally friendly operation. 

Keywords: Biogas, biogas upgradation, CO2 absorption, solvent blend. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The world focuses on energy production from renewable sources at large with specific 

technology being explored and implemented such as solar energy, wind energy, hydropower, 

geothermal, biofuel and biomass. The use of natural gas at a high rate is leading to a lack in 

the amount of its capacity.  Biomass is a significant and alternate source of energy supply for 

biogas production. After biogas is captured from biomass, it produces heat and electricity, 

which can be used in engines, micro turbines, and fuel cells. Biogas can also be upgraded into 

biomethane. This upgradation of biogas also known as renewable natural gas or RNG. The 

upgraded biogas can be injected into natural gas pipelines or used as a vehicle fuel. Currently, 

2,200 operating biogas production systems in the United States across all 50 states, and has 

the capacity to install over 13,500 new systems. Produced and stored biogas can provide a 

renewable, clean, and a good source of base load power in place of coal or natural gas. Similar 

to natural gas, biogas can also be used as a source of peak power that can be rapidly ramped 

up. Using stored biogas limits the amount of methane released into the atmosphere and 

reduces dependence on fossil fuels.  

Renewable natural gas or Biogas which is also named Biomethane is formed by a process 

termed anaerobic digestion in which large organic molecules are broken down into small 

organic molecules of the feedstock’s in the absence of oxygen with the help of chemicals and 

microorganisms. There are various types of wastes from which biogas are produced such as 

wastes from landfills, livestock operations, wastewater treatment plants and other sources The 

composition of biogas mainly depends on the nature of wastes collected from different sources 

and various sectors. Due to the different nature of wastes, their composition is different having 
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methane content (50-70%), carbon dioxide (30-50%) and other traces of gases such as 

hydrogen sulphide (0-10000 ppm), VOCs &VFAs (0-1000 ppm), Siloxanes (0-50 ppm) and 

ammonia in small traces. 

The biogas produced present impurities mentioned need purification for biomethane 

production. The production of biomethane mainly poses two major steps. The cleaning 

process, in which traces of hydrogen sulphide, ammonia, and water vapours, etc. are removed 

and the Upgradation process, in which carbon dioxide is removed to improve the biomethane 

contents. Depending upon the up gradation process various methods are used to upgrade 

biogas but in these methods, the Chemical absorption process offers the best results on a 

small-scale operation by using appropriate solvents such as small-scale equipment 

requirements. Different chemicals can be used for CO2 capture through chemical absorption, 

such as organic solvents, ammonia, amines and potassium carbonate, sodium hydroxide, and 

potassium hydroxide. Favourable properties of commercial absorbent for carbon dioxide 

separation from a gas stream(biogas) include high absorption capacity, high absorption rate 

CO2, high thermal and chemical stability, low regeneration energy requirements, low vapour 

pressure, low molecular weight, low viscosity and low corrosion rates.  

In this work, the absorption of CO2 in a solution of aqueous NaOH at different concentrations 

is carried out at constant pressure of 10 psi to analyse the efficiency of NaOH as a solvent for 

absorption of CO2. 

2. Methodology 

Our research methodology has to investigate the suitability of Sodium hydroxide solution for 

CO2 captured. It involves the preparation of a molar solution of sodium hydroxide used of 

known molarity and pouring it into the absorption tank. After this, we will connect the absorption 

tank inlet for gas to the CO2 cylinder pipe and start operation by maintaining the tank pressure 

within the desired range through the control valve fitted on the cylinder tank. After 15 to 20 

minutes of operation, we take different samples of known volume from the tank through the 

sample collection valve. Then we will start the Analysis of the sample with a known amount of 

HCL in the titration flask for CO2 absorption. 
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 Figure 6:Experimental Setup 

 

3. Result and discussion 

Carbon dioxide concentration has been analyzed before and after treatment with Sodium 

hydroxide solution with different concentrations. Reading of Carbon dioxide absorption in 

different concentrations shows significant results. It shows that Sodium hydroxide solution has 

a great capacity for Carbon dioxide absorption at different concentrations. Fig. 2 shows the 

Carbon dioxide reading after purification under different concentrations of sodium hydroxide 

solution.           
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Figure 7: CO2 composition after treatment at two different sodium hydroxide concentrations 

The given data from the graph shows that for 4 % Concentration of NaOH solution absorption 

of CO2 occurs from 0 to 15 minutes and after that desorption starts. Similarly, for 7% 

concentration solution of NaOH absorption starts from 0 to 20 minutes and after 20 minutes it 

shows steady state operation. It means that increase in NaOH concentration from 4% to 7 % 

increases CO2 absorption capacity. 

4. Conclusion 

The experimental study shows that the concentration of solution plays an important role in CO2 

removal efficiency. When the concentration of absorbent increased, the CO2 removal would be 

increased and we will obtain high efficiency. The results also indicated that the highest 

performance of sodium hydroxide solution as an absorbent is when the concentration of the 

solution used is at 7% (w/v) 
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Abstract- Every industry in the world is experiencing a huge problem with corrosion, which is the 

degradation of materials to their atomic components, but the petrochemical industry is particularly 

affected. Crude storage tanks play a crucial role in the petrochemical process since they keep 

everything functioning properly. Storage tanks are extremely vulnerable to corrosion because of the 

aqueous environment, which could lead the petrochemical industry to significant financial loss.  

Corrosion in the bottom plates of storage tanks for crude oil and refined products is directly related to 

water present in the crude that is transported with the products, whether in suspended or condensed 

form. 

The extracted crude oil from wells after processing is kept in a storage tank for 24 to 72 hours before 
being transported. Crude contains microorganisms as well as salt, sand, carbonates, and chlorides. 
Produced water accumulates in the tank's bottom all year long. During the settling process, slugs 
progressively accumulate in the tank's bottom and corrode the bottom plate. 
 
This study's objectives were to assess the underlying the effect various corrosive media including crude, 
produced water, and solution (crude represented 80% of corrosion and produced water 20%) by using 
weight loss methods on the corrosion of crude storage tank's bottom plate. Additionally, the application 
and analysis of various corrosion control measures, such as corrosion inhibitor (oil base, water base), 
and fiber reinforcement polymer (FRP) coatings, are the main goals of this study. The findings 
demonstrated that FRP coating, as opposed to corrosion inhibitors, reduced the specimen's rate of 
corrosion.  By using FRP coating, the bottom plate's corrosion rate was decreased by 93 (%). 
 

Keywords: Corrosion, Corrosion inhibitor, Crude, FRP coating, Produced Water. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The petroleum industry is subject to a variety of caustic environments. Some of these are 
particular to this industry. Therefore, it is convenient to combine all of these situations. The 
petroleum industry encounters corrosion problems in at least three key areas: production, 
shipping, and storage, as well as refinery activities. [1]. A crude oil storage tank, which is also 
widely used in the oilfield, storage and transportation, oil refining, chemical, and other 
industries, has served as the major storage facility for crude oil. The failure of crude oil storage 
tanks is influenced by various design and production levels, operational and medium 
circumstances, external surroundings, inspection and maintenance conditions, as well as 
operating and medium factors [2]. As the petroleum and chemical industries grow swiftly, 
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storage tanks play a bigger role in the storage of crude oil and its derivatives. The interior of 
the tank is susceptible to corrosion, particularly near the bottom. The thickness of the tank's 
bottom is decreased by corrosion coming from the top and bottom, or "soil side."[3]. Failures 
of tanks used for storage can be attributed to a variety of causes, such as human error, poor 
or inadequate maintenance, wall thickness loss due to corrosion, vapour ignition, excessive 
pressure, or natural disasters. Early tank failure have been most frequently attributed to 
corrosion on flooring.[4]. Corrosion is the irreversible degradation of a metal's surface in a 
corrosive environment caused on by chemical reactions that change a pure metal into its 
chemically more stable form, such as sulphides, oxides, hydroxides, etc. Any form of corrosive 
environment, such as a solid, liquid, or gas, may exist. [5]. Due to material deterioration, 
maintaining the integrity of equipment in the industry may be challenging. The consequences 
of corrosion on the oil and gas industry have a big impact on the unproductive time (NPT) that 
is lost from exploration to production, which is 20–30% of the total.[6]. The most hazardous 
and uncontrollable method of tank construction deterioration is metal corrosion. Depending on 
the levels of exposure to the corrosive elements of petroleum products, corrosive damage to 
the internal surface of tanks is separated into three zones: the roof, the bottom, and the lower 
belt. Inspections carried out after petroleum products were kept in them reveal that tanks' 
bottoms and lower region are particularly vulnerable to corrosion [7]. The US loses over $276 
billion a year as a result of metallic corrosion. One third of the corrosion-related costs ($100 
billion) might be avoided by using corrosion-resistant materials and implementing cutting-edge 
corrosion control technology.[8]. One method used to reduce corrosion in the petroleum 
industry is corrosion inhibitors. [9]. Corrosion inhibitors have been successfully used for many 
years. The use of corrosion inhibitors is the most common and frequently the most economical 
method of preventing corrosion in carbon steel.[10]. Storage tanks and components deteriorate 
mostly as a result of corrosion. Tank corrosion control and prevention are consequently of 
paramount importance for efficient plant economics and safety. The bottom layer of this tank 
is typically referred to as bottom sediment and water. The most important method of preventing 
corrosion is painting and lacquering tank surfaces. It probably makes up around half of the total 
cost of anti-corrosion procedures. [11].  
 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Weight loss method is used to investigate the effects of three different types of medium i.e 
crude, produced water and solution (80% crude & 20% produced water) on the corrosion of 
crude oil storage tank bottom plate and also the effect of different remedies i.e oil & water base 
corrosion inhibitor and fiber reinforcement polymer (FRP) on the corrosion rate.   

Low carbon steel plate Grade Ss400 is utilized for crude storage tank bottom plate. Total 18 
numbers of sample size (L=2cm, W=1.5cm & T=1cm) were prepared. The entire samples 
surface finish through abrasive paper of 60, 120, 240, 400, 600, 800, 1000 & 1200 grit. Drill a 
hole of size 0.34cm in the weight loss sample to hang in different medium. Carried out the FRP 
coating of 03 numbers of weight loss method. Resin Malkiens AD555-04 and Emulsion mate 
used for FRP coating of samples. 

Three types of corrosive medium i.e crude, produced water and solution (crude 80% & 
produced water 20%) was used to investigate the effects of these medium on the corrosion 
rate of storage tank bottom plate. Also different types i.e corrosion inhibitor water & oil base 
were added in different concentration in these corrosive medium to check the effect of these 
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remedies on the corrosion rate of specimens. Also the effect of FRP coating on the corrosion 
rate of specimens in these three medium was investigated. The crude and produced water as 
shown in table 1 & 2 respectively were used as a medium. 

TABLE 1: CRUDE ANALYSIS 
Test Method Test Parameters Test Result 

D-1298 Specific Gravity 60/60ᵒF 0.8116 

D-1298 API Gravity 60/60ᵒF 42086 

D-4294 Total Sulphur Content, wt% 0.032 

D-96 BS&W vol% <0.05 

D-95 Water Content by D&S Vol% <0.05 

D-3230 Salt Content, lbs/1000bbl Nil 

D-445 Kinematic Viscosity at 40ᵒC,cSt  2.13 

D-97 Pour Point, ᵒC +18 

D-189 Con Carbon Residue (CCR), wt% 0.837 

D-323 Reid Vapor Pressure @37.8ᵒC,psi 4.8 

USB-97 Calorific Value (Gross), Btu/lb 19808 

TABLE 2: PRODUCED WATER ANALYSIS 

Properties PH Calcium Magnesium Sodium Potassium Chloride Sulfate Iron Strontium Bicarbonate 

Value 7.5 
970 

ppm 

136 

Ppm 

145 

ppm 

190 

 ppm 

88380 

ppm 

2030 

ppm 

2.36 

ppm 

97.50 

ppm 

1342  

ppm 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Weight loss used to investigate the effect of different medium on the corrosion of crude storage 
tank bottom plate and also the effects of different remedies on the corrosion rate. 

It is conventional method used to calculate the corrosion rate in different medium by calculating 
the weight loss in different interval of time. Weight the 12 numbers of specimens of weight loss 
through digital balance upto three decimal to record the initial weight. Tie each specimen with 
thread and hang in bottle of 250ml containing 225ml of crude, produced water and solution 
(80% crude and 20% produced water).  
The weight of each sample was recorded at interval of 600hr, 1800hr & 5400hr. Each sample 
cleaned according the method ASTM G1 before calculating the weight. The corrosion rates 
calculated by using the formula (1) are listed in table 3. 

)(*)(*)/(

*)(
).(

23 hrTcmAcmg

KgW
RC


                  (1) 

Where (C.R) corrosion rate, (W) weight loss,  density of alloy, (A) exposed area, (T) total 

exposed time and the constant K=3.45x106 as area is in cm2 can be varied to calculate the 
corrosion rate in mils/year(mpy). 

TABLE 3: CORROSION RATE AT DIFFERENT INTERVAL OF TIME 

Sample    

ID 
Medium 

Corrosion 

Rate(mpy) 

at 600hr 

Corrosion 

Rate(mpy) 

at 1800hr 

Corrosion 

Rate(mpy) 

at 5400hr 

Percentage 

(%) 

Fluctuation 

01 Crude 0.979 1.430 1.879 - 
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02 Crude +10ppm C.I oil Base 0.583 1.133 1.546 18 

03 Crude + 10ppm C.I Water Base 1.223 1.698 2.060 -10 

04 Crude (FRP Coated) 0.019 0.044 0.089 95 

05 Water 4.308 6.160 9.255 - 

06 Water+10ppm C.I oil Base 1.692 2.903 4.020 57 

07 Water+ 10ppm C.I Water Base 1.103 2.010 2.759 70 

08 Water (FRP Coated) 0.294 0.450 0.666 93 

09 Solution (Crude80% + Water20%) 1.329 2.095 3.314 - 

10 Solution (Crude80% + Water20%)+ 10ppm C.I Oil Base 1.078 1.687 3.037 8 

11 Solution (Crude80% + Water20%)+ 10ppm C.I Water 

Base 

0.831 1.373 2.228 33 

12 Solution (Crude80% + Water20%) (FRP Coated) 0.157 0.229 0.326 90 

The maximum corrosion rate is recorded in produced water followed by solution and least in 
crude is depicted in table 3. Also it is observed that corrosion rate is increasing with time in the 
same corrosive medium. 

From the table 3 it is depicted that in crude corrosion rate is decrease by 18% by adding 10ppm 

corrosion inhibitor oil base while corrosion rate increase 10% by adding 10ppm corrosion 

inhibitor water base and 95% reduction calculated in FRP coated sample. 

In produced water corrosion rate is decrease 57% by adding 10ppm corrosion inhibitor oil base 
and 70% reduction calculated by adding 10ppm corrosion inhibitor water base. In FRP coated 
sample 93% reduction observed. 

In solution 8% reduction in corrosion rate observed by adding 10ppm corrosion inhibitor oil 
base and 33% reduction by adding 10ppm water base corrosion inhibitor. The 90% reduction 
observed in FRP coated sample. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the above study it is concluded that the main corrosive medium for crude storage tank 

bottom plate corrosion is produced water as maximum corrosion calculated. The best remedy 

to reduce corrosion among these three is FRP coating as maximum corrosion reduction i.e 

90% and above observed in the entire corrosive medium. From the results it is concluded that 

oil and water base corrosion inhibitor depend on the corrosive medium, the water base 

corrosion inhibitor is good for produced water as compared to oil base corrosion inhibitor and 

oil base corrosion inhibitor is good for crude. To achieve the good result both the inhibitor to 

be used with proper dosage and proper time. As produced water remain in the storage tank 

throughout the years it can be minimized but cannot be eliminated 100%, therefore the main 

medium which effect the bottom plate is produced water and FRP is the best remedy as 95% 

reduction is calculated in corrosion rate. 
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Abstract—Photovoltaic technologies have shown great development over recent years, especially 

perovskite solar cells (PSCs). Methyl Ammonium Lead Tri-Iodide (MAPbI3) based PSCs gained 

attention because of their impressive Power Conversion efficiencies (PCE). However, the presence of 

thermally unstable Methyl Ammonium (MA) Cation and toxicity of lead (Pb) limits its progress towards 

future commercialization. FA (Formamidinium) and Sn (Tin) have emerged as good alternatives for MA 

and Pb.  FASnI3 is more thermally stable and nontoxic but lower in PCE than MAPbI3. In this work, 

FASnI3 is numerically modeled in SCAPS-1D software. To enhance the performance of FA-PSC, 

copper and carbon charge transport layers are used. To improve electric conduction CuI is used as 

HTL (Hole Transport Layer) while to improve thermal conduction PCBM (phenyl-C61-butyric acid 

methyl ester) is used as ETL (electron Transport Layer). For further performance improvement, the 

optimized thickness for each active layer (Absorber, PCBM, and CuI) is identified and the effect of 

thickness on parameters like Voc, Jsc, FF, and PCE is observed. Thickness optimization showed 

phenomenal results in terms of an increase in PCE from 16.6% to 19.45 %. Moreover, the effect of the 

charge transport layer (CuI and PCBM) on the absorption bandgap alignment electric field intensity are 

also been analyzed and studied in detail in this paper. 

Key Words: Perovskite, Nontoxic, FASnI3, SCAPS, Optimization 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Organic-inorganic halide perovskites are widely used as absorber layers because of their 

unique optoelectrical properties[1]. Lead-based perovskite materials with the structure of 

APbX3 (“A” being the monovalent cations such as FA or MA and X being the halogens) are 

known for their higher efficiencies[2][3]. However, Pb being non-eco-friendly uplifts the 

concerns about its commercialization. Many nontoxic metals such as Sn, Ge, Bi, Sb, and Cu 

have been reported as potential replacements for lead[4]. In this study Sn is used instead of 

lead and FA(Formamidinium) is used as a monovalent cation to tackle these issues. Studies 

show that FASnI3 exhibits more thermal stability as compared to MASnI3[5][6]. FASnI3 with the 

narrow band gap of 1.41ev is used as an absorber along with highly conductive CuI (Copper 

Iodide) as the hole transport layer and PCBM (Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester) as 

Electron Transport Layer. The p-i-n type structure is proposed for the above-mentioned 

materials because of the higher band gap of the hole transport layer and literature shows that 

p-i-n structures show less hysteresis current values and simple fabrication[7]. 

A. Simulation Tool and Device Architecture: 
 SCAPS is a simulation tool widely used for analyzing the device performance of various thin 

film solar cells technologies by using three important equations i.e., Poisson’s equation (Eq.1) 

continuity equation (Eq.2 and Eq.3), and drift-diffusion equations (Eq.4 and Eq.5). 

∂2𝜑

∂𝑥2 =
𝑞

𝜀
(𝑛 − 𝑝)                                                                                            (1) 

 

∂𝑛

∂𝑡
=

1

𝑞

∂𝐽𝑛

∂𝑥
+ G − R, 

∂𝑝

∂𝑡
= −

1

𝑞

∂𝐽𝑝

∂𝑥
+ G − R                                                     (2,3) 

 

𝐽𝑛 = q𝐷𝑛
∂𝑛

∂𝑥
− q𝜇𝑛n

∂𝜑

∂𝑥
 , 𝐽𝑝 = q𝐷𝑝

∂𝑝

∂𝑥
− q𝜇𝑝p

∂𝜑

∂𝑥
                                            (4,5) 

 

The basic proposed inverted (p-i-n) structure is shown in Fig. 1. In an inverted structure, the 

TCO (Transparent Conductive Oxide) is the top layer followed by HTL, Absorber Layer ETL, 

and Metal Electrode. TCO is a conductive material with a low absorption coefficient acting as 

an anode. ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) is mostly preferred as a TCO in inverted structures. Al is 

used as a back contact metal acting as a cathode. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed P-I-N inverted structure. 

 

The complete PSC structure ITO/CuI/FASnI3/PCBM/Al is simulated through SCAPs. All the 

material parameters mentioned in Table 1 are taken from multiple works of literature [8][9][6]. 

At front and back contact ITO and Al were used with the work function of 5eV and 4.2eV 

respectively. Interface with defects density of 1010 cm-1 is incorporated at HTL/Absorber and 

ETL/Absorber interface with the single energetic distribution. The defect density for the FASnI3 

absorber layer is kept at 1015 cm-1 for all the simulations with Gaussian energetic distribution 

while for the charge transport layers (PCBM and CuI) defects density is kept at 1014 cm-1. All 

simulations are performed in 1.5G solar radiation under STC. 

 

TABLE 1: Material Parameters of Solar Cells. 

Parameters 
Thickness 

(nm) 

Eg 

(eV) 

Electron 

Affinity 

(eV) 

Dielectric 

Permittivity 

µn 

(cm2/Vs) 

µp 

(cm2/Vs) 

Total 

Defect 

Density 

(cm-3) 

FASnI3 350 1.41 3.52 8.2 22 22 1E+15 

CUI 150 2.98 2.1 6.5 
1.69 x 

10-4 

1.69 x 

10-4 
1E+14 

PCBM 150 2 3.9 4 10-2 10-2 1E+14 

 

Based on the parameters mentioned in the table the numerical modeling was performed for 

ITO/CuI/FASnI3/PCBM/Al. Based on simulation results Voc=0.87V, Jsc=28.7mA/cm2, FF= 

83.22, PCE= 16.6% were achieved. IV and QE curves are shown in Fig. 2. QE is the ratio of 

current generated in response to incident photons of a particular wavelength. Fig. 2(b) shows 

that the cell works best in the range of 450-800 nm which is most of the visible region after that 
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the QE falls drastically. The QE of the cell can be improved by thickness and doping 

optimization[10]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.  (a)IV curve and  (b) QE curve for simulated cell. 

 

 

Fig. 3.  (a) Band Alignment of simulated PSC (b) Electric Field at interfaces 

Band alignment plays a very significant part in improving the performance of the solar cell. The 

VBO and CBO at FASnI3/CuI and FASnI3/PCBM interfaces are responsible for electron and 

hole transport from the absorber to the corresponding charge transport layers. Narrow CBO 

(Conduction Band Offset) and VBO (Valence Band Offset) at Absorber/ETL and Absorber/HTL 

interfaces respectively are required for the smooth transport of electrons and holes which can 

be seen in Fig. 3. The significance of band alignment can be related to the surge in an electric 

field at interfaces shown in Fig. 3(b). The electric field is created as a result of fermi level 

difference at interfaces (𝛥𝐸𝐹 = 𝑞𝑉𝑜𝑐) facilitating the charge transport, reducing recombination, 

and blocking the unwanted charges at the respective interfaces[11][12].  
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2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. Influence of Perovskite Absorber ETL and HTL thickness: 

The response of solar cells towards the solar spectrum is greatly dependent upon the absorber 

thickness. To investigate the impact of thickness on the output of solar cells the thickness is 

increased from 0.05μm to 1.5 μm and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The increase in absorber 

thickness increases the capability of solar cells to absorb a greater number of photons as a 

result of which more electron-hole pairs are produced. This in turn improves the current density 

as can be seen in Fig. 4(b).  This results in more charge carriers reaching the respective 

electrodes which enhances the Voc and PCE [13]. Due to more charge carriers being 

produced, recombination also increases, reducing the F.F. It can be observed that after the 

thickness of 0.7μm the saturation in performance is observed and after 0.85μm the cell 

performance drops. The drop in cell performance at higher thickness is because the perovskite 

thickness exceeds the carrier diffusion length of charge carriers and recombination 

accelerates. The optimized thickness for the FASnI3 layer is found to be 0.7μm. 

 

Fig. 4. Influence of Absorber Layer Thickness Variation on (a) Voc (b) Jsc (c) FF (d) PCE. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Influence of HTL thickness variation on PCE (b) Influence of ETL thickness 

Variation on PCE 

 

Charge Transport layers thickness separates the absorber from the electrode and also 

facilitates the transport of charge carriers. In P-I-N structures, the variation in HTL thickness 

decreases the performance of solar cells because of an increase in series resistance at 

Absorber/HTL interface as shown in Fig. 5(a). As for ETL, the thickness variation has a 

negligible effect on performance as can be seen in Fig. 5(b). Optimized thickness for both HTL 

and ETL is found to be 100nm (0.1μm) as. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The ITO/CuI/FASnI3/PCBM/Al PSC structure was successfully modelled in SCAPS-1D with 

Voc=0.87V, Jsc=28.7mA/cm2, FF= 83.22, PCE= 16.6%. It was concluded that increasing the 

thickness of the absorber up to saturation point improves the PSC performance, after which it 

declines. The absorber was optimized at 700nm. Increasing the thickness of the CTL reduced 

the PCE efficiency because it increased the resistance of the cell. The charge transport layer 

optimized thickness was found to be 100nm. After Optimization, the PSC performance was 

enhanced to Voc of 0.8V Jsc 28.8 mA/cm2, FF of 83.7, and PCE 19.45%. 
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Abstract— Perovskite are organic-inorganic hybrid materials. The organic component of the perovskite 
decomposes rapidly due to humidity and moisture exposure. Cesium (Cs) has successfully been 
proposed as the alternate A-cation in the perovskite material. Cs is purely organic material that has 
comparatively low degradation due to humidity. In this work nontoxic gallium-based cesium perovskite 
absorber is used in the PSC. The Cs-PSC is numerically modelled through solar cell capacitance 
simulator (SCAPS-1D). ZnSe has been chosen as ETL in the structure due to having large band gap 
and transmittivity. While kesterite CMTS material has been used as the HTL due to its high electric 
conductivity. The effect of Cs-perovskite and the CTL on the photovoltaic cell’s performance are 
analyzed in detail though using continuity and Poisson equations. The IV characteristics, electric 
potential, recombination, band alignment, power conversion and quantum efficiency are studied. 
Moreover, the effect of increasing absorber defect density on optimized thickness of the layer has also 
been found. The optimized thickness at defect density of E13 was found to be 0.9 µm with PCE of 
19.66%, for E14 0.8 µm with 19.54% PCE and for E15 0.8 µm with 19.34% PCE 

Keywords—Charge transport layer, CsGeI3, Non-toxic, Perovskite solar cell, SCAPS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Perovskite became famous in PV technologies due to its outstanding light absorbing properties 
[1][2]. Perovskite solar cell (PSC) are hybrid mixture of A (organic, inorganic) materials with 
metal B which are cations whereas X (halide) is anions forming a structure known as ABX3 
crystal structure [3]. Perovskite being hybrid and having exceptional properties give advantage 
to bandgap which is tunable and having efficient carrier mobility, longer diffusion length results 
in ideal PSC [4]. The most popular are lead base PSC with power conversion efficiency (PCE) 
23% and above but these solar cells were fabricated in labs. As these solar cells were toxic in 
nature due to lead (Pb) used in it and instability made them restricted to commercialization [5]. 
For that an alternate lead free, non-toxic material that is germanium (Ge) which belongs from 
same family tree as tin (Sn) and Pb with same photovoltaic properties and light absorption is 
used in this research with non-organic cesium (Cs) A-cation [6][7]. It is also important to 
mention that according to studies that (Ge) PSC has ability to achieve more than 15% PCE 
[7][8]. which is less than Pb but Ge remove the toxic issue, on other hand Ge PSC are more 
stable than Sn based PSC. Moreover, Ge based PSC has high defect density due to which 
lower PSC have lower PCE but there is lot space available to progress in terms of efficiency, 
for that simulation tool can be utilized to optimize the cell structure to get better PCE [9]. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

In this research SCAPS-1D software which is 1-Dimentional simulation tool is used. The 
analysis of SCAPS-1D is based on Continuity and Poisson’s equation [10]  The software helps 
researcher to design and simulate different cell structures. Several research articles have been 
published on this software exploring its application in finding efficiencies of solar cells [11]. In 
this research, the n-i-p structure is numerically modeled in SCAPS to analyze the I-V 
characteristics, band gap, carrier density and other parameters of cell. The Zinc Selenide 
(ZnSe) is used as the n-doped electron transport layer (ETL) because of having large 
conductivity and band gap. The CsGeI3 is the perovskite i-layer used in the structure. Its 
function is to produce charge carriers by absorbing the photons. The last layer is Kesterite 
base material (CMTS) used as p-doped hole transport layer (HTL) having high electric 
conductivity. The layers form the structure ZnSe/CsGeI3/CMTS. The material parameters 
extracted from literature are given below in table-1 [9][7][12]. To obtain realistic results defect 
density (Nt) were added in each layer that is Nt of 1x1015 cm− 3 for absorber and Nt of 1x1014 
cm− 3 for ETL/HTL. Furthermore, Interface defects were also added between the layers 
(HTL/Perovskite and Perovskite/ETL). The simulations were performed taking Air Mass (AM) 
1.5, Temperature 300k and 1000 W/m2 of irradiance. 

TABLE I: Layers Parameters 

Parameters Thickness 

(nm) 

Eg 

(eV) 

Electron 

Affinity 

(eV) 

Dielectric 

Permittivity 

Electron 

Mobility 

(cm2/Vs) 

Hole 

Mobility 

(cm2/Vs) 

Nt 

(cm-3) 

ZnSe 100 2.8 4.09 8.6 400 110 1E+15 

CsGeI3 400 1.6 3.9 18 20 20 1E+14 

CMTS 100 1.6 4.35 9 0.16 0.16 1E+15 
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In this work the defect density of CsGeI3 has been varied and optimized thickness for each 
defect density has been identified. The IV curve obtained of initial structure 
(ZnSe/CsGeI3/CMTS) is shown in Fig. 1. Based on simulation results, PCE of 18.35% is 
achieved with 20.99 mA/cm2 short circuit current (JSC), 1.145 V open circuit voltage and fill 
factor (F.F), 76.29%. 

 

Fig. 1. I-V curve  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
ENERGY BAND ALIGNMENT AND ELECTRIC FIELD 

 

Fig. 2. Energy band alignment & Electric field 
 

The Fig. 2a.  shows that there is good alignment between ETL and perovskite, having little 
offset in conduction band and large offset is seen in valance band which results in good 
electron flow and holes being blocked. On the other hand, the HTL and Perovskite valance 
band for smooth flow of holes, but due to the conduction band having small offset there will be 
chances of recombination. From Fig. 2b it can be observed that the HTL/Perovskite has large 
electric potential. This is due to the spike formed in the energy band alignment of 
HTL/Perovskite. This high electric potential will have larger influence and separate the charge 
carriers more efficiently. 

Recombination and Quantum Efficiency 

Figure 3A shows the recombination occurring in the cell structure. It can be observed that due 
to the high electric field at HTL/Perovskite minimum recombination occurs there as the field 
efficiently separates and transports the holes. On the hand due to the low electric field at 
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ETL/Perovskite interface and the conduction band offset, majority recombination occurs here. 
Figure 3B shows the quantum efficiency of the structure 

 

Fig. 2. Recombination & Quantum efficiency 
Defect Density  

When defect density is increased than trap state and defects also increase in layer which 
hinder the electron movement and results in more recombination due to which optimized 
thickness is reduced, effecting the current and finally drastic reducing the PCE. The effect of 
defect density on the optimized thickness and PCE are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4 Defect density vs Thickness 

From the results it can be seen that the optimized thickness reduces from 900nm to 400nm as 
the defect density is increased from E13 to E17 cm-3. Due to the reduced optimized thickness 
the efficiency also reduces from 19.8% to 14.4%. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, CsGeI3 based PSC is simulated using Scaps-1D simulator. The output 
parameters depict that optimum efficiency is achieved by varying the defect density with 
respect to thickness of absorber material. On lower defect density with optimized thickness the 
PSC gives maximum PCE and also improve the QE. The optimized thickness at defect density 
of E13 was found to be 0.9 µm with PCE of 19.66%, Jsc of 24.02 mA/cm2, Voc of 1.15 V and 
FF 71.26%, for E14 0.8 µm with 19.54% PCE, Jsc of 23.77 mA/cm2, Voc of 1.15 V, FF of 71.62 
and for E15 0.8 µm with 19.34% PCE, Jsc of 23.72 mA/cm2, Voc of 1.15 V and FF 71.15%. 
The results can useful for fabrication but some other parameters need to be inspected in further 
studies. 
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Abstract— Steam methane reforming is one of the most used methods for hydrogen generation. The 

use of a membrane in the conventional steam methane reforming process is an encouraging technology 

to enhance the performance of the reactor. The challenge in designing and scaling up the membrane 

steam methane reforming reactor lines in the suitable selection of operating conditions. In this 

investigation, a 3-D CFD model was developed for a 250 kg/day hydrogen generation unit. The Xu and 

Froment kinetic model for reforming reactions was coupled with CFD by user-defined function (UDF) 

and the membrane permeation flux was included by using Sievert’s law as a source and sink term in 

the species transport equations. The model was validated with the experimental results, and then the 

effect of the membrane on the reforming process was analyzed. The results predicted that the methane 

conversion increased to 97 % by using a membrane. The effect of the sweep gas flow pattern was also 

investigated on the overall performance.  

Keywords— CFD modeling; hydrogen production; steam methane reforming; membrane separation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogen, 75% of the universe, is a key energy carrier. Reduced pollutant and greenhouse 

gas emissions when oxidized as fuel, various storage forms (unlike electricity), and multiple 

modes of transportation make H2 an ideal energy carrier [1]. Hydrogen must be extracted from 

hydrocarbons, water, and biomass because there is none in nature [2]. Hydrocarbons (natural 

gas (NG) and petroleum) produce 78% of the world's hydrogen. Water electrolysis produces 

about 4% of hydrogen, and coal produces about 18%. There are several methods for producing 

hydrogen, including thermochemical, electrochemical, photobiological, and photochemical. 

Steam reforming (SR) of methane is the most used thermochemical method in hydrogen 

production [3].  

Even though steam methane reforming is a fully developed technology for producing hydrogen, 

it's still being improved. Researchers are interested in using hydrogen-selective membranes in 

steam methane reforming. Using a membrane in the reactor to remove hydrogen from the 

product side increases methane conversion and hydrogen yield. Low-temperature membrane 

reactors reduce CO content [4–6].  

In recent years, several researchers worked on membrane reactors. Kim et al. [7] performed 

the experimentations to investigate the effects of membrane on the steam reforming process. 

The results predicted the greater methane conversion in the membrane reactor. Wei-Hsin 

Chen et al. [8] developed a model for hydrogen separation by using Sievert’s law. The model 

predicted higher hydrogen separation with counter-current configuration. Coroneo et al. [9] 

analyzed three different types of membrane in a steam reforming reactor through CFD model 
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and validated the model with experimental results. Chibane et al. [10] developed a numerical 

model to predict the effect of Palladium-based membrane on reforming reactions. The results 

showed high methane conversion in a membrane reactor based on to Le Chatelier's principle.  

Although a variety of research has done in this field, but all the developed models were based 

on very simplified domains. Moreover, they did not consider reaction and separation 

simultaneously in the reforming zone. The hydrogen distribution on the retentate side was also 

considered uniform. The novelty of this work was to take variable hydrogen profile by writing a 

user-defined function (UDF). Moreover, the CFD analysis was performed on an actual 

experimental setup of 250 kg/day hydrogen production capacity. The comparison of 

conventional and membrane reactor was also performed. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

T. System description and operating conditions 

The geometry of membrane steam reforming reactor is designed based on the experimental 

setup of Rahimipetroudi et al. [11].The setup is consisted of one burner and twelve reforming 

tubes. The reforming tubes have two zones: (a) reaction zone (retentate) and (b) permeate 

zone separated by Pd-Ru-based membrane. Fig. 5 shows the symmetrical part of membrane 

reactor used for simulation.  

Ni/Al2O3 commercial catalyst is packed in reforming tube retentate. Pd-Ru membranes 

separate hydrogen. A metal fiber burner in the reactor's center generates heat for reforming. 

Methane and steam enter from the bottom, and reforming occurs on the porous retentate side. 

Reforming creates H2, CO2, and CO. Permeate-side sweep gas drives permeated hydrogen. 

U. Mathematical model 

The membrane reactor was modeled based on mathematical equations given in [11] and [12]. 

The steam methane reforming process consists of three reactions: (a) steam reforming 

reaction (SR), (b) water gas shift reaction (WGSR) and direct steam reforming reaction (DSR). 

In this work, a widely accepted global kinetics expressions given by Xu and Froment [13] are 

used for reforming reactions.  

Steam reforming reaction (SR): 

           

         (1) 

Water gas shift reaction (WGSR): 

          

         (2) 

Direct steam reforming reaction (DSR): 

          

        (3) 
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of membrane reactor used in the simulation 

Sievert’s Law: 

The Sieverts’ law-based equation is widely accepted and used for hydrogen permeation rate 

across the dense metallic membranes [14]. In this work, the hydrogen flux is incorporated as 

a source and sink term in the species transport equation. The overall permeation flux was 

calculated by: 

     

  (4)        

Where, 𝐴𝑐 and 𝑉𝑐 are cell area and cell volume respectively. The hydrogen permeation rate is 

function of difference partial pressure of hydrogen in retentate and permeates sides.  

V. Computational scheme 

We used a three-dimensional computational domain to model the membrane reactor. ANSYS-

Fluent 21 was used to find the solutions to the above governing equations. UDFs were 

developed in C to incorporate reforming reactions and hydrogen permeation. The calculations 

used a pressure based CFD solver, and the governing equations were solved using an upwind 

scheme of the second order. The energy equation has a convergence criterion of 10-8, while 

the momentum and continuity equations have 10-6. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

W. Grid sensitivity analysis 

The grid sensitivity analysis was performed by using three different element sizes. The 
methane conversion along the reformer catalyst bed was the judging parameter. The mesh 
with 8 mm element size was selected for future simulations because it was appropriate in terms 
of computational cost and accuracy of results.  
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X. Model validation 

Before going to further analysis of system, the model was validated first with experimental 
results of Kim et al. [15]. The simulations were performed at four different operating pressures 
and the model results was in good agreement with experimental data.  
 

 

Fig. 6. (a) Grid sensitivity analysis with three different grid sizes (b) Comparison with 
experimental results 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Distribution of species along the reformer length on the retentate side (b) 
Temperature distribution contours in the reactor 

Y. Model results 

The calculation conditions for hydrogen production (250 Kg/day) were: operating pressure = 

8.5 bar, reactants inlet temperature = 550 K, gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) = 4103 h-1, 

steam to carbon ratio = 3.25 and membrane material was Pd-Ru. In the Fig. 7 (a), the behavior 
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of mole fraction of methane, steam, hydrogen, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide in the 

retentate side were plotted against the length of reformer catalyst bed. The mole fraction of 

methane decreased along the length of catalyst bed from 0.23 to 0.002. The concentration of 

steam in the retentate side decreased till half of the bed and then increased due to removal of 

hydrogen. The mole fraction of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide increased along the 

catalyst bed. In the retentate side, the hydrogen produced by reforming reactions and moved 

to permeate side by passing through membrane.    

TABLE VII shows the dry mole fraction of species with (co-current and counter-current sweep 

gas flow) and without membrane. The mole fraction of CO was lower in membrane because 

the system was operated at low temperature, which accelerated the water gas shift reaction. 

In both operations, membrane increased methane conversion (co-current and counter-

current). Continuous hydrogen removal from the reaction zone product stream caused this 

increase. 

TABLE VII. Comparison of conventional SMR with membrane SMR 

Parameter Unit With membrane 
(Co-current) 

With membrane 
(Counter-current) 

Without 
membrane 

Retentate 
side 

Permeate 
side 

Retentate 
side 

Permeate 
side 

𝑋𝐻2
 (mole %, dry) 4.10 37.33 3.33 37.37 75.31 

𝑋𝐶𝑂 (mole %, dry) 23.18 0 27.35 0 14.05 

𝑋𝐶𝐻4
 (mole %, dry) 1.566 0 0.79 0 2.35 

𝑋𝐶𝑂2
 (mole %, dry) 71.15 0 68.53 0 8.29 

𝑋𝑁2
 (mole %, dry) 0 62.67 0 62.63 0 

𝐶𝐻4,𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 (%) 92.32 96.7 92.9 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The system was operated at limited variation in operating conditions. The main objective was 

to observe the effect of membrane on the overall performance of the system. The obtained 

results predicted the higher efficiency of the process at moderate operating conditions by using 

membrane. The process can be optimized in future by performing detailed parametric study 

on membrane SMR. 
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Abstract— Different process simulation softwares are used by researchers for process design and 

simulation in both academia and industry. In market, we have the availability of both open source and 

commercial softwares. The commercial softwares are expensive and require an annual license renewal, 

which may impose a financial strain on institutions or colleges with restricted budgets. In this paper, 

some of case studies have been simulated using both DWSIM (an open-source chemical process 

simulator) and Aspen HYSYS (Proprietary software). Three case studies of steady state processes 

which are mixer & separator, shortcut distillation column and shell & tube heat exchanger, have been 

simulated in both DWSIM and Aspen HYSYS using same input data. Simulation results of both 

softwares are presented and compared for analysis. The simulation results show that both softwares 

gave us nearly precise results with each other with less than 5% difference. Also, DWSIM is easy to 

use, easy to report, and convergence times are good. This work suggests that open-source software 

like DWSIM without any investment for license can be used as a process simulation tool for the systems 

studied in this work in academia and industries for hands on experience. 

Keywords— Aspen HYSYS, DWSIM Process Simulator, Simulation software  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Calculation tools and software packages are constantly evolving in the field of chemical 

engineering as experiments at laboratory are time consuming and expensive to perform. 

Chemical engineers face a significant issue in determining which tool is most appropriate for a 

given problem in today's fast-paced world. Process engineering is primarily concerned with 

simulating, designing, and optimizing a chemical processing plant that consists of several 

processing units linked together by process streams. As part of these activities, you'll need to 

undertake material and energy balancing, equipment selection, and cost estimation. A 

computer-aided process design package or just a process simulator can do these tasks. 

ASPEN Plus, ASPEN HYSYS, ProSim Plus, and UniSim are proprietary softwares that must 

be purchased from market with a substantial license 

fee [1-3]. Students and small businesses may not be able to afford the high licence fee, and 

the fact that the model is closed source makes it hard to study how it works and fix problems 

and false simulation cases. Daniel Wagner Oliveira de Medeiros has fixed these two major 

problems by making DWSIM, a free open-source sequential modular CAPE-OPEN compliant 

mailto:kaleem.pse3scme@student.nust.edu.pk
mailto:kaleem.pse3scme@student.nust.edu.pk
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process simulator [4-6]. Some simulators, like the COCO simulator and the ALSOC/EMSO 

simulator, are free in the public domain even though they are not fully open source. These 

simulators can only be used for academic or non-commercial purposes [7-9]. Researchers 

have done mostly publications using proprietary softwares while paying high price for it. Aspen 

HYSYS and DWSIM are under discussion in this work.  

 

Aspen HYSYS is worldwide accepted commercial software that can be used for simulating 

chemical processes. Aspen HYSYS requires a valid software license in order to model complex 

chemical processes involving chemical reactions and raw materials. Due to proprietary file 

formats and data compression algorithms, simulation models built using commercial software 

cannot be easily exported to any other software; instead, they must be opened, updated and 

run using the commercial software itself. Such restrictions could impede research collaboration 

among multiple organizations because they would require them to first purchase the software 

to build on previously produced process models. To work on previously generated process 

models, various organizations would have to first purchase the software, which could inhibit 

cross-organizational research collaboration. 

 

In this work, by comparing the simulation results from DWSIM with those produced from 

commercial software such as Aspen HYSYS, aims to assess the modelling capabilities of free 

open-source software. Three case studies have been simulated through Aspen HYSYS and 

analyzed for comparison with DWSIM such as Mixer followed by separator, shortcut distillation 

column and shell and tube heat exchanger using same input data. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Three case studies have been simulated in this section such as mixer followed by flash 

separator, distillation column and shell and tube heat exchanger. 

1. Case 1 (Mixer and Flash Separator) 

Two streams (consist of benzene and toluene) have been mixed first and then separated into 

liquid and vapors (consisting of both benzene and toluene). The inlet data is shown in the table 

1. The simulation results have been generated using both Aspen HYSYS and DWSIM for 

comparison. 

                 Table 8: Input data for Case 1 

 Inlet 1 Inlet 2 

Mole Fractions Benzene 0.8 0.2 

Toluene 0.2 0.8 

Molar Flow (mol/s) 100 100 

Temperature (C) 25 25 

Pressure (atm) 1 1 
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Figure 8: Case 1 flowsheet in DWSIM 

 

 

Figure 9: Case 1 flowsheet in Aspen HYSYS 

 
2. Case 2 (Shortcut Distillation Column) 

A shortcut distillation column is a tool in simulation softwares where quickly a distillation model 

is generated for separation of feed stream with a little information. This limited information 

given below is given in table 2 is inserted in both DWSIM and HYSYS to compare the design 

parameters such as minimum number of trays, actual number of trays, optimum feed stage 

etc. 

Table 9: Input data for Case 2 

Compounds Benzene, Toluene Reflux ratio 1.5*Min. Reflux ratio 

Thermodynamic property Peng Robinson Light compoenent Benzene 

 
Feed 

Mole fractions Benzene = 0.4 
Toluene = 0.6 

Heavy component Toluene 

Molar Flow (kmol/h) 100 Distillate 0.99 
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Pressure (atm) 1 Bottoms 0.01 

 

 

Figure 10: Case 2 flowsheet in DWSIM 

 

 

Figure 11: Case 2 flowsheet in Aspen HYSYS 

3. Case 3 (Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger) 

Heat exchange normally happens in every process industry where different types of heat 

exchangers are used. One of them i.e. shell and tube heat exchanger here simulated with the 

input data in table 3. The output parameters such as temperature, pressure and flow has been 

compared for both DWSIM and Aspen HYSYS. 
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Table 10: Input data for case 3 

Compounds Water Methanol Flow Type Counter Current 

Inlet Streams Cold Hot U (W/m2 K) 450 

Mass flow (kg/h) 15000 25000 Area (m2) 250 

Mole fraction 0 1 Cold fluid ΔP (bar) 0.002 

Mole fraction 1 0 Cold fluid ΔP (bar) 0.025 

Temperature (C) 10 80 Property Package Peng Robinson 

Pressure (bar) 1 5   

 

 

Figure 12: Case 3 flowsheet in DWSIM 

 

Figure 13: Case 3 flowsheet in Aspen HYSYS 

   

. 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The comparison result has been created for both simulation tools i.e., DWSIM and Aspen 

HYSYS where same and critical output parameters have been compared. Following figures 

shows comparison of the properties of all three cases. 
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. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Free and open-source software like DWSIM has been shown to be capable of performing the 

same functions as Aspen HYSYS, a commercial product. Using DWSIM, researchers were 

able to correctly mimic chemical processes, as well as calculate their thermodynamic 

parameters and chemical composition. DWSIM's accuracy was found to be comparable to that 

of Aspen HYSYS in all three cases. The simulation results show that both softwares gave us 

nearly precise results with each other with less than 5% difference. Moreover, DWSIM is user 

friendly, easy to report, and convergence times are good.  In conclusion, DWSIM could serve 

as an alternative software for process modeling and simulation. 
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Abstract— The rapid growth in the world population is bringing exponential increase in consumption 
of energy. Looking back into the time, there is 1 billion increase in world population in time span of one 
decade. According to recent studies, more than 85% of energy is generated from fossil fuel, which is 
the main contributor in release of carbon dioxide (CO2) in environment. The concentration of CO2 is 
rapidly spreading in the atmosphere. CO2 is responsible for more than 50% of the Greenhouse 
emissions. However, CO2 can be captured using aqueous amino acid based solvents. This study is 
focused on solvent based on blend of Threonine (C4H9NO3) and mono-ethanolamine (MEA), which 
have potential carbon capture. This research has been concentrated on understanding the 
physicochemical properties of these blends in terms of density, refractive index and viscosity. These 
physicochemical properties are very crucial in the design of CO2 absorption. The observations 
illustrated a decreasing trend of properties with increase in temperature (20OC - 70OC). The results 
were compared with existing solvents available in literature, and the data found as in satisfactorily 
agreement with literature. Hence, the synthesized solvent can be used as a potential CO2 capture 
agent.    
Keywords— Aqueous amino acid blends, CO2 Capture, MEA, Physicochemical Properties, and 
Threonine. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Rapid Growth In World Population Is Bringing Exponential Increase In Consumption Of 
Energy. Looking Back Into The Time, There Is 1 Billion Increase In World Population In Time 
Span Of One Decade. In This Smarter World, Energy Is Utilized By Growing Population For 
Utilities, Transport, Appliances And Other Energy Consuming Products. According To Recent 
Studies, More Than 85% Of Energy Is Generated From Fossil Fuel, Which Is The Main 
Contributor In Release Of Co2 In Environment. The Concentration Of Co2 Is Rapidly Spreading 

https://doi.org/10.1109/SIIT.2001.968582
https://dwsim.inforside.com.br/new/
https://www.cocosimulator.org/
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In The Atmosphere. Co2 Is Responsible For More Than 50% Of The Greenhouse Emissions. 
Bearing In Mind This Issue, Researchers Developed Numerous Methods And Techniques To 
Limit The Production Of Co2. Understanding The Impact Of Co2 On Environment, Plants And 
Human Health, We Come To A Sum Up That Removal Or Co2 From Fossil Fuels Before Energy 
Production Is The Only Solution. 

The Expenditure Of Co2 Favors The Huge Enhancement Of Greenhouse Gases [Ghg] That 
Causes Environmental Problems And Leads To Global Warming. The Bearable Carbon 
Dioxide Concentration Is 350 Ppm, Which Is Increased To 416 Ppm As Of 2021, Says Noaa. 
The Rapid Growth Of Co2 Concentration Will Lead To Respiration Diseases Through 
Production Of Smog And Air Pollution. Recently, It Can Be Observed That Many Of The Cities 
In Pakistan Are Going Declined In Air Quality Index, Which Is An Alarming Sign That 
Development Of Co2 In Environment Must Be Limited.  

In Order To Mitigate This Increasing Carbon Dioxide Concentration, There Are Various 
Techniques Utilized Including; “Absorption”, In Which Solvent Is Utilized That Absorbs The Co2 
From The Mixture That Can Be Separated Later, “Adsorption”, In Which The Co2 Is Adsorbed 
On The Surface Of Adsorbent Which Is Separated Later Just Like Absorption, “Membrane 
Technology”, In Which A Membrane Is Utilized That Has Sieve Size Smaller Than Co2 
Molecules And The Carbon Dioxide Containing Fluid Is Passed From It, All The Fluid Is Passed 
While, Co2 Is Collected On Surface Of Membrane, And “Cryogenic Distillation”, In Which 
Capturing Is Achieved On Boiling Of Fluid On Different Temperature Ranges. Overall, The 
Absorption Technique Is Highly Efficient For The Capturing Of Co2. 

This study is focused on study of solvent based on blend of Threonine (C4H9NO3) and mono-

ethanolamine (MEA), which have potential carbon capture. This research has been 

concentrated on understanding the physicochemical properties of these blends in terms of 

density, refractive index (RI) and viscosity. These properties are crucial in designing carbon 

dioxide absorption. While conducting absorption, the density, RI and viscosity are considered 

as essential parameters to be put under consideration. Experimental study of these 

physicochemical properties is substantial for calculation of potential capture of the blend.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

For achieving the mentioned parameters, following methodology steps were followed: 

1. Preparation of Solutions: 

The variety of ratios of Threonine, mono-ethanolamine (MEA) and water were 

considered to prepared and select the optimum aqueous amino solvent blend. As per 

the literature, three ratios were shortlisted to be utilized for experimental study. The 

selected ratios are illustrated in given table (2.1 a). 
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SELECTED RATIOS 

Name of 

Solution Threonine + NaOH MEA H2O 

A 20% 2% 78% 

B 20% 5% 75% 

C 20% 10% 70% 

(Table 2.1 a) 

As it can be observed from the given table, the quantity of threonine was kept constant, 

whereas, ratio of MEA was varying, that also impacted the ratio of distilled water content 

in the solution.  

As per the literature review, threonine has some of acidic effect on solution, for which 

ratio of Threonine was kept along with sodium hydroxide in an Equimolar manner 

(0.1257 moles of each). By the combination of given ratios, three solutions (A, B & C) 

were prepared.  

 
 

2. Determination of Density: 

Density is one of a common parameter that can be determined through variety of 

methods. The most frequent used method is using mass per volume ratio of the solution. 

The same technique was utilized to determine the density of three different solutions in 

temperature range of 20oC to 70oC. This temperature range was selected as per the 

recommendations from literature, as this is the common span of temperature focused 

for study of amino acid base solvent blends used in different industries. The following 

steps were followed for determination of density: 

a. Measured and noted down the mass of solution using electronic balance. 

b. Measured the volume of taken amount of solution using beaker. 

c. Calculated density through mass per volume ratio.  

d. Repeated the process for different temperature ranges. 

The mass was measured in grams, while and volume in milliliters, so that unit of density 

in this study would be grams/mls.  

3. Determination of Refractive Index (RI):   

Refractive index of the solution was measured using Abbe Refractometer present at 

Department of Chemical Engineering, MUET Jamshoro. Also for this parameter, the 

temperature range was set from 20oC to 70oC. The following steps were followed for 
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determination of RI: 

a. Placed the Abbe Refractometer at such place where natural light is available. 

b. Cleaned the prisms with ethanol and cotton for avoiding impurities.  

c. Placed 2 – 3 drops of solution maintained at certain temperature. 

d. Closed the prisms and pressed the “Read” button. 

e. Repeated the process for different temperature ranges.  

4. Determination of Viscosity: 

The viscosity of solutions was also measured in same temperature ranges using Sybolt 

Viscometer. The following steps were followed for determination of viscosity: 

a. Placed the solution inside sybolt viscometer. 

b. Took a stopwatch and calculate the amount of time taken by the solution to get 

out of the storage chamber. 

c. Repeated the process for different temperature ranges. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The obtained results from this experimental study depict a specific trend that can be 

observed in following table: 

Table (3.1) 

  Solution A Solution B Solution C 

T/K Density RI Viscosity Density RI Viscosity Density RI Viscosity 
293 0.9856 1.6691 1.175 0.9978 1.691 1.335 0.9929 1.6282 0.9781 

303 0.9851 1.6662 1.085 0.9956 1.6875 1.181 0.9899 1.6262 0.9011 

313 0.98 1.6653 0.9847 0.9934 1.686 1.036 0.9877 1.6251 0.8101 

323 0.971 1.6502 0.8935 0.9888 1.6847 0.9578 0.9785 1.6243 0.7357 

333 0.9627 1.6257 0.8122 0.9833 1.6621 0.811 0.967 1.5656 0.6698 

343 0.9447 1.6114 0.7479 0.9733 1.6616 0.7481 0.9512 1.5562 0.6145 

Taking under consideration density of three solutions, there is decreasing trend is observed 

with increasing temperature. It can be clearly observed through graph 3.1 given as following: 
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(Graph 3.1) 

 

The similar trends can be observed in graph 3.2 and 3.3 as mentioned below: 

 
(Graph 3.2) 

 

 
(Graph 3.3) 
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4. CONCLUSION 

All physicochemical properties aqueous salt of Threonine blended with Mono-ethanolamine 

used as a solvent for CO2 Capture have been observed showing inverse relationship with 

temperature as it also shares satisfactory agreement with literature as well. Looking into graphs 

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we can observe the similar decreasing trend of densities, refractive indices 

and viscosity with every increase in temperature. The trend of temperature with the measured 

properties was consistent with the findings of other researchers. The predicted values obtained 

from correlation equations were in fairly good agreement with the measured values for all 

properties, and hence can be used in upcoming time for CO2 removal system design. 
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Abstract— In recent years, the perovskite-based solar cell has emerged as a fast-growing photovoltaic 

(PV) technology due to improved performance, cost-effectiveness, and ease of use in unconventional 

places. In this work instead of a lead (Pb)-based, tin (Sn) based, eco-friendly N-I-P perovskite solar cell 

(PSC) device with methyl ammonium tin triiodide (MASnI3) as an absorber layer has been proposed 

because of its non-toxic nature and similarity in optoelectronic properties to Pb. Based on continuity 

and Poisson equations, the proposed PSC has been designed by a solar cell capacitance simulator 

(SCAPS). Owing to the large band gap and low absorptivity, ZnSe has been chosen as ETL. While 

kesterite CZTSe has been selected as HTL due to its non-toxicity, cost-effectiveness, tunable band 

gap, and electron affinity. The effect of charge transport layers (CTLs) on the quantum efficiency (QE), 

band alignment diagram, electric potential, recombination, IV curve, and power conversion efficiency 

(PCE) of the proposed structure have been analyzed. Furthermore, the influence of defect density on 

the absorber layer's optimized thickness and PSC's PCE has been analyzed in detail. Based on the 

results the optimized thickness of the perovskite layer for defect density of E13 was found to be 1.1 µm 

with PCE of 30.45%, for E14 0.9 µm with 29.21%, and E15 0.7 µm with 26.21%. The results achieved 

in this work showed a lot of promise for further implementation of non-toxic Sn-based PSCs. 

Keywords— Charge transport layer, Defect density, MASnI3, Perovskite solar cell, SCAPS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the need for sustainable development and alternative energy source to fossil fuels, in the 

last decade and so there is extraordinary improvement in the power conversion efficiency 

(PCE) of the perovskite solar cells (PSCs) along with a reduction in the cost of its fabrication. 

A step up in PCE of PSCs from 3% to > 25% in the last ten years, makes them the perfect 

emerging candidate in the field of Photovoltaic (PV) technology [1], [2]. This PSC technology 

owing to good stability at working temperature, low material utilization, low cost, and less 

energy-intensive fabrication processes proves more advantageous [3]. This encourages the 
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researchers to employ different methods to bring about the improvement of the performance 

parameters of PSCs. Solar Cell Capacitance Simulator (SCAPS-1D) is utilized to boost the 

output performance of the solar cell before experiments owing to the high experimental costs. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Proposed solar cell model 

Fig.1 illustrates multiple layered N-I-P non-inverted heterojunction tin-based solar cells. It is 

evident from Fig.1 that the cell architecture includes TCO/ZnSe/MASnI3/CZTSe where the ETL 

is the ZnSe and the HTL is CZTSe (kesterite material) while tin-based MASnI3 is used as the 

absorber. Our study aims to inspect the impact of the absorber layer’s defect density on its 

optimal thickness and performance parameters such as open circuit voltage (Voc), Open circuit 

current density (Jsc) Fill Factor (FF), and PCE simulated via SCAPS. The cell performance is 

primarily built on the material, electrical and optical parameters of each layer implemented in 

the simulation having methyl ammonium tin triiodide (MASnI3) as an absorber layer. 

 

Fig.1 Proposed architecture of PSC 

Simulation parameters of PSC 

The proposed PSC depicted in Fig.1 was studied in detail for its output performance 

parameters by the SCAPS simulator. The optoelectronic parameters of all PSC layers were 

chosen from different literature and experiments after a thorough review [4]–[6]. All the device 

parameters are sorted in Table.1. Here, ND and NA are donor and acceptor concentrations 

respectively.  

Table.1 Simulation parameters of PSC device and its interfacial defects 

Parameters MASnI3 ZnSe CZTSe 

Thickness w (µm) 0.35 0.1 0.1 

Band gap Eg (eV) 1.3 2.81 1.4 

Electron affinity χ 

(eV) 

4.17 4.09 4.1 
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Dielectric permittivity 

(∈r) 

8.2 8.6 9 

Electron mobility 

(cm2/V.s) 

1.6 400 100 

Hole mobility 

(cm2/V.s) 

1.6 110 12.5 

Doping 

concentration  (cm-3) 

3.2 x 1015 

(NA) 

1 x 1018 

(ND) 

1 x 1019 

(NA) 

Defect density Nt 

(cm-3) 

1015 1014 1014 

To attain results as close to experimental results, the defect density Nt of all layers and the 

interfacial defects are introduced into the structure. Defect types of neutral and Gaussian are 

selected for absorber layer and CTLs respectively. All the simulations were done at 300 K 

working temperature under AM1.5 G standard sunlight flux.   

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

SCAPS numerical simulations have been done to understand the working and different 

properties like band energy diagram, QE, I-V curve, recombination rate, electric field, and the 

effects of defect density. Fig.1(a) depicts that the simulated PSC has a broader range of 

spectral reactions, its quantum efficiency (QE) extending from 300 nm to 970 nm wavelength. 

Fig.1(b) shows the plot of Voc vs Jsc. For the initial simulation, the Jsc is 30.3 mA cm-2 with 

Voc of 0.97 V giving 24.37 % PCE. 

 

Fig.2 (a) QE of a device and (b) Jsc-Voc curve of a solar cell 

The energy band energy diagram of the modeled solar cell is illustrated in Fig.3(a). This band 

diagram shows that the ETL forms an ideal band alignment with the perovskite material. The 

conduction band of the two materials aligns perfectly with the valance bands that have large 

offsets. This ensures the smooth flow of electrons and the blockage of holes. Similarly, the 

HTL also forms a good alignment of the valance bands with little offset while the conduction 
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band has good offsets. This ensures the smooth flow of holes and the blockage of electrons 

[7]. 

Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) show the recombination and electric potential inside the PSC. The 

recombination rate is high inside the absorber layer as illustrated in Fig.3(b). This is due to a 

large number of inherent traps and defects in the absorber layer owing to the perovskite 

material crystal growth [8]. While there is minimum recombination at the charge transport layers 

(CTLs) interfaces due to the good band alignment. There is an exponential rise in the electric 

field at the interfaces (ETL-Perovskite and Perovskite-HTL) owing to the high carrier density in 

the n-type ETL and p-type HTL along the depletion area. This stronger electric potential is 

necessary for the efficient extraction of the charge carrier from the charge-generating 

perovskite layer.  

Further simulations were done on the PSC by varying the total defect density Nt of the 

perovskite active layer in a range of E13 to E17. The optimal thickness of the absorber layer 

for each defect density value was calculated along with other output cell parameters (Voc, Jsc, 

FF, and PCE) by changing its thickness from 0.05 µm to 0.12 µm with a 0.05 µm increment for 

each simulation. Incrementing the defect density Nt the traps centers in the material increase 

which ultimately increases the bulk recombination under the Shockley Read Hall model and 

also hamper the flow of charge carriers towards CTLs [9]. This drops the overall performance 

of the cell. The simulation results shown in Fig.4 illustrate that Jsc and PCE increase and then 

saturate while Voc and FF first decreases and then become near flat as the thickness of the 

absorber layer increases for each defect density. Based on the result the highest PCE of 

30.45% was calculated for the optimized thickness and defect density of 1.1 µm and E13 cm-3 

respectively for the active layer. The optimized absorber thickness and the cell output 

parameters for each of its defect densities are listed in Table. 2. 

Fig.3 

(a) Band energy diagram of proposed Cell, (b) Recombination rate, and (c) Electric field 

inside the PSC. 
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Fig.4 results of (a) Jsc and (b) PCE as an influence of thickness variation for a particular 

defect density 

Table. 2 Optimal simulated parameters 

Defect 

density 

(cm-3) 

Thickness 

(µm) 

Voc (V) Jsc (mA 

cm-2) 

FF (%) PCE 

(%) 

E13 1.1 1.011126 34.55573 87.14873 30.45 

E14 0.9 0.996379 34.23218 85.63888 29.21 

E15 0.7 0.947675 33.55569 82.42947 26.21 

E16 0.5 0.877893 31.8158 76.44895 21.35 

E17 0.25 0.794626 26.18861 69.86943 14.54 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS  

Here we used the SCAPS-1D simulator for understanding the properties which affect the 

conversion efficiency of MASnI3-based solar cells with Zinc selenide and CZTSe as CTLs. 

The inspection of QE vs wavelength, Jsc-Voc curve, energy band diagram at equilibrium, 

recombination, and electric field curves indicate better performance. It is found that the 

active layer defect density and its thickness crucially raise the PCE of N-I-P PSCs. 

Incrementing the density of the defect decreases the optimal thickness of the active 

perovskite layer. our work will help grasp the working principle of PSCs along with its 

material characterization, stability strengthening, and efficiency enhancement.  
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Abstract—In Pakistan, bricks are processed in a fixed chimney bulls trench kiln “F.C.B.T.K.” and the fuel used 

to maintain high temperature is a s mixture of coal, biomass, pet-coke, motor oil, and waste rubber. In any case, 
the combustion of low quality fuel produces a visible portion of blackish smoke and is more hazardous when 
compared to typical greenhouse gases. Some of the key characterization tools were employed for assessing the 
physicochemical characteristics of the blackish particulates, such as the scanning electron microscope “S.E.M.,”, 
energy dispersive spectroscopy “E.D.S.,” unit, X-ray fluorescence “X.R.F.”, X-ray diffraction “X.R.D.,”., N2 
adsorption isotherms, and thermo-gravimetric “T.G.A.,” analytical techniques were used to provide our 
understanding about the chemical composition of the particulates. The SEM micrographs at a 30,000 times 
magnification displays the morphology of spherical objects of about different magnifications. The elements in 
these round particles were sulfur, oxygen, and carbon- as per the EDS analysis. These detected elements are 
the usual composition of the coal. Moreover, XRF analysis also underlined the presence of inorganic part of the 
coal. As per the adsorption curve, the specific surface area of coal particles is extremely low and by seeing “ 
S.E.M.,” images one may also propose that the spherical Nano objects are mostly fullerene which is one of the 
allotrope of carbon. Besides these, the “T.G.A.,” and “X.R.D.,” analyses were performed the inference that these 
emissions are fine coal particles. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

The manufacturing of bricks in Pakistan is well-known due its good physicochemical features; 
however, the designing method needs up-gradation because it is based on old-fashioned 
antique methods [1]-[4]. Since most of the buildings in Pakistan are much old, but these still 
made up of solid bricks [5]-[6]. In one of the provincial capital of Pakistan (Peshawar), the 
bricks’ composition changes to some degree, i.e., homogeneous mixing of “ 5 wt% ,” of each 
(sand and coal) and “ 90 wt% ,” wet clay [7]. Such bricks were then dried for some days, 
followed by high temperature heating at  
“(800-1100 oC),“ that delivered the strength to the employed bricks [8]-[10]. The capability of 
producing bricks every day of a kiln normally ranges from 25000 to 35000 bricks [11]. With the 
rapid growth in population and industrialization, the demand of bricks is incessantly growing. 
The bricks demand in the world and the construction business is assumed to cross the digit of 
“$10.5,” trillion in future [12]-[13]. 

Regarding the bricks’ quality, generally two key belongings are significant; composition of raw 
material composition such as clay etc. and the proper method of heating in orderto preserve a 
set temperature of “(900 ± 100 oC) “[14]. High temperature heating is needed to accomplish in 
a huge trench type kiln and the prerequisite kiln temperature of about “(900 oC)” is slowly 
achieved[14]-[15]. The supplied solid fuel is a mixture of waste polymers, coal, solid biomass, 
and motor oil [16]-[17]. The overall general illustration if provided in Figure 1. Presently in 
Pakistan, Fixed Chimney Bulls Trench Kilns “F.C.B.T.K.,” is one of the most common furnace 
for heating the bricks [18]. 

 

Fig.1. A layout of the fixed chimney bull’s trench kiln “F.C.B.T.K.”, tubular chambers 
connected to the main trench. 

Regarding the fact that these brick kilns are also contributing to environmental risks at an 
alarming rate; and therefore, much effort is needed in this direction. However, the bricks 
manufacturing kilns on the other hand is a good opportunity to the unemployed population of 
a country, employing hundred-thousand of the country’s population [19]. Therefore, in order to 
make the best use of sustainable kilns, some of the owners have either pause the usage of 
waste polymers as a fuel for the kilns because of its hazardous emissions, thus leading to toxic 
environment. But there are also some of the key hurdles in this industry such as lower finance, 
limited budget, and technological replacement via commercial scale which should be resolved 
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at the earliest in order to switch to a green brick-making industry. Parallel to this, it is very 
important to find out the makeup compositional analyses of the already emitted [blackish] 
particles in order for we could easily design an alternative and sustainable strategy so to limit 
the toxic emissions. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Collection of samples (blackish particulates): 

The collection of blackish particulates sample is one of the key stage for the experimentation 
to carry out. For a smooth combustion process, the kiln height should be adjusted to some “(23 
m).,“ and the overall sample collection analysis is illustrated in “Fig.2”. For the reason to climb 
on to the top of the kiln for capturing the sample, numerous scaffolds were thoroughly 
developed “Fig.2”. The particulates and gases emission temperature was< “80 oC,”. in a similar 
way, thegrade 1 type filter paper was also kept in the emission way around one hour “60 min.,” 
wherein the particles (blackish) cohered and draw out for the instrument talanalysis.   

 

Fig. 2.Sample collection from the exhaust line. 

Sample characterization: 

Various characterization tools were employed for the successful testing of the captured and 
collected samples (blackish particulates). These include “(S.E.M., E.D.S., X.R.F., and X.R.D.)”. 
The captured blackish particulates were assessed by using a scanning electron microscope “ 
S.E.M.,” (JSM5910, JEOL, Japan).The powdered sample was first made conducive by copper 
coating and laid over a conductive carbon tape meticulously and then fixed on an aluminum 
support. The electrons dispersed backwere also noticed to exame the surface morphological 
characteristics of the analyzed sample. 

Similarly, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy “E.D.S.,” were employed for measuring the 
elemental analysis of different regions of the sample.This range of the elements was from 
Boron to Uranium. 

In a similar analysis, the X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy “X.R.F.,” was employed to judge the 
composition of aluminum and silicon; because, both of these are the dominant elements of the 
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ash content. The samples were first ground, followed by pellet pressing for the analysis. The 
reason to elude any possible type of complex peaks data, the binder was not even utilized. 

By the same token, the samples’ crystallinity and non-crystallinity was also assessed by the 
use of X-ray diffractometer “X.R.D.”, (JDX-3532 Japan made).The copper anode produces the 
X-rays and filtered to monochromatic radiation of about “1.5 Å.” .The range of angle of 
diffraction was set between “0o to 130o.”. An abundant quantity of the blackish particulates was 
also inflexibly employed within the sample holder for the analysis of diffraction. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

The “S.E.M.,” was used for examining the structural morphology of the sample. An enlarged 
surface characteristic of the fine particulates was assessed with the “S.E.M.,” .The display and 
micrographs of surface topology of the sample shows typically roundish shaped bodies, as 
illustrated in “Fig. 3”. For a short time, the magnification of the micrographs was enhanced to 
500- and1000-times so to have a detailed analysis of the structural morphology of the 
employed sample. The extra brightness is owed to the phenomenon of charging which 
specifies high concentration of organic nonconductive type of sample’s composition. 

  

  

Fig.3.SEM image of the airborne particulates at a magnification of 500x 9(a), 1000x (b). 

The Energy Dispersive X-ray “E.D.X.,” analysis of the blackish particulates at diverse spots 
delivers the broad info concerning the atomic composition. The concentration of sulfur 
composition is typically great in the un-processed locally available coal. This characterization 
analysis highlights that the analyzed blackish particulates were actually the fine particles of 
such coal; but due to some reason not properly combusted inside the furnace. 

The elemental analysis of both the carbon and oxygen element has quite lower photonic 
energies and therefore cannot be spotted in the spectra of “X.R.F.,”. The elements which have 
the higher atomic number than sodium are noticeable in a conventional “X.R.F.,” apparatus 
(such as silicon centered detector). Table.1 provides the details about the composition 
numbers which confirms that the collected blackish particulates are actually the fine particles 
of coal. Similarly, SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, and SO3 are the main conformation of the blackish 
particulate sample. 

Table 1:XRF analysis of the calcined sample (heating of the chimney sample to a temperature 
of 600 oC) and the blackish particulates (collected from the exhaust of the chimney). 

b a 
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Blackish particulates Inorganic species, when the sample heated to 

(600oC) 

Species  Oxide units (by weight) Species Oxide units (by weight) 

SiO2 29.06 SiO2 41.01 

SO3 28.04 Al2O3 22.96 

Fe2O3 23.98 Fe2O3 14.69 

CaO 9.05 CaO 7.78 

K2O 3.27 SO3 7.57 

ZnO 2.72 K2O 2.77 

TiO2 2.42 TiO2 1.78 

PbO 0.12 ZnO 1 

Total 100% Total 100% 

4. CONCLUSIONS: 

The combustion of fuel especially the burning of less-qualitative coal emits abundant volumes 
of black fumes and therefore it is very toxic for the human health and the environment. Besides, 
these plumes also contain different hazardous chemicals of smog formation. In Pakistan, 
various researchers point that such enormous volume of blackish particulates from the brick 
kilns is owed to the use of plastic waste as solid fuels. Here, in the present study, various high 
technological and innovative analytical methods are employed to find out the chemistry behind 
the formation of blackish particulates. The final outcomes of this research work is that the 
emission from brick kilns in terms of fine particles are actually the result of coal combustion; 
and therefore, a capturing technological efforts were employed in close vicinity of the kilns in 
order to get rid on these unexploited energy sources. 
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Abstract—Heavy metals in wastewater possess a serious threat to the environment and its 

removal from water required significant consideration. In this regard several techniques were 

employed for its remediation however, the low efficiency and high toxicity of the existing 

adsorbents compel the researcher to investigate/develop sustainable adsorbents.Therefore, in 

this study the hydrophobic ionic liquid, trihexyltetradecylphosphonium dicyanamide 

([PC6C6C6C14][-N(CN)2−)] is used for the removal of heavy metal, Cobalt (Co) from aqueous 

solution. The results showed that [PC6C6C6C14][-N(CN)2−] have the potential to adsorbed 

Cobalt from aqueous solution with adsorption capacity of (344mg/g). Moreover, the removal 

efficiency of the [PC6C6C6C14][-N(CN)2−] was also investigated and it was noticed that  

[PC6C6C6C14][-N(CN)2−] have the ability to remove more than 86% Cobalt from aqueous 

solution. Hence, the result presented in current study showed that ILs have the potential to 

effectively replace the conventional toxic adsorbents.  

Keywords: Ionic Liquids, Heavy metal, Water treatment, Cobalt (Co) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Cobalt (Co(II)) is a crucial cofactor in Vitamin B12, which is necessary for the healthy operation 

of the neurological system and the brain as well as for the production of blood function[1–4]. 

One of the most crucial transition metals for humans is Co(II), which is well known. Inadequate 

levels of Co(II) can cause cardiovascular disease and goiter while excessive amounts can 

impair thyroid activity[5–7].Co(II) is dangerous for both people and animals in excess, though. 

High levels of exposure to this element may have harmful effects, including nausea, problems 

with reproduction, hypertension (high blood pressure), lung disorders, hyperglycemia (high 

blood sugar), and bone deformities[8–11].It may also result in mutations (genetic alterations) 

in living cells. According to the Canadian Water Quality Guidelines published by the 

Environmental Bureau of Investigation, the acceptable limits of Co(II) in irrigation water and 

live-stock watering are 0.05 and 1.0 mg/L, respectively.  

Several techniques like adsorption, membrane technology, photo catalytic degradation, 

chemical oxidation, biological treatment and ionic exchange were used to clean contaminated 

water containing heavy metals. However among these technologies, adsorption considered 

the utmost favorable technology because of its high adsorption capacity, low operational cost, 

high penetration and fewer slime production[12–17]. 
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Ionic liquids got attention of many researchers from the last few years. Ionic liquids have 

valuable properties which make them valuable material used in separation and purification 

technologies. As an adsorbent, several ionic liquids were used to eliminate heavy metals from 

waste water. In this research IL [PC6C6C6C14][-N(CN)2−] is used to remove cobalt traces 

from contaminated water[18–23]. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

1.1 Materials  

          Cobalt Salt, NaOH and HCL are bought from HAQ chemicals Ltd, Peshawar. Ionic 

Liquid is purchased from Queen’s University, UK. 

 
1.2  Preparation of Cobalt Solution 

           By dissolving 2.63 g of Cobalt Sulphate in 1 Liter of de-ionized water, a 1000 mg/L 

concentrated standard synthetic Cobalt contaminated wastewater was produced. A 

homogeneous Co contaminated water solution was produced after the system was stirred for 

a predetermined amount of time to completely dissolve the hazardous salt. The pH of the 

solution was kept at its natural pH value (6.0). The concentration of stock solution was diluted 

for rest of experiments. 

 

1.3  Adsorption capacity & Removal efficiency 
Standard solution of cobalt sulphate in de-ionized water was prepared at 10mg 

concentration of ionic liquid, pH value was 9, time taken was 20 minutes, initial 
concentration of standard solution was kept 40 ml, and temperature was kept 700C. 
Firstly prepared 100ml of standard solution in 250 ml of flask. The mixture was stirred 
and then 10 mg of IL was added to it and stirred it for 20minutes by maintaining the pH 
of 9 by small amount of NaOH and kept the temperature of 700C. The concentration 
of Cobalt heavy metal was measured using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 
(AAS Testing). The adsorption capacity and removal efficiency of heavy metal ions 
could be expressed as follows 

 

                                    q (mg/g) = (Ci – C0) 
𝑽

𝑾
                                                          (1) 

 
 

                                  % Removal = 
(𝑪𝒊−𝑪𝒐)

𝑪𝒊
 x 100                                           (2) 

 
 
       
Where q (mg/g) is the adsorption capacity, Ci and C0 represents initial and final 

concentration of cobalt (II) in mg/L respectively, V is the solution volume in L and W 
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represents the mass of IL used. 
 

1.4  Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (AAS) 
           The concentration of Cobalt (II) ions in a permeated water after adsorption were 

measured by using Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

dsorption 

Capacity 

Removal 

Efficiency 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Research Methodology 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1.5 Adsorption capacity 

              Batch adsorption experiment was carried out. After optimization the adsorption capacity 

of Ionic Liquid (trihexyltetradecylphosphonium dicyanamide ([PC6C6C6C14][-N(CN)2−)] was 

found 344 mg/g for the elimination of Cobalt (II) from the wastewater.by using the following 

expression 

 

                                    q (mg/g) = (Ci – C0) 
𝑽

𝑾
                                                        (1)      
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1.6 Removal Efficiency 
          The removal efficiency of Ionic Liquid was found 86% for the elimination of Cobalt (II) 

from the model wastewater by using the following expression 

 

                                  % Removal = 
(𝑪𝒊−𝑪𝒐)

𝑪𝒊
 x 100                                             (2) 

 

1.7 Comparison with Other Bio Adsorbents 
Different types of ionic liquids were used to remove different types of heavy metals from 

contaminated water. Table 1.1 shows comparison of adsorption capacities of Co (II) 
onto different bio-adsorbents. 

 
 
 
 

Table 1.1 Comparison of adsorption capacities of Co(II) onto different bio-sorbents. 

Adsorbent Adsorption Capacity max 

(mg/g) 

Refs 

Apricot stone activated 

carbon (ASAC) 

111.110 [24] 

Un-treated pest moss 30.030 [25] 

Pest moss treated with 

HNO3 

25.510 [25] 

Pest moss treated with 

NaOH 

35.210 [25] 

Hazelnut shells   13.88   [26] 

Attapulgite 0.619   [27] 

Bentonite 0.560   [27] 
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4. CONCLUSION 

At high temperature (70oC), initial Concentration (40 ml), pH (9), Time (20 minutes), and 

IL Dosage (10mg)  ionic liquid (trihexyltetradecylphosphonium dicyanamide 

([PC6C6C6C14][-N(CN)2−)] was investigated for the removal of hazardous heavy metal 

Cobalt (II) from the model wastewater. It is found that this ionic liquid has high adsorption 

capacity towards cobalt removal from wastewater and also have high removal efficiency 

at the above mention parameters.    
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Abstract 

Copper ore depending on the grade needs to be handled because of having less desired metal 

which is unproductive. Copper beneficiation is carried out to increases the copper content and 

makes it cost effective for transport. For this there are various equipment such as hydro-

cyclone, shaking table, flotation cell and fluidized bed separator etc. The purpose of this 

research is a comparative study of 2 of the following equipment, flotation cell and shaking table, 

in order to find out which one is more efficient and economically feasible. A sample of copper 

ore is crushed and grinded then equal amount of ore is processed through both flotation cell 

and shaking table. The final results are concluded based upon final copper grades, cost for 

materials, retention time and energy cost. This study compares and shows the importance of 

beneficiation in mining industry as it helps in cut down cost for transport and material handling 

further studies are needed for comparison of other equipment to establish the most efficient 

method of beneficiation.  

Keywords: Copper ore, beneficiation, shaking table.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The ongoing global transition to low- and zero-CO2 energy generation and transport require 

more raw materials and metals than ever produced before in human history to develop the 

necessary infrastructure for solar and wind power generation, electric power grid distribution, 

and electric vehicle components, including batteries. In addition to numerous critical elements, 
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this transition will also require increased production of a range of other metals. This includes 

copper, with increased production of this metal providing the minerals industry with enhanced 

opportunities to secure the additional supply of associated or potential by-product elements [1] 

but the copper is a non-renewable resource, thus we have to use every bit of copper in mines 

that we can fine. Copper is one of the few minerals that can occur by itself in nature thus it is 

easy to obtain, process and utilize. Copper also occurs in ore form where it is the separated 

from unwanted material called tail, this process is known as Beneficiation of copper ore. This 

beneficiation can be performed in various equipment’s such as shaking table, hydro-cyclone, 

fluidization bed and flotation cell. Shaking table separates particle based on particle density. 

The crushed ore is placed in feed box then the angle and frequency are adjusted. With the 

rapid backward movement of the table, the particles gain a forward movement thanks to 

momentum, so each structure is separated from the other. Separation performance in shaking 

tables is directly related to particle size distribution [2]. Meanwhile Flotation cell separates 

particle based on phobicity. By using regents, we make our desired component hydrophobic 

then by passing air bubble we collect the concentrate in top product as the hydrophobic 

particles attaches themselves to air bubbles and collects on top in form of lather which is 

collected by the process of skimming while the tail mostly silica settles down at the bottom of 

the tank [3]. This research aims to determine the most efficient way for beneficiation of copper 

ore by comparing the efficiency of shaking table and flotation cell. 

2. Methodology 
The copper ore was collected from Upper Dir Osheri Dara. The ore was crushed in jaw crusher 

then ball mill till all of it was able to pass through 250 mesh size. Then it was sent for testing in 

the lab it was found out that the ore contains 2.47% copper content in ore and the rest was 

mostly silicon dioxide 2 equal number of fine ore were sent to shaking table and flotation cell. 

The concentrate of shaking table was collected in ridges while the concentrate of flotation cell 

was called float and skimmed through the top both were dried out and then sent to lab for 

testing again.  

Experimental results of copper ore before beneficiation:  
 

The finely crushed copper ore was sent to testing to determine its components multiple tests 

were conducted including. 

1) Atomic Absorption spectrometer (AAS)  
2) Gravimetric method  
3) ASTM/Robertson Research Lab UK  
4)  Multi Acid Digestion  

The tests result showed that the ore contain almost 2.47% copper content, 0.96% sulfate, 1% 

phosphate and 95.57% oxide and sulfide minerals. 
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Lab results before beneficiation of copper 
ore 

Ore Content Percentage 

Copper Content 2.47% 

Oxides and Sulfides silicate 95.57% 

Sulfate 0.96% 

Phosphate 1% 

 

 
Figure 2. Copper concentrate coming out in upper float of Flotation Cell. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Z. MATH 
In Flotation Cell experiment, 1000g of copper ore was used to make a suspension solution of 

70% water and 30% ore then the ore was bought to a basic pH of 9.8 because Flotation occurs 

in basic medium [4]. All the contents were transferred to flotation cell then a few drops of 

sodium amayle xanthate and floria 34 was added as a promoter and depressant. The agitator 

was lowered into the flotation cell and used to mix the solution for 30 minutes [5]. After that 10 

ml of pine oil was added as a frothing agent and mixed well, the air bubbles were passed 

through the agitator; the copper particles that are hydrophobic in nature attached themselves 

with the air bubbles and came at the surface in the form of froth. The froth was concentrated 

and the product of our experiment. Some particles settled at the bottom these, were mostly 

silicate oxides and sulfides, they were collectively called gangue. The concentrate was 

collected through process called skimming, the excess water was drained concentrate and 

gangue was dried the final collective mass of concentrate and gangue was 996.6g the loss of 

Table 1. Lab results before the beneficiation of the copper ore 
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3.4g was attributed to experimental loss. The composition of both concentrates and product is 

as follows. 

 

CONCENTRATE/ FLOAT: After the experiment on flotation cell the lab tests were again 

conducted and the results show that the total weight of concentrate was 225.6g of which copper 

content was found to be 27.0% the oxide and sulfide minerals were 67.2% and the rest were 

trace amount of minerals.  

TAIL: The total mass of tail was found to be 771g of which copper 3.07% while sulfide and 

oxide minerals were 95.54% and the rest were trace amount of minerals. 

 
Table 2. Lab Results For Flotation Cell 
 

Components of ore Concentrate Tail Total mass 

 Percentage Mass of 

component 

Percentage Mass of 

component 

 

Copper 27.0% 60.75g 3.07% 23.67g 84.42g 

Sulfide, oxides 

silicate 

67.2% 151.2g 95.54% 736.13g 887.33g 

Trace minerals 5.8% 13.05g 1.39% 10.72g 23.77 

 225.6 g 771 g 996.6 g 

 

AA. Helpful Hints 

During Shaking table experiment 1000g of ore was also used and a solution of 60% water and 

40% ore was used the shaking table angle was set at 5° angle and the speed was set to 225 

Hz the shaking table was turned on [6]. the process was and wash water valve were opened 

and the experiment was left to be performed for 40 minutes after that the tail, intermediate and 

concentrate were collected dried the total product weight was 992.2g the loss of material was 

attributed to experimental loss the results were as follows. 

 

CONCENTRATE: After the shaking table experiment the total weight of concentrate was 

188.7g lab tests were conducted and the results were as follows 3.47% copper content, 

92.34% sulfides and oxides, 3.44% trace minerals INTERMEDIATE: The intermediate is an 

intermediate where both ore and tail can be found its weight was 302.6g. The results were as 

follows 2.84% copper content, 94.91% sulfides and oxides, 2.25% trace minerals. 
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TAIL: The total weight of tail was 500.7g and it contained 2.08% copper 95.0% sulfide and 

oxides and 2.92% was trace amount of minerals. 

 

Figure 3. Shaking table used in experiment 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 
By comparing the lab results of both tests we can safely say that Flotation cell performed far 

better than shaking table the shaking table though shaking table did not require other reagents 

such as promoter or depressant but it isn’t cost effective because of its power consumption 

and low output also it require extra step for reprocessing the intermediate part thus we can 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

raw ore

Flotation Cell Concentrate

Flotation Cell Tail

Shaking Table Concentrate

Shaking Table Intermidiate

Shaking Table Tail

Trace Minerals

Sulphide and Oxide Silicate

Copper Content

Column2

Table 3: the above graph shows the comparison between shaking table, flotation cell and raw 

ore 
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safely conclude that flotation is a more viable option for copper ore beneficiation.  
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Abstract— The world is going through an energy crisis due with soaring energy prices and related 

greenhouse gas emissions. Absorption refrigeration systems (ARS) can use the waste or low-grade 

energy, consequently reducing carbon dioxide emissions and the global energy demand. In addition to 

reducing fuel consumption, ARS would prevent some of the waste heat from polluting the air. However, 

coefficient of performance of ARS is relatively low compared to conventional compression based 

systems. Hence, cost reduction by optimization of ARS can improve its performance. Previously, 

researchers employed constant values of the heat transfer coefficient (U), during the optimization of 

ARS. The value of U depends on fluid properties, flow, and geometric parameters. Thus, correlations 

are used to prevent erroneous conclusions. In this work dual-stage, ARS series configuration system 

has been opted, a MATLAB model is developed, available correlations are used, and finally optimized 

Economic optimization of dual effect absorption refrigeration system 
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the ARS to minimize total annual cost. Significant changes in the design of equipment of ARS have 

been seen by using correlations for U compared to constant values leading to realistic and robust design 

of the system.  

Keywords— Absorption Refrigeration System; Series Configuration; Heat Transfer Coefficients; Optimization; 
Total Annual Cost. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Global primary energy consumption has increased by 5.8% in 2021, with fossil fuels accounting 

for 82% of all energy production [1]. The majority of industrial processes rely heavily on thermal 

energy generated by the combustion of fossil fuels to generate steam or heat [2]. This results 

in a significant amount of wasted, low-quality heat that is emitted into the environment. 

Refrigeration encompasses a wide range of fields, from the cooling of electronics to the 

preservation of perishable foods. Refrigeration systems like absorption refrigeration systems 

(ARS) can convert this surplus heat into beneficial chilling applications, negating the need to 

burn fossil fuels and so lowering CO2 emissions. 

Using a non-linear programming technique, Mussati et al. [3] improved the process design of 

the double effect ARS and decreased the total annual cost (TAC), total capital cost, and total 

operating cost by 9.5%, 11.1%, and 4.9%, respectively. Azhar et al. [4] optimized temperatures 

of generator, condenser, and solution distribution ratio for dual-stage parallel configuration 

ARS. A genetic algorithm (GA) based optimization tool was made for double effect series and 

parallel combinations of ARS. It was found that the optimum COP of the LiCl-water-based ARS 

system is slightly less than the LiBr-based ARS system under the same fixed conditions [5]. 

The thermo-economic concept was utilized by Misra et al. [6] to optimize a double-effect 

H2O/LiBr ARS with the interest of reducing the overall product cost as much as possible. 

During the optimization, several optimizing variables such as flow rates, temperatures of the 

components, pressure, composition and areas of the equipment vary to evaluate their optimal 

values. These variations of the optimizing variables will ultimately change the heat transfer 

coefficients. Hence, the correlations of heat transfer coefficients should be employed for the 

design calculations of the equipment of the ARS. To the author's knowledge, no prior work has 

optimized the entire ARS system for the minimization of total annual cost by employing 

correlations of heat transfer coefficients for a dual-stage series configuration. In this work, 

optimization was done on MATLAB using a GA and a LiBr-H2O based system was selected. 

Based on criteria like reliability, applicability, and availability, various correlations for heat 

transfer coefficients were chosen from the published literature. 
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2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

 
Fig.  3 Schematic of double effect series flow ARS 

In Fig.  3, weak LiBr-water solution enters high pressure generator (HPG), where water 

becomes superheated by exchanging heat from the heat source. It then goes to low pressure 

generator (LPG) and heats remaining medium solution from HPG, producing more 

superheated steam (refrigerant). Together refrigerant goes to the condenser, becomes 

saturated water, then to the expansion valve and finally to the evaporator where it provides 

chilling to water that we want to cool down. Vapor refrigerant from evaporator, goes to the 

absorber where it gets absorbed in strong solution coming from LPG,by passing through heat 

exchangers, to become weak solution again. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of this work consists of choice of correlations for heat transfer coefficients, 

economic analysis and optimization of the ARS by minimizing TAC. The following paragraphs 

present the various steps of the methodology.   

BB. Correlations 

Calculations of thermodynamic properties have been done using correlations from Patek et al. 

[7]. Rohsenow, Petukhov-Popov, and Wilke’s correlations for heat transfer coefficients are 

used for the evaporator, solution heat exchanger, and absorber respectively. Whereas, the 

correlations for condenser and generator are selected from the available literature [8,9] 

CC. Cost Correlations 

Equation (1) calculates the TAC of ARS.  

                                                                                           (15) 

Where ACC and AOC represents annual capital cost and annual operating cost, respectively. 

Equation (2) represents the formula to calculate the ACC from total capital cost (TCC) using 

capital recovery factor (CRF). 
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                                                                                                      (16) 

 

Equation (3) is used to find the CRF that annualizes TCC, where  shows the interest rate and 

 is the number of years (  =10.33% and  =25 years taken in this work). 

                                                                                                      (17) 

Equation (4) shows TCC which is calculated by adding the capital costs of all the equipment 

of the ARS system. Equation (5) calculates the capital cost of each unit individually .  

represents the capital cost of jth component.                                         

                                                                                                                (18) 

                                                                                   (19) 

Constants a, b, and c values for each jth component, can be obtained from Mussati et al. [3] 

and A represents heat transfer area. Equation (6) represents how AOC can be calculated by 

the utility costs of both heating (i.e., steam) and cooling utilities (i.e., water). Costs are taken 

as 3.0 $/ton and 0.0195 $/ton for heating and cooling utilities, respectively [10]. 

                        (20) 

DD. Optimization Model 

The goal of optimization is to find the optimal set of decision variables that minimizes objective 

function, subject to certain limits. Equation (7) states the optimization problem. 

                                               where,                                  (21) 

x is the set of decision variables. Equation (8) shows constraints, where  shows the set of 

equality constraints and  shows the set of inequality constraints. 

                                                                                     (22) 

The equality constraints contain the mass and energy balance equations as well as constitutive 

relations. Equations (9) and (10) show inequality constraints that are used to avoid temperature 

cross-over. 

                                                                                    (23) 

                                                                  (24) 

 is the minimum amount of enthalpy below which crystallization will occur [11]. Equation 

(11) presents that the enthalpy of any stream, in which the LiBr salt is present, should be higher 

than this minimum value. If not, crystals will form, and the system's efficiency would decrease.  
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the validation of the model developed in this work followed by the 

economic optimization results based on using correlations for heat transfer coefficients.  

EE. Validation 

Dual stage ARS was first validated by using constant values of heat transfer coefficients and 

base case operating parameters by Omer et al. [12]. The results of the validation are presented 

in Table XI, which shows good agreement.  

Table XI Validation 
Components                                    Capacity(kW) 

 Omer et al. This work %Difference 

HP generator 81.37 82.60 1.5 

LP generator 51.45 51.55 0.2 

Condenser 56.12 56.56 0.8 

Evaporator 100.00 100.00 0.0 

Absorber 125.44 126.26 0.7 

Solution heat exchanger I/II 27.75/49.05 28.04/51.05 1.0/4.1 

FF. Use of Heat transfer coefficients correlations 

When heat transfer coefficients were used at conditions of Omer et al. [12], the different values 

of U were obtained as shown in Table XII, especially for HP generator, evaporator, and solution 

heat exchangers.  

Table XII Comparison of constant vs correlated values at same base conditions 
Components Constant U U by correlations  

   (kW/m2K)            (kW/m2K) 

HP generator 1.5 1.9 

LP generator 1.5 1.5 

Condenser 2.5 2.1 

Evaporator 1.5 3 

Absorber 0.7 0.65 

Heat exchanger I/II 1/1 0.41/1.48 
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GG. Optimization 

Optimization was done by taking the initial conditions of Omer et al. [12]. The results are 

presented in Table XIII. The TAC had decreased from $38221 to $27820. This cost reduction 

was because of using optimal parameters by minimizing the TAC. Heat duty of evaporator is 

kept constant at 100 kW. By comparing the optimal and base case U values, it is observed that 

U values are variable and dependent on fluid and flow characteristics. Absorber, which covers 

36.5% of the overall area, is the largest component.  

Table XIII Optimization Results 

Components Parameter 

values 

U values obtained 

by correlations 

Heat Duty 

(Q) 

Area 

 oC (kW/m2K) (kW) (m2) 

HP generator 134.43 1.81 92.62 1.56 

LP generator 89.72 1.41 57.00 3.72 

Condenser 33.16 2.18 51.65 0.99 

Evaporator 5.02 3.07 100 3.93 

Absorber 37.69 0.79 141.1 6.34 

Heat exchanger I (effectiveness) 0.01 -- -- -- 

Heat exchanger II (effectiveness) 0.57 0.8 29.85 0.82 

TAC ($/year) 27820 AOC/ACC ($/year) 6857/20963 

 

The effectiveness of heat exchanger I was nearly equal to zero which showed that it can be 

eliminated from the configuration. Capital cost accounts for 75.3% of the TAC.  

5. CONCLUSION 

In this work, correlations for heat transfer coefficients were used in the optimization model for 

ARS to minimize TAC. Around 27% of the TAC was reduced by the optimization strategy 

adopted in this work. The values of U varied considerably by using the correlations for the 

calculations of U. Hence, the optimal design of the components of the ARS in this work will be 

more realistic and robust.  
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Abstract—Perovskite material have brought revolution in the field of photovoltaics. Perovskite based 

solar cells have high efficiencies, low cost and good optical properties. With these properties perovskite 

have also some challenges like of large area fabrication, toxicity, long term stability and humidity. The 

toxicity of the device is because of lead. To solve the issue to toxicity, in the present study lead is 

replaced by germanium. Germanium also belong to the group of lead with band gap close to the lead. 

Cesium Germanium Tri-Iodide (CsGeI3) based perovskite solar cell is simulated with electron transport 

layer (ETL) based on C60 and hole transport layer (HTL) based on CuI using SCAPS-1D simulation 

software. The effect of thickness and on the parameters of the solar cell are study in depth. The 

maximum efficiency of 15.02% is achieved with the fill factor of 85.88%. Moreover, the Voc of 0.883V 

and the Jsc of 19.79 mACm-3 is obtained for the designed solar cell. 

Keywords: Perovskite; CsGeI3, C60, SCAPS-1D  

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Perovskites were discovered by German Scientist, Gustav Rose in 1839 and named in honor 
of Russian mineralogist Lev von Perovski[1]. Perovskite have ABX3 structure which give the 
advantage of tunability and excellent optical properties. In the ABX3 structure the “A” 
represents the organic cation, “B” is for metal cation and “X” is the halide anion. The most 
common organic cations are methyl ammonium (MA) and formamidinium (FA) while Cl, Br, I 
are regularly used halogens. Lead (Pb) is the most popular material used as “B” cation. Due 
to Pb toxic nature it can be replaced with alternate cation of the same periodic group[2]. 

The basic structure of perovskite solar cell has multiple layers with specific functionality. The 
layers consists of electron transport layer (ETL), a hole transport layer (HTL), a Perovskite 
Layer and two electrodes. The generation of electron-hole pairs occurs in the perovskite layer. 
The generated ions are then separated and transported by the charge transport layers (CTLs) 
i.e. ETL and HTL. The function of ETL is to extract the electron efficiently from the perovskite 
layer and block the hole. Similarly, the function of the HTL is to block electrons and extract 
holes from the perovskite layer. The electrons and holes from the CTLs are then collected by 
the counter electrodes. 
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Figure 1: Layer Structure of Perovskite Solar Cell 

In PV cells, the CTLs, and the counter electrodes are stacked in specific order and layer’s 
combinations. By stacking different interfacial layers are produced. These interfaces have a 
key role in the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of perovskite solar cells (PSCs). The 
transportation of charges occurs through these interfaces. Similarly, the defects in the 
interfacial layers are the reason of recombination of charge carriers. Because of the mentioned 
factors it is of key importance that with compatible materials for solar cells we also need to 
have quality thin film to reduce recombination losses[3][4]. The importance and role of the 
interface also depends on the architecture of PSC[5]. 

Germanium is present richly in nature and is also a toxic free material. It is key to indicate that 
germanium-based perovskites face issues when dissolved in most organic solvents. There is 
problem of oxidation in Ge based perovskite but it can be solved if we use Ge4+ cations[6]. The 
optical properties of Ge is also well suited for photovoltaic applications. In studies [7] it is 
proposed that the immovability and performance of germanium based perovskite solar cell can 
be enhanced by changing its chemical composition using bromide ions. Ge+2 has higher 
electronegativity than lead with more covalent character and ionic radius.  

HTL is fabricated under the absorber layer and the cost of perovskite solar cells is mostly 
depends on HTM. For that purpose number of researches are carried out to find a low-cost, 
stable and non-toxic hole transport material (HTM). Copper-based hole transport materials 
have high hole mobility, low cost, and are more stable and the most suitable alternatives of 

other toxic HTMs. Copper-based HTMs like CuAl𝑂2, CuO, CuOx, etc are considered most 
efficient for HTL[8]. 

In this study, the CsGe𝐼3-based perovskite material have been modelled in the PSC structure 
along with 𝐶60 ETL CuI HTL. CuI is used to increase the conductivity of the cell and C60 to 
increase the stability [9].  
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2. METHODOLOGY: 

 

Figure 2: Research Methodology and Simulation Process 

To begin the research process, the literature was studied to find out alternate absorber layer 
for perovskite solar cell and charge transport layers. After the detailed study it was concluded 
the CsGeI3 can be a potential inorganic perovskite material. Germanium belongs the same 
group as lead and also germanium is a nontoxic material. Similarly, C60 is taken as electron 
transport layer (ETL) as carbon has good stability properties and low cost. CuI is used as hole 
transport layer (HTL) due to its excellent electrical conductivity. Once all the materials were 
defined, layer by layer structure were added and the perovskite solar cell with the structure 
C60/CsGeI3/CuI was numerically modelled in SCAPS-1D. The performance of the solar cell 
structure is studied. The optimization of the different layers in the structures is carried out to 
enhance the cells performance. The effect of these parameters on the performance of 
perovskite solar cell are presented in this study. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 3 IV Characteristics Curve and Band Alignment of the Simulated Structure 

Figure 3 represents the IV characteristics curve of the simulated structure taken under standard 

test conditions (STC). The PSC structure produces o Voc of 1.02 V, Jsc of 18.68 mA/cm2 and 

PCE of 12.8%. On the right of the figure is the energy band alignment of the selected structure. 

Band alignment graph tells us about the flow of electron to the conduction band of the ETL and 

flow of holes to the valance band of the HTL. From figure 3 it can be clearly seen that the 

conduction band of ETL is aligned with the conduction band of perovskite while their valance 
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bands have large offsets. This indicates that C60 is the a suitable ETL for CsGeI3. Similarly, the 

valance band of HTL is aligned with the valance band of Perovskite with large conduction band 

offsets which regulates the flow of holes easily and blocks the electrons. 

 

Figure 4 Effect of Thickness of CTL on Jsc and PCE 

ETL and HTL has a key function in the performance and structure of perovskite solar cell. 
Charge transport layers (CTLs) are accountable for the separation and transportation of charge 
carriers from the absorber material to their respective electrodes. It also keeps the separation 
between holes and electrons[10][11]. Figure 4 shows the effect of layer thickness on the PSC 
performance. It can be noted that Jsc and PCE efficiency sharply decreases with the increase 
in thickness of electron transport layer. This occurs because increasing the thickness 
increasing the resistance of the cell. The increased resistance accelerates recombination of 
the charge carriers and reduce the PCE. The optimized thickness of the ETL is found to be 
75nm. Similarly, increasing the thickness of CuI has very minimum effect on the PSC 
performance with very minute change in performance. This is because CuI is highly conductive 
and the increase in resistance is minimized because of it. 

4. Conclusion: 

From this study it can be concluded that germanium is the potential alternative to the lead. We 
can also tune the bandgap of Ge close to that of Pb to obtain more close results. C60 can be a 
suitable electron transport material for CsGeI3 along with CuI as hole transport material. The 
final structure was obtained as C60/CsGeI3/CuI with the maximum efficiency of 15.02% is 
achieved along with fill factor of 85.88%. Moreover, the Voc of 0.883V and the Jsc of 19.79 
mACm-3 is being achieved. 
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Abstract—Recently, methyl ammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI3) perovskite solar cell (PSC) has 

surpassed the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of most of the established photo voltaic 

technologies, with PCE of 25.7%. But achieving long term structural stability still remains a 

hurdle in its large-scale commercialization. The methyl ammonium (MA) in perovskite material 

has low thermal conductivity and degrades with the built up of heat in it. This causes the 

leakage of the toxic lead into the environment. Research is being focused on replacing the MA 

with alternate thermal stable material. One such material is formamadium (FA). Formamadium 

lead triiodide (FAPbI3) is more thermally and structurally stable than MAPbI3 but has lower 
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efficiency. The performance of the FA-PSC can be enhanced by identifying the optimized 

design parameters of each layer in the PSC structure. In this work the FAPbI3 is numerically 

modelled with CBTS and ZnO as charge transport layers in SCAPS-1D. A systematic approach 

is adopted to identify the optimized design parameters of each layer (hole transport layer, 

absorber and electron transport layer). After optimization the PCE of 24 % was achieved with 

Jsc of 24.271454 mA/cm2, Voc of 1.140949 V and fill factor of 86.65 %. Moreover, the effect 

of varying layer thickness, doping concentration, defect density and working temperature on 

the performance of FAPbI3 is analyzed in detail. 

Keywords: Perovskite solar cell, FAPbI3, SCAPS-1D, Kesterite, HTL 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy has started growing in capturing the energy market and industry in recent times 

[1]. The most notable advancement is related to crystalline silicon which has captured the 

photovoltaic (PV) industry because of its extraordinary PCE and compelling commercialization 

capabilities [2]. On the other hand, the silicon’s expensive and time-consuming 

commercialization process have prompted researchers to gaze for other potential materials for 

PV [3]. As a result, organic, dye-sensitized (DS) and bulk heterojunction (BHJ) PV technologies 

appeared as a trustworthy alternative PV cell [4]. However, their reduced PCE and short-term 

stability are one of their biggest drawbacks, prompting researchers to turn to further new 

technologies. 

Recently, Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite (HOIP) technology has emerged [5]. The word 

"perovskite" denotes to the CaTiO3 mineral, and its name refers to a group of compounds with 

a stoichiometry of ABX3, where “A” and “B” are cations and “X” an anion. Every such crystal 

consists of corner-sharing BX6 octahedral. Perovskites that are used as an absorber in PV cells 

are often categorized as "hybrid" because they consist of organic and inorganic compounds. 

The “A” part in the structure is a monovalent organic compound (eg MA or FA), “B” is a Group 

IVa divalent cation (Sn, Pb), “X” can be a halide anion (eg I, Cl, Br) [6] [7].  

In this work, the Formamadium lead triiodide (FAPbI3) perovskite solar cell is numerically 

modelled in SCAPS-1D along with ZnO electron transport layer and CBTS hole transport layer. 

The effect of layer thickness, doping concentration, defect density and temperature are 

analyzed in detail. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The FTO/ZnO/FAPbI3/CBTS/Au structure was numerically modeled in SCAPS-1D simulation 

software. The strategy used was that initially the parameters mentioned in Table I were defined 

to model layers in n-i-p device structure [8]. The defects density for each layer was set as 1E15 

cm-3 for overall simulation. 

Afterwards, first the absorber thickness was varied to obtain optimized thickness. The 

optimized value was then used to find the thickness of both charge transport layers. 

To further enhance the performance of the PSC the optimized doping concentration of each 

layer was also identified.  

After the performance enhancement of the cell by varying thickness and doping concentration, 

the effect of Temperature and defect density were also analyzed to see the stability of cell. 
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TABLE I: Layers Parameters 

Parameters CBTS FAPbI3 ZnO 

Thickness um 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Band Gap Eg (eV) 1.9 3.05 1.4 

Electron affinity X  (eV) 3.6 1.16 4.1 

Dielectric permittivity Er 5.4 10 13.6 

CB effective density of 

states 
Nc (cm-3) 2.2E18 5E18 2.2E18 

VB effective density of 

states 
Nv (cm-3) 1.8E19 5E18 1.8E19 

Mobility of electrons Ue 30 15 100 

Mobility of holes Uh 10 0.1 12.5 

Donor Density Nd (cm-3) - 1E16 - 

Acceptor Density Na (cm-3) 1E17 - 1E17 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

HH. Thickness optimization 

The thickness of each layer plays very important role on the performance of PV cell. Increasing 

the thickness of absorber layer helps in absorbing more photons and producing current. The 

consequence of layer thickness on the performance of the PSC is presented in figure 1. The 

optimized value was obtained at 600nm for the perovskite layer. Further enhancing the 

thickness saw saturation and decline in performance because the thickness exceeds the 

carrier life time. Varying the thickness of HTL and ETL made negligible effect on the PSC 

structure so best thickness for both is selected as 100nm.  
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Fig 14 Optimized Thickness Curves 

 

II. Doping Concentration Optimization 

Doping concentration can be stated as the addition of charge bodies to a layer to get an 

improved result. The charge bodies may be of n-type charge carriers or p-type charge carriers. 

They help in increasing the electric potential of the cell and the current produced. For 

Perovskite and HTL layer the acceptor density (NA) was varied while for ETL donor density 

(ND) was varied. 

It was found that the increase in doping concentration of perovskite layer resulted in enhancing 

the performance of the cell as can be seen in figure 2. The optimized doping concentration 

was found to be 1E17 cm-3. Further doping reduces the cells performance because it changes 

the perovskites semiconductor nature to metallic. As both the charge transport layers are 

already highly conductive materials, increasing their doping concentration saw negligible effect 

on the performance of the PSC. 
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Fig 15 Optimized Doping Concentration Curves 

JJ. Defect Density (NT) 

While modeling a solar cell it is necessary to add defect in the parameters to obtain results 

closer to experimental ones. Defect density are the trap states and defects in a material. High 

defect density indicated that the material has greater defects which will increase recombination 

and reduce PCE. 

The effect of defect density on the performance of the PSC is presented in figure 3. From the 

results it can be seen that as the defects increase, the Jsc reduces drastically which I turn 

reduces the PCE. This is because the number of trap states increase in the cell which trap the 

charge carriers and increase recombination. 
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Fig 16 Effect of Defect density Fig 17 Thermal Stability Curve 

 

KK. Temperature 
 

It is necessary to keep in mind the thermal stability behavior of a cell while modeling. The poor 

thermal stability not only results in bad performance of cell, but also causes structural 

degradation due to thermal stresses. Figure 4 shows the effect of temperature on the 

performance of the PSC. From the results it is clear that increasing the temperature reduces 

the Voc of the cell which in turn decreases the PCE. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work, a Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite material FAPbI3 was studied. The HOIP was 

modeled with a Kesterite compound as HTL and Zinc material as ETL. To enhance the 

performance of the cell, the thickness and doping concentration was optimized for each layer. 

It was found that the CTL optimization had no effect on the cell’s performance, but the absorber 

optimization improved the performance of the cell drastically. After optimization PCE of 24 % 

was attained with Jsc of 24.271454 mA/cm2, Voc of 1.140949 V and fill factor of 86.65 %. It 

was also found that increasing the defect density and temperature reduced the PSC 

performance. 
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Abstract—With the increasing use of photovoltaic (PV) modules, their reliability is a matter of keen 

interest for the research community as well as the manufacturers. Different techniques have been 

utilized for the reliability analysis of the PV modules which include the use of IV/PV curve tests, 

electroluminescence (EL), photoluminescence (PL), and infra-red (IR) imaging. Amongst them, EL 

imaging, which can effectively determine defective regions (inactive areas) in the modules, is a 

commonly used tool on the commercial level. This paper presents the development of a low-cost EL 

imaging setup for PV modules. A commercially available DSLR camera was modified into a specialized 

EL camera by using an IR filter. EL imaging was performed in a dark environment to avoid stray light 

from entering the testing area. The pre and post-processing of the images obtained by means of the 

setup were performed using MATLAB software. The development of the setup followed the use of 

standard operating conditions and international standard IEC 60904-13. The images obtained by the 

indigenously built setup were compared with those obtained by commercially available EL setup. The 

available EL setups in Pakistan are imported from abroad at high cost while this setup was developed 

using commercially available inexpensive components to make it economical, Furthermore, image 

analysis technique was applied on the EL images obtained through this setup. Cracks were detected 

manually as well as through image analysis in MATLAB.  

Keywords: EL camera, Electroluminescence Imaging, Image Analysis, Low-cost EL Setup, Reliability 

Analysis. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recent research on PV module failure modes and degradation has revealed that even qualified 

and certified PV modules can fail or deteriorate before their projected life [1]-[2]. This is due to 

reliability issues, which include cell and module breakage, degradation issues, high voltage 

bias, delamination, and solder bond strength. These problems ought to be investigated to 

increase the reliability as well as the lifetime of PV modules [3].  Different techniques are used 

for the reliability analysis and quality inspection of PV modules such as Electroluminescence 

(EL), UV-Fluorescence, Photoluminescence (PL), and Infra-Red (IR) imaging. In these 

technologies, EL imaging is the most widely used, reliable and accurate for identifications of 

cracks and other defects. The reliability, durability, and performance of the PV modules output 

power are all affected by micro cracks, making the study and identification of these cracks 

extremely important [4].  

mailto:muhammad.noman9689@gmail.com
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Electroluminescence (EL) works on the principle of a light-emitting diode (LED) [5]; . Current 

is given to a solar cell and recombination of charge carriers causes light emission [6]. The 

radiations are sensed using a detector (EL camera), enabling us to evaluate the quality of solar 

cells. This paper presents the development of Indigenous and low-cost EL imaging setups 

according to IEC 60904-13 [7]. A CCD camera with a 950nm IR filter captures the IR radiation 

from the PV modules. EL images were then processed using MATLAB to extract useful data 

from the captured images [8]. Further details of the setup are presented below: 

2. METHODOLOGY 

LL. Electroluminescence Imaging 

As discussed above, the setup was developed according to the IEC 60904-13 standard, using 

locally available components, resulting in a low-cost setup. The images were captured in a 

dark environment at standard temperature. 

MM. Materials/Equipment Selection 

An EL setup generally has the following components: A specialized camera with an IR filter 

and a camera lens; A DC power supply; and a dark studio environment. A camera tripod and 

module mount is also used for camera and module stability. Fig 1 shows the schematic diagram 

and the image of the EL setup components.  

The first major component for the setup is the type of sensor used for capturing EL images. 
When the budget is constrained, the sensor selection is strictly restricted. Commercial 
solutions employed cutting-edge Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) sensors, which are quite 
costly as compared to other options available in the market. However, EL images can be 
acquired as long as the sensor’s absorption spectrum and the module's emission spectrum 
overlap [9]. Generally, a Charged Couple Device (CCD) sensor is preferred over 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) sensor, because of its ability to capture 
high quality and low noise images. Although CMOS sensor have high capturing speed but it is 
more vulnerable to noise, so in this work, a CCD sensor was selected. A Nikon D3000 with a 
camera lens of 18-55 mm focal length range was used, as it provides high field of view in less 
working distance which is ideal for this type of compact setup.  
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Fig 18. (a) Schematic Diagram of EL imaging setup (b) EL imaging setup 

 

The power supply utilized to forward bias the PV module (30V and 10A) is capable of providing 

sufficient voltage to achieve short circuit current (Isc) easily for the modules of power up to 

150W. Since the IR spectrum of light is required in EL imaging and visible light must be 

excluded, a darkened environment is recommended for low noise and high quality EL images 

[9]. As a result, all EL imaging procedures are carried out in a dark room creating a dark studio 

environment and the temperature within this dark studio environment were kept between 20°C 

and 30°C.  

NN. Camera Modifications 

Camera sensors are equipped with an IR Cut/Blocking Filter to block out unwanted IR 

radiations. However, in the EL setups, IR radiations need to be collected but visible light must 

be blocked, therefore the IR Cut/Blocking Filter is removed from the CCD Sensor while an IR 

Filter with a wavelength of up to 950nm is installed on the lens to filter out visible light and allow 

only IR radiations. 

 Image Correction and Processing 

Once the EL images were captured, there were some abnormalities, which include barrel 

distortion, in which rectangular features appear as curved barrel walls, and vignetting effect, in 

which the intensity of brightness falls at the image's periphery. Both abnormalities were 

corrected by adjusting the working distance between camera and module and capturing the 

module image in the center of the frame.  

EL images were pre-processed before finalizing, in which stray light present in EL images and 

the module frame was removed/subtracted from the EL images using MATLAB image 

processing tool. For which two images are required; the first image is an EL image captured in 

a dark environment by providing the Isc value mentioned on the back of the module in a 

temperature maintained between 20°C and 30°C, and the second image is a background 

image captured in the same condition with the same but unpowered module. The background 

image was then subtracted from the EL image as shown in Fig 2, resulting in the elimination 

of stray light and frames. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A low cost electroluminescence imaging setup was developed from equipment available in 

market following standard IEC 60904-13. The EL imaging was performed with standard 

operating procedure including standard operating temperature, and dark studio/environment. 

The EL images were processed by different techniques to get pictorial information including 

image subtraction, barrel distortion and vignetting effect correction. The results are discussed 

below and shown in the Fig 2.  
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OO. Image Subtraction 

Image subtraction is a technique used to remove noise present in EL image. In image 

subtraction, EL and background images were captured and imposed on each other to remove 

noise caused by stray light as shown in Fig 2.  The image in the middle of Fig 2 represents the 

background image. 

 

 
Fig 19. Image subtraction using MATLAB 

PP. Comparison with Commercial setup 

The EL images of the same modules are also captured from the commercial EL setup available 

at the PV Labs Pakistan to compare with the images from our developed EL setup, as shown 

in Fig 3 [10]. The result shows that our developed EL setup provides significantly clearer, 

sharper, brighter, and lower noise images than the commercial setup, indicating that our 

developed setup is not only more cost effective but is also more clear and accurate than the 

commercial setup. 

QQ. Cracks Identification 

EL images are best suited for the visualization of cracks (inactive areas) in photovoltaic 
modules. The cracks are easily identified in EL images as whenever there is a crack (or a 
defect), a difference in the color contrast on the image is seen. This difference in the contrast 
results from the cracked or defected region and thus providing the cracks [11]. Three modes 
of cracks are determined based on visual evaluation of EL images as shown in Fig 4. Mode A 
cracks are non-critical cracks that appear as a line defect in EL images. Because active cell 
areas are not destroyed or disconnected in these cracks, they do not cause cell power loss. 
Mode A fractures can occur in a variety of directions, including diagonal ±45, multiple 
directions, parallel and perpendicular to busbars [10]. The areas of the solar cell are partially 
electrically disconnected in Mode B cracks. High contrast regions in EL images produced with 
Isc indicate these cracks. In Mode C types of cracks are the regions of the solar cell are 
completely damaged and electrically disconnected with other regions of the module circuit. 
These regions appear as dark (background noise only) in EL images produced with Isc this 
mode of crack cause a significance power loss of the module. Mode C cracks are regions of 
the solar cell that are completely damaged and electrically 
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disconnected from the rest of the module circuit. In EL images obtained with Isc, these regions 
appear as dark (background noise only). This mode of crack causes a significant power loss 
in the module [12] 

 

 Fig 4. Modes of cracks in PV Module 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

EL imaging is a suitable method for the reliability analysis of PV modules. A low-cost EL setup 

was developed using the international standards. EL images of PV modules were captured in 

standard operating conditions and compared with commercially available setup. The results 

were comparable showing the reliable and better results of the developed setup while the cost 

of the setup was very low. For further image correction MATLAB image processing tool is used, 

which helps in visual identification of cracks and other defects also. 
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Abstract - The use of polysaccharide-based hydrogels in environmental applications is of 
great advantage, as they enable the removal of various noxious pollutants from the water 
system. An appreciable adsorption capacity towards Methylene blue (MB) was demonstrated 
by the development of a novel superadsorbent hydrogel synthesized by suspension 
polymerization technique. Maximum adsorption capacity achieved was 228 mg. g-1 for MB dye. 
The SEM images showed that grafting of itaconic acid and acrylamide onto sodium alginate 
backbone increased the water permeation due to the coarser and undulant surface. In 
conclusion, the results of the current study indicate that the synthesized superadsorbent 
hydrogel may be used as an efficient adsorbent for the removal of MB dye from aqueous 
solutions. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

 SAH WAS SYNTHESIZED BY GRAFT-COPOLYMERIZATION REACTION USING APS AND NMBA 

AS AN INITIATOR AND CROSSLINKER  

 SA-G-POLY (AAM-CO-IA) HYDROGEL SHOWED MAXIMUM ADSORPTION CAPACITY OF 228 MG. 

G-1.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A major category of textile dyes consists of organic dyes used in textile industries that are 
considered as carcinogenic. Water systems are exposed to dyestuffs with intense color and 
toxicity during dye production and textile manufacturing. Modern textile dyes are very stable 
and contain a high concentration of organics, which makes conventional treatment methods 
ineffective for decolorizing and destroying them [1]. In response, other effective methods were 
investigated. The adsorption technique has gained widespread interest due to its low cost, 
simplicity, and efficiency in comparison with other methods of removing dye compounds [2]. 
The industrial world and scientific community have shown significant interest and rapid 
progress since the introduction of a new concept "superadsorbent polymer" in the 1950s. Using 
superadsorbent hydrogels (SAHs), which are generally 3D hydrophilic networks of polymer 
chains, aqueous solutions can be absorbed, swelled, and retained for hundreds of times the 
amount of their dry weight while preserving the structural integrity of the gel [3]. Hydrogel 
chains contain carboxylates, amino acids, amides, hydroxyls, and sulfonic which are 
hydrophilic groups responsible for high swelling. The primary forces that hold together SAHs 
are covalent and ionic bonds, and the secondary forces are hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic 
interactions [4]. Since SAHs are water-loving, they are useful for agriculture, personal hygiene, 
building and construction, drug delivery, water purification, and in biomedical applications [5]. 
Synthetic SAHs are increasingly being replaced with "greener" alternatives due to their poor 
degradability and biocompatibility. The majority of them were used as disposable goods, which 
may pollute the environment. Thus, biocompatible, biodegradable, nontoxic, and renewable 
SAHs are needed for applications. In recent years, renewable and biodegradable polymers 
have gained much more attention due to their low production costs and abundant resources. 
A variety of natural polymers such as starch [6], cellulose [7], chitosan [8], konjac glucomannan 
[9], and xyloglucan [10] are synthesized recently from [11], raw bran [12, 13] and tulips [14]. 
Despite their limitations in reactivity and processibility, naturally abundant polymers have 
nevertheless been modified through cross-linking, blending with synthetic polymers, 
functionalizing by adding reactive groups, etc., in order to meet the specific needs of scientists 
and industrialists.  
Sodium alginate (SA) is a highly branched and heterogeneous natural polysaccharide 
composed of molecular structures of mannuronate (M) and guluronate (G) [15]. Despite its 
limited application in drug delivery, wound dressing, food, textile, and biomedicine industries, 
poly (SA) hydrogels are fragile and dimensionally unstable in water medium, which makes 
them unsuitable for diverse prospective applications [16, 17]. Therefore, nowadays, most 
research focuses on synthesizing cheap semisynthetic sustainable hydrogels that are 
environment friendly and contain both natural and synthetic components, where synthetic 
components provide structural integrity, while natural components provide biodegradability and 
biocompatibility. A grafting approach with naturally abundant SA within synthetic polymer was 
used to improve the functionalities, branching, flexibility, structural integrity, biodegradability, 
and reusability of the polymer [18]. Several studies have been conducted on the chemical 
modification of SA with grafting in the past [18]. To date, no studies have examined the grafting 
of itaconic acid (IA) and acrylamide onto SA.  
A hydrogel containing itaconic acid (IA) or containing itaconate units appear to be superior for 
adsorption. The synthesis of polymers containing itaconate is not only limited to their structure, 
but also their greater solubility in water. It normally increases the degree of swelling in 
hydrogels. By properly crosslinking copolymer units, a proficient network is formed for water 
absorption [19]. It has been shown that IA hydrogels and their esters are highly effective at 
adsorbing metal ions. Researchers have found that itaconic acid-containing hydrogels can 
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efficiently adsorb Cd2+, Pb2+, Zn2+ and Cu2+ ions [20]. Due to the elevated number of itaconate 
units, this data strongly supports their use, particularly for recovering dye from contaminated 
water.  
Acrylamide, however, is a synthetic polymer that retains its hydrophilic nature when crosslinked 
and can absorb a large amount of water. Acrylamide hydrogels offer the advantages of 
chemical inertness, transparency, and stability over a wide range of pH, temperature, and ionic 
forces. A recent study has revealed that polyacrylamide hydrogels possess suitable 
mechanical and physical properties, including tension resistance, adequate elongation, and 
swelling capacity that is suitable for various applications [4].  
Therefore, in this study, we have synthesized a novel and simple SAH by using minimum and 
low-cost precursors such as sodium alginate, itaconic acid, and acrylamide. This was achieved 
through facile suspension polymerization method. Due to their non-toxic nature, these can be 
considered environmentally friendly. The prepared SAHs were characterized by scanning 
electron microscope to examine the surface morphology. 
 
2. Material and method 

 
Chemicals and reagents 
All chemicals used such as sodium alginate (C6H9NaO7), Itaconic acid (C5H6O4), acrylamide 
(C3H5NO), N, N′-methylene bis-acrylamide ((CH2CHCONH)2CH2), Ammonium per sulfate 
((NH4)2S2O8), Methylene blue (C16H18ClN3S) dye, were of analytical grade, purchased from 
Merck, Sigma Aldrich and Daesung and used without any pre-treatment 
Preparation of superadsorbent hydrogel 
Fig. 1 shows the protocol for the synthesis of SAH. In brief, ammonium per sulfate solution will 
be added to the already homogenized solution of sodium alginate and stirred at 60 °C for 15 
mins. Afterwards, a known amount of itaconic acid, acrylamide, and NMBA will be added to 
the above mixture and stirred for 1 hr at a fixed temperature of 60 °C. This will lead to the gel 
formation and let the gel cool at ambient temperature. It will be then dried in an air oven for 24 
hrs. 
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Fig. 1- Synthesis of superadsorbent hydrogel by suspension polymerization method 

 

3. Results and discussion 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM analysis was carried out to analyze the surface morphology of synthesized SAHs. Fig. a 
and b show the SEM micrographs of SA and SA-g-Poly(AAm-co-IA), respectively. Fig. a 
demonstrate the morphology of SA, which showed big rock like shape with a gradually smooth 
surface. However, SA-g-Poly(AAm-co-IA) hydrogel displayed a rough and undulant surface 
(Fig. b). It is generally believed that such coarser and undulant surface facilitates the 
penetration of water into polymeric networks, thus improving their capacity for water absorption 
[21]. Some pores were also evident at different locations which are the regions for permeation 
of water and provide active sites for interaction of water with the hydrophilic groups of the 
prepared hydrogels. 
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Fig. 2- SEM micrographs of a)- SA, b)- SA-g-Poly (AAm-co-IA) 

 

Adsorption of dye 

At first, an absorbance plot was used to determine dye adsorption. To conduct this study, 50 
mg. L-1 of MB dye solution containing 10 mg SAH was stirred in a beaker for 60 minutes at 
room temperature. Based on Error! Reference source not found., with the lapse of time, the 
relative concentration (C/Co) decreased significantly, indicating that the dye had successfully 
adsorb on the surface. On the other hand, the adsorption capacity of 228 mg. g-1 was observed. 
As a result, this paved the way for the MB dye adsorption activity of the SAH. 

 

Fig. 3 Relative concentration (C/Co) and adsorption capacity of MB dye onto SAH at various time 

intervals 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

SA-g-Poly (AAm-co-IA) hydrogels were synthesized by graft copolymerization and were used 
as adsorbents for MB dye. The maximum adsorption capacity for MB dye was 228 mg. g-1. 
The SEM images showed that grafting of both monomers onto sodium alginate backbone 
increased the water permeation due to the coarser and undulant surface. In conclusion, SA-g-
Poly (AAm-co-IA) hydrogel shows superb MB dye adsorption and is an excellent adsorbent for 
textile wastewater. 
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Abstract- Olive waste is reflected as one of the proficient renewable energy source to replace fossil fuel and to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Organic Olive waste and low grade coal co-combustion is a useful way to 

reduce energy crisis as well as to lessen the pollutant emissions. In this work proximate and ultimate analysis of 

low grade pure local coal, pure organic waste and their blends has been performed. The samples contained local 

low grade coal and olive waste and their blends having compositions of 10%, 20% and 30% .Proximate and 

ultimate analysis are performed and then comparison of different properties including volatile matter, fixed carbon, 

moisture content, ash contents, and gross calorific values are studied. Gross Calorific values of pure coals and 

their blends are determined using ASTM standard by using bomb calorimeter. It is concluded after experimental 

work that by increasing olive waste percentages, the calorific value of blended coal found increased. It was also 

concluded that 30% increase in the biomass content in the fuel blend would reduce cost 0f blended fuel up to 25 

%. 

Keywords: Organic waste, co-combustion, blended fuel, Ultimate analysis, combustion efficiency, bio mass, 

alternative fuel.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

As government of Pakistan has imposed new environmental guidelines of fossil fuels which 
have increase consideration to use organic waste to produce energy. Therefore Co-
combustion is a choice and cost effective method to utilize biomass and wastes by power and 
process industry [1].Also Co firing organic waste with coal decrease net CO2 emissions from 
power plants and process industry. Among available energy source coal is most plentiful but 
produce greenhouse emission, its image can be improved by co-firing it with organic waste.  
Biomass helps the atmospheric carbon dioxide recycling and does not contribute to the 
greenhouse effect. Biomass consumes the same amount of CO2 from the atmosphere during 
growth as is released during combustion [2]. 
Combustion of biomass directly is the aged approach of utilizing biomass for energy 
generation. Bio waste thermo-chemical switch technologies such as paralysis and gasification 
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are not the mainly significant options at present; combustion is accountable for over 96% of 
Bio energy generation in the world [3]. The processes like gasification, paralysis, anaerobic 
digestion and alcohol production are far and wide used to obtain energy from Bio waste. 
Biomass can be directly fire into boilers but co-combustion of biomass and coal has 
economical, environmental and technical benefits over other available options. Single 
combustion of coal produces more emissions as compared to co-combustion of coal with bio 
waste [4]. 
Biomass ranks fourth as an energy resource worldwide and providing about15% of the energy 
requirements to the world. Biomass are wood, wastes from agricultural, bagasse, industrial 
residues, Olive waste, waste paper, municipal solid waste, sawdust, grass wastes, kitchen 
waste and Animal wastes [5]. Gross calorific value of Olive waste is greater as comparable to 
other organic waste therefore; it is more suitable to use olive waste with local low grade coal 
as a blended fuel to enhance image of low grade coal. GCV comparison is given in the below 
graph [6]. 
 

 

Fig 1 GCV comparison of Olive waste with other waste 

Physical and Chemical characteristics of olive waste obtained for the four fractions about 

proximate analysis chemical analysis, ash composition and melting temperatures are given in 

the table 1.  

Table 1: Physical and Chemical characteristics of olive waste 

GCV, Olive 

waste, 22 GCV, SW, 21
GCV, Wood, 

19.5
GCV, Textile 

Cotton, 18.5
GCV, Paper, 

13.6
GCV, Rice 

Husk, 11.9

Oliv…
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2. METHODOLOGY 

A. Raw material and sampling 

Olive waste and local Pakistani coal is used as a raw material for experimentations. Olive waste 

is collected from Sardaryab farmhouse (District Charsada, Khyber Pukhtunkwa) and is blended 

with local Pakistani low grade coal. Local Pakistani low grade coal is provided by Bestway 

Cement Limited Farooqia plant. 

 

 Fig 2 Local low grade coal 
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  Fig 3 Local low grade coal  

B. Experimental set up 

Bomb calorimeter, X Ray Spectrometer and are used for experimental work. Also Both 

Proximate and ultimate analysis is carried out for experimentation as per ASTM standard. 

The Bomb Calorimeter is used to measure the gross calorific value of the samples. Bomb 

calorimeters are designed such t that they can endure the enormous pressure created within 

the calorimeter due to the combustion. The heating filament is made up of tungsten materials. 

In this method, I gm of the sample is taken in the crucible and is electrically ignited to burn in 

the presence of pure oxygen. During the combustion, heat is released which increases the 

temperature and this rise in temperature is measured. 

 

Fig 4 Bomb Calorimeter for calculating gross calorific value (GCV) 

 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/calorific-value
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/tungsten
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

Both proximate and ultimate analysis are carried out and results obtained are given in the 

below table. Olive waste is collected from Sardaryab farmhouse (DisttCharsadda,kpk) and  

Local Pakistani low quality coal is provided by Bestway Cement Farooqia plant.  

In this study Olive waste and Pakistani coal are used, both are Pakistani origin.  Olive waste is 

collected as by product from Olive mill located in district Charsada, KPK. In sample preparation, 

bio mass were first air dried samples in open air for several days. The air dried sample were 

milled with shredder and then sieved to pass through screen having opening of 250 micron. 

The sample was kept in a air tight samples bottle to avoid more interaction with air.  The 

proximate and ultimate analysis analysis are carried out according to ASTM standards. Gross 

calorific value was calculated using bomb calorimeter. Blend of coal and waste is prepared and 

analyzed in term of both proximate and ultimate analysis, and the parameters which are mainly 

focused are GCV, Ash, moisture, fixed carbon, volatile, Carbon, and hydrogen, Nitrogen, 

Oxygen and Sulfur. 

 

A. Local coal vs blended fuel GCV comparison 

Different Blend of Olive waste and local  Coal were investigated having Olive waste ratio of 

(10, 20 and 30 % weight).It is showed that by increasing Olive waste waste ratio, the GCV 

value of blended fuel increased as shown in the below graph. 

 
Fig 5 Local coal VS Blended fuel GCV comparison 

 
B. Local coal vs blended fuel sulfur comparison 
Local coal and blended fuel sulfur is compared as shown in the below table. It shows that blended 

fuel sulfur is reduced with increasing percentages of Olive waste. 

Local Coal GCV 10% Blend 20% Blend 30% Blend

Series1 5300 5335 5370 5405

G
C

V

GCV Comparison
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Fig 6 Local coal VS Blended fuel sulfur comparison 

C. Cost comparison of local coal vs blended fuel 

As the coal prices is increasing bot in Pakistan as well as in the world, which is the power 
sector and specially cement sector in Pakistan which is under stark pressure  due to increased 
fuel cost. In Pakistan the cement sector imported around eight million tons of coal every year 
to meet the domestic demand for cement. Hence the use of bio mass will decrease the fuel 
cost of power sector as well as process industries. 
In this study, different Blend of Olive waste and local Coal was investigated having Olive 

waste ratio of (10, 20 and 30 % weight). It is also showed that by increasing Olive waste ratio 

up to 30%, the cost of blended fuel decreased up to 25 %. 

 

Fig 7 Cost comparison of local coal VS blended fuel 

It is clear from the above graph that by increasing olive waste percentages with coal is 

decreasing fuel coast per ton. 
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Fig 8 Cost comparisons of local Coal VS blended fuel 

It is showed that by increasing blended fuel percentages up to 30 %, the fuel cost is 

decreased up to 25 %. 

 

4.  CONCLUSSION 

This experimental study confirm that gross calorific value of Olive waste is greater  as 

compared to other  available organic waste in Pakistan and is a good choice to enhance the 

image of low grade local coal by co combustion of olive waste with low grade  coal. It is found 

that by increasing olive waste percentages up to 30% in a blended fuel the gross calorific value 

found increased up to 6% which have reduced fuel cost of blended  fuel  up to 25 %. 
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Abstract 

We all know that the vehicles changes oil after a certain kilometers of travelling. Collected waste 

oil are valuable and ideally most of it should be regenerated. In Pakistan there are a numbers of 

oil cleaning businesses but unfortunately almost all are reluctant to disclose their cleaning 

methodology. The main reason for hiding the cleaning process is because of tough governmental 

regulations. Usually, after heating the waste oil for few hours sulphuric acid is added slowly to 

remove oxidized hydrocarbons (darkish part). The sludge generated is the main environmental 

hazard and because this problem this simple acid cleaning process was banned in European 

countries. The generated sludge contains heavy metals and many other kinds of hydrogenated 

viscous species. 

Few simple experiments were conducted to propose an alternative cleaning methodology. In short, 

the oil was heated till the knocking sound disappeared. After that at a room temperature the 

dehydrated oil was treated with the glacial acetic acid (instead of sulphuric acid) and was properly 

mixed for an hour. A settling time of 24 hours is provided after which reddish brownish (top) and 

black (bottom) layers are formed. The collected upper layer was then treated with fuller earth 

(Multani meti) under continuous stirring. Finally, after cooling to a room temperature the oil was 

filtered to a reasonably clean engine oil. This cleaning process recovers about 53.2% of the engine 

oil. At least theoretically the collected sludge containing acetic acid is biodegradable. 

The collected sludge from both types of acid treatment was mixed with cement to prepare concrete 

roadblocks.  The bricks were hard and had sealant property.    

Key words: Used engine oil, acid cleaning, and sludge bricks. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

This Lubricating oil is the most important fraction of petroleum refinery and is used in 

almost all vehicles and machines [1] (Akilimali, 2017). Lubrication oils are used to promote 

the easier motion of moving parts by providing a protective layer on the metal surface. 

These oils also remove the heat produced due to frictional forces between metal surfaces 

[2] (Aljabiri, 2018). These oils are usually blended with several chemical additives to 

improve its lifetime and performance under sever operation conditions. However, with the 

passage of time the oil losses lubrication efficiency due to physical and chemical changes 

[3] (Alves dos Reis, 1991). These physical and chemical changes occur due to their 

mailto:mhamzanaeem.che@uetpeshawar.edu.pk
mailto:naseerahmedkhan@uetpeshawar.edu.pk
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contamination by metals, ash, carbon residue, varnishes, water, gums, and asphaltic 

compounds that results out of bearing surfaces of the  engine [4] (Anisuzzaman, Jumaidi, 

& Nasir, 2021). So, after some time the lubrication oil is needed to be replaced [5] 

(Audibert, 2011). The replaced oil is a waste and is called used/waste engine oil. The 

discarding of used lubricating oil is becoming a critical issue. This discarding of used black 

oil has been the reason for the mutilation of environment because of it being disposed off 

into the ground and water. That is the major reason of the water and soil getting polluted 

[6] (KAITHARI & AL-RIYAMI). A large number of valuable hydrocarbons are  lost because 

of the discarding of black oil or waste engine oil [7,8] (Mekonnen & Ababa, 

2014),(Oladimeji, Sonibare, Omoleye, Emetere, & Elehinafe, 2018). Mobil oil has great 

importance and value because it keeps the car engine performance at its maximum which 

is very important for the cars as they are a necessity in modern day existence. According 

to the different kinds of car engine in market there are many varieties of lubricating oil 

available. Mobil oil cancels the friction, wear and heating of engine parts by not letting the 

surfaces of moving parts contact each other [9] (Olugboji). Mobil oil also prevents 

corrosion, keeps certain parts of the engine cool, and cleans certain engine components 

don’t let clogs appear as well as seal all the feasible clearances. Structural changes occur 

in the oil (Mobil) the reason being some external particles like dust, sand, fuel, coolant, 

moisture and acids. Structural changes also occur because of some components which 

occur internally such as soot, exhaust gases, metallic particles. These changes are the 

real reason behind the engine oil getting polluted. After getting polluted its properties also undergo 

changes that unable the lubricating oil to perform at its ideal limit [10] (Osman, Attia, & Taman, 

2018). Not only it loses its ability to keep the engine at its maximum performance besides 

it emerges as a fatal pollutant for the environment because of its wrong discarding. This 

led to the apprehension that black oil is a dangerous waste which needs exceptional 

management policy. Many cleaning and recycling methods are being applied now to diminish 

its       effects on environment after unusual dumping which will also help in less economic losses 

[11] (Pal & Nayak, 2017).  Engineers tried to find worthy solutions for the cleaning of black 

waste oil to protect the environment and prevent the valuable loss of precious 

hydrocarbons. Price of the lubricating oil will also fall and decrease when the cleaning methods 

will be applied as well as it will have a great refreshing effect on environment. Acid & Clay 

treatment method is used to clean the waste oil but instead of sulfuric glacial acid acetic 

acid is used because it addresses two important problems, 1) Glacial acetic acid is organic 
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so it does not affect the environment 2) The sludge which is produced by this method is 

not harmful to the environment because of the glacial acetic acid. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Three different samples of used engine oils are collected. A mixed solution of all the 

sample is made by mixing them. Five beakers are filled up to 100 ml. These beakers were 

heated at 250 °C for one hour to evaporate water and remove volatile components. These 

beakers were then cooled down to room temperature. The dehydrated oil was mixed with 

different volumes of glacial acetic acid that is 0.5 ml, 1 ml, 1.5 ml, 2 ml and 2.5 ml in the 

first, second, third, fourth, and fifth beaker, respectively and stirred for one hour. The 

mixtures were left for 24 hours at room temperature. After sedimentation the top layer was 

separated from that of the bottom sludge. The top layer was placed in centrifuge for one 

hour, which separates base oil from contaminants. In the centrifuged mixture again two 

layers were formed, the top reddish layer and the bottom sludge. The top reddish layer was 

separated in other beakers and the bottom sludge was weighed. The top layer oil was 

mixed with fuller earth in a ratio of 1gm per 2.5ml oil with continuous stirring and heating 

up to 250 °C. The fuller treated oil was again centrifuged to collect a top almost cleared oil 

which was then filtered to obtain clean engine oil. 

3. RESULTS 

After experimentation it showed that of Acid and Clay Method has more or less same kinematic 

viscosity as well as density as fresh oil as shown in below figure 1&2.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS  

By using glacial     acetic acid instead of sulfuric acid waste oil was cleaned very effectively. The 

product produced was comparable to that produced by conventional methods. The produced 

oil can be used in the vehicles as a lubricating agent. Structure of the oil is not lured at 
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all by the glacial acetic acid as shown by the experiments. Also glacial acetic acid does not affect 

the nature (environment) because it is organic in nature. The base oil recovery also turned out to 

be very good at 53.2%. Bricks can be made by mixing the sludge with cement. 
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Abstract 

MXene is a new type of highly hydrophilic and negatively charged two-dimensional (2D) 

nanosheets material for the reasons especially its supernatant has good dispersibility and 

stability. The MXene supernatant containing several layers was treated as aqueous 

solvent for interfacial polymerization, consequently the prepared MXene nanocomposite 

membrane could maintain high perm selectivity even under low pressures required for 

low carbon footprint. MXene nanocomposite membrane had better hydrophilicity and 

higher negative charge. Na2SO4 rejection and the pure water flux was improved as 

compared with the pristine membrane. The MXene nanocomposite membrane also 

showed the better antifouling property and good stability [1].  

Hydrophilic and negatively charged MXene supernatant had better dispersibility and 

stability. Substituting MXene supernatants of different concentrations for deionized water 

in aqueous phase, MXene nanocomposite membranes are generally prepared by 

interfacial polymerization. It was observed that few-layers Ti3C2Tx acted a crucial role in 

membrane surface modification, so that it improved the hydrophilicity and negative charge 

of membranes surface and increased surface roughness. Few-layers of MXene 

nanosheets with excellent hydrophilicity, negative charge and mechanical properties 

provided an academic basis for the preparation of low-carbon and durable NF 

membranes with outstanding performance [2]. 

Two-dimensional titanium carbides can be used to remove toxic dyes like acid blue and 

methylene blue, for their good adsorption contrast to other two-dimensional materials. In 

compared to typical adsorbents, the removal efficiencies of the use of MXene in 

methylene blue, methyl orange, methyl red, congo red, and Evans blue was unusually 

high [3]. 

 

Keywords:   MXene, Nano filtration (NF) membranes, dyes,  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The dyes found in industrial wastewater are toxic in terrestrial life and are threats to clean 

water. The    commonly used dyes are methylene blue, azo, aniline dyes etc. MXene are 

emerged as novel growing class of two-dimensional (2D) transition metal carbides or 

nitrides in the last decade due to their excellent morphological and capturing properties. 

These materials could be used in synthesis of composite membranes which can be 

applied for the removal of methylene blue and other dyes. Individually, Ti3AlC2 has 

defined the efficient removal and segregation of dyes and radionuclides in this research 

application. Firstly, MXene is prepared from MAX Phase by HF itching process. Phase 

inversion process will be adopted to synthesis the mixed matric composite membrane. 

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) will be used as membrane support. The synthesized 

MXene based composite membrane will first characterized through SEM, WCA. Later, 

the membrane sheets will be utilized to test the removal of selected dyes in a dead-end 

membrane filtration cell. By varying the different variables like dyes concentration, 

operating pressure, the pure water flux and species rejection will be measured. Stability 

tests will be carried out to check the long-term performance of MXene based membranes. 

The used membranes will be characterized and tested for antifouling and anti-aging 

analysis.  

Clean water shortage is speedily emerging as a world crisis , threatening the future 

development of human society extracting clean water from wastewater , seawater 

and atmospheric water efficiently has become a wide challenge among the 

community researchers [4]. Water contamination is being hastened by human 

industrial activity, which is a worldwide problem. Water treatment technology which 

is both effective, Efficient and low-cost are urgently needed to express the problems. 

While, various methods have been photochemical degradation, photocatalysis, 

anaerobic digestion, reverse osmosis, and membrane filtering have all been created, 

of Membrane filtration is a cost-effective and energy-efficient method for removing a 

wide range of contaminants [5]. Over the previous five precipitation, membrane 

filtration, adsorption, solvent extraction, and photocatalytic degradation of pollutants 

are some of the physical, chemical, and biological procedures that have been 
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developed as countermeasures. Air and water pollution have increased dramatically 

as a result of increasing industrialization around the world, posing a severe threat to 

human health and biodiversity. Organic dyes and poisonous gases are examples of 

harmful contaminants that are commonly encountered [6].  There have been reports 

of research investigations on sulfonic group alteration utilizing a one-step approach. 

A compilation of numerous researches on Ti3AlC2 base composite membrane for 

dyes removing application. The monolayer mechanism of Ti3AlC2 base composite 

membrane  interaction with dyes has been published and validated by Langmuir 

isotherm suitability  [7]. According to recent research, the successful synthesis of 

different MXenes has concluded in a great potential for MXene-based membranes to 

be used in the sectors of organic solvent filtration and water purification technologies. 

In response to environmental and energy concerns, membrane separation has emerged as 

a viable alternative to classic liquid separation methods such as 

filtering,crystalisation,evaporation and distillation  in recent decades [8]. Two-dimensional 

titanium carbides can be used to remove toxic dyes like acid blue and methylene 

blue, for their good adsorption contrast to other two-dimensional materials. In 

compared to typical adsorbents, the removal efficiencies of the use of MXene in 

methylene blue, methyl orange, methyl red, congo red, and Evans blue was unusually 

high We'll go through the latest developments in MXene-based membrane separation 

applications such water treatment, Nano fluidic ion transport, organic solvent 

purification, and osmotic energy conversion in great detail. Hydrophilicity, excellent 

flexibility, and a large number of surface groups, all of which are aligned with 

separation membranes, have an impact. MXene has gotten a lot of attention in the 

field of separation processes and has gotten a lot of positive feedback as a 
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consequence [9]. In fig.1 the structure of layers, MXenes specification and reaction 

of HF and shows particular the MXenes sheets. 

 

Fig. 1 (a) Ti3AlC2   layered   Structure   (b) Abandoned   MXene. (c) Schematic demonstrating 

the creation of MXenes from MAX phases      

2. Method  

MXenes are a novel type of transition metal carbides, nitrides, and carbonitrides with two 

dimensions. having Mn+1XnTx (n = 1-3), where M signifies transition metal, X denotes 

Carbon or Nitrogen, and T specifies surface termination groups such as (-F), (= O), (-Cl), 

and (-OH), and x shows the number of surface functionalities. MXenes are commonly 

synthesized through selective etching of A-element layers from the precursor MAX 

(Mn+1AXn) phase powder in HF solutions at ambient temperatures. M signifies an early 

transition metal, A any element from groups 12-16, X Carbon and/or Nitrogen, and n 

equals 1-3 in the phrase MAX.Titanium-based MXenes (such Ti3AlC2 and Ti2AlC2) are 

the most commonly employed in environmental applications, Adsorption of cationic dyes 

methylene blue (MB), gold, lead (Pb2+), and chromium (Cr6+), as well as intercalation of a 

diverse spectrum of cations (Na+, K+, NH4+, Mg2+, and Al3+) between Ti3AlC2 layers 
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,From 2011 to 2019, researchers studied the manufacture of multilayered mxene flakes 

and nanomaterials, including via wet etching with HF, HCL-LIF, or HCL-NaF. There are 

three ways to make other nanomaterial-based membranes that comprise carbon 

nanotubes, graphene oxides, or metal-organic frameworks. (i) constructing a lamellar 

structure using mxene as a skeleton material (ii) different nanomaterial are add to 

fabricate mixed matrix membranes with mxenes (iii) mxene as a coating material to 

modify a membrane support Layer. The use of MXene membranes for dye removal from 

polluted water caused by industrial dye discharge has sparked global concern. Apart from 

other pollutants dyes are the most difficult pollutants to treat owing consisting of 

molecules and great chemical resistance, in natural water the diffusion dyes can be find 

while linked to aromatic molecule find cancer diseases, causes changes in the marine 

ecology by preventing sunlight from penetrating. MXene membrane can easily solve the 

treat of polluted dyes wastewater. In recent years, an elegant exfoliation procedure has 

been employed to create MXene, a new family of 2D transition metal carbides and nitrides 

produced from layered MAX phase. Contrast to traditional adsorbents, studies on Ti3AlC2 

base composite membrane application to avoid hazardous dyes in water are utilizing 

particularly promising. MXenes distinctive features emerge laterally, leading to 

suggestions for development applications. MXene was built on a standard suction filter 

which could be charged the different concentration of methylene blue solution for dyes 

removal. Ti3AlC2 recognized to be one of the most effective technologies that can be 

implemented to treat industrial wastewater the type and nature of adsorbing materials 

influence efficiency of separation process. However, regeneration of Ti3AlC2 requires 

expensive and environmentally unfriendly methodologies because It is cheap, effective, 

easy to operate, and produces high-quality effluent, thus it is widely utilized Additionally, 

it is a versatile technology, that have been developed to capture organic and inorganic 

pollutants Such as incineration, or washing with solvents. In methodology for dyes 

removal application initially selecting etching from MAX phase after eteching process 

need to be exfoliate to ready the process to delimitation further more vacuum filtration is 

required to pass the liquid from MXene membrane , characterization and treatment of 

dyes from the relevant solution is best attempt for optimization of maximum dyes 
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removing Dye water flux and pure water flux both comprises with water flux, as well as 

dye removal, where F is the flow of water V/S*T*P = F where V is the volume (L) of the 

decontaminated dye solution, S is  membrane area of effective , which is fixed at 13.84104 

m2, and T and P are Filtration time and pressure particular , which are both fixed at 1.0 

bar for first time.  we have taken 10 mg/l feed concentration while in dye water flux we 

have flux 16.69 liter /meter hour about dye removal percentage 98.56 in 10 ml volume will 

check each volume in 1& 2 different pressures and 30, 60, 80 and 720 seconds 

particularly and considerably check the fresh, fouled and clean membrane properties 

particular to comprehend how our membrane can be economically for industries. 

 

            

 

                                               Fig. 2: Application for dyes removal  

 

 

3.     Results  

Materials and methods 

1. Materials 

MAX Phase (Ti3AlC2) were purchased from the LUOYANG TONGRUN INFO 

TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD, China the MXenes have purity 99.5 % and mesh size -325. 

The amount of 100g were imported. And methylene blue and other dyes were purchased 

from haq chemical Peshawar kpk Pakistan All other chemicals were used without any 
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further purification. Deionized water was used for the preparation of all the required 

solution 

2. Preparation of Ti3C2Tx based composite membrane 

Take 100 mg of Ti3C2Tx MXene powder and  Prepare a solution of 100 mg of TMAOH in 

10 mL of deionized water in a 20-mL glass vial for  Mix the Ti3C2Tx MXene powder with 

TMAOH solution to  Stir the mixture for 12 hours at room temperature furthermore  The 

mixture is alkaline having pH ~10 should  Wash the alkaline mixture twice via 

centrifugation for 5 minutes at 3500 rpm in a 50-mL tube  while The pH of supernatant 

liquid should drop to ~7 in addition  Collect the stable MXene colloidal solution after 1 

hour of centrifugation at 3500 rpm so  Collect the intercalated/delaminated Ti3C2Tx MXene 

sediments via vacuum assisted filtration in the same way Dry the 

intercalated/delaminated Ti3C2Tx MXene in a vacuum oven at 120 oC for 24 hours 

 

3. Characterization of the adsorbents 

The Ti3C2Tx based composite membrane MXenes were characterized by FTIR, XPS, N2 

adsorption-desorption isotherms, PXRD, SEM, EDX, HR-TEM, and TGA 

4. Characterization of the filtration properties of the membrane 

The membrane was cut into a wafer with appropriate size and put into a mold, then, a 

certain amount of the dye solution was pressed into the filterable mold with an injector 

and passed through the membrane.  

 

4.1. Dead-End Filtration 

The separation performance of the fabricated membranes was first assessed using a 

dead-end (DE) filtration setup with an effective filtration area of 9.60 cm 2. 

Unless stated otherwise, the filtration tests  were conducted at a pressure of 1 

bar and were stirred at 800 rpm and performed in duplicates. 

The weight of the permeate after 1 h of filtration time was measured and the water flux 

(𝐽௪) of the fabricated membrane was calculated using Equation (1): 

jw=v/atp 

where V denotes the quantity (volume/mass) of permeation (L), A indicates the effective 

surface area (m 2 ), P is the applied pressure in bar, and t denotes the time in hours of 

the 

prepared membranes. 

A feed solution stream comprising 100 mg L−1 MG, and 150 mg L−1 BSA was utilized 
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to calculate the membrane rejection. 

The rejection (R) equation (Equation (2)) for solutes was calculated as follows: 

R(%)=CF-CP/CF*100 (2) 

where 𝐶 and 𝐶 denote the concentration of the feed and permeate solutes in mg/L, re- 

spectively. The effective pore diameter (a) of the prepared hybrid NF membranes was 

measured via the Ferry equation (Equation (3)), as shown below [27], using DE filtration: 

𝑅=100[1-(1-r/a)^2]^2 (3) 

𝑅 indicates the solute rejection (%) and r refers to the diameter of the solute. The 

MWCO of the fabricated membrane is the molar mass of the solutes which are 90% re- 

jected by the membrane. Plotting the rejection (%) of the solutes against their 

corresponding molar mass in daltons the MWCO to be calculated  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Environmental pollution has permanently been community panic, dyes polluted 

wastewater that creates from anthropogenic actions in several areas, for example 

agricultural activities, industries, domestic manure and others, has continuously been a 

hazard to human health and environment. however, dyes such as methylene blue, 

orange, acid, green and sunset yellow dyes etc., are usually present in trace quantities, 

they are considered as the greatest poisonous and extensive components in wastewater 

effluents. The goal of this research is to create a low-cost membrane based on MXenes 

that can easily and successfully remove dyes from wastewater The predictable dye 

removal from the waste water by the development of a low-cost MXenes-based 

membrane is greater than 90%. 
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 Abstract  

Unplanned industrial urbanization adversely affects society and human health. Effluents 

from widespread industrial sectors containing harmful substances like heavy metals, 

whose discharge directly affecting human health via food chains. Heavy metal 

contamination in industrial untreated effluent water transfer to food chain via irrigation 

of agricultural soil. Rapid and unorganized urban and industrial developments have 

contributed to the elevated level of heavy metals in the urban environment of the 

developing countries (1; 2).  
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The current research work investigates the identification, characterization, and 

evaluation of specific heavy metals in industrial wastewater (IWW) collected from 

selected agricultural field irrigating canals of IWW in Haripur Hattar (Pakistan) and an 

economical purification technique for the IWW has been suggested. Obtained results 

were compared with the tube well water irrigated samples (3). Heavy metals 

accumulation was tested through atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS). Analysis of 

water samples showed that the concentration in mg l-1 of heavy metals in Industrial 

wastewater follows the trend Fe (4.25)> Pb (2.98)> Zn (0.20)> Ni (0.155)> Cr (0.068)> 

Cu (0.01) while Tube well water has Fe (1.70)> Zn (0.09)> Cr (0.085)> Ni (0.068)> Pb 

(0.029)> Cu  

(0.009). Analysis of the soil samples irrigated with IWW followed the order of Fe (67.85)> 

Cu (12.99)> Pb (9.56)> Zn (8.95)> Ni (3.54)> Cr (1.736) and Fe (40.37)> Zn (0.712)> 

Pb (0.529)> Cr (0.323)> Cu (0.15)> Ni (0.068) irrigated with TWW.   

Heavy metals concentration values found in soil irrigated with IWW were higher than the 

soil irrigated with TWW which are higher than the normal allowable WHO limits. For the 

purification of IWW, Carboxymethyl Guar (CMG) and Hydroxypropyl Guar (HPG), 

derivatives of guar gum, innovative coagulants used for the separation of heavy metals 

at large scale efficiently and economically (4). Experiments showed significant reduction 

in the metals contents of IWW after processing with coagulants. It was observed that 

guar gum could achieve 60% removal, at an initial Pb concentration of up to 3 mg L⁻¹. 

The current study suggests the continuous monitoring of soil, irrigation water and 

agricultural products to prevent heavy metals concentration beyond allowable limits, in 

the food chain.   

  
Keywords: CMG: Carboxymethyl Guar, HPG: Hydroxypropyl Guar IWW: Industrial waste water  

  

1. INTRODUCTION  

Clean water is essential for life on earth and every living specie need water. Apart from 

direct needs, there is a huge indirect requirement of clean water for irrigation, food and 

other product manufacturing, domestic and industrial uses etc. Hygienic production of 

plants, food chain products and other direct life consumable items require clean water 

like irrigation, farming etc. (6). Due to scarcity of fresh water in developing countries and 

availability of large scale untreated effluent waste water from unplanned 

industrialization, people are using toxic wastewater effluent streams for irrigation and 

farming purposes.    
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Industries are the backbone of any country development measures. But increase in 

population made the urban areas more congested and reduction in fresh and clean 

ecosystem. Production and sales competition in developing countries caused the 

industrial urbanization causing no consideration of sustainable development (2). Due to 

which industrial effluents are directly affecting human health via food chains. These toxic 

pollutants gradually accumulate in agricultural soil with in turn becomes a part of food 

chain. Increasing level of toxic contents especially in crops due to contaminated soil 

possess serious health issues for the consumers. The most common heavy metals 

found in industrial wastewater (IWW) include arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), chromium 

(Cr), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), nickel (Ni), manganese (Mn), lead (Pb), and iron (Fe) (2). 

A very small amount of heavy metals such as cobalt (Co), Cu, Fe, Mn, molybdenum 

(Mo), vanadium (Vd), and Zn are required to run various biochemical and physiological 

functions for good health (3). These heavy metals and contaminants originate from 

industries, municipal waste, and natural disasters.   

  

IWW contains a large proportion of toxic metals which is continuously being discharged 

to irrigating canals and streams ends up in the irrigated soil. Increased discharge of 

wastewater containing heavy metals in large quantities from industries is a matter of 

great concern for the survival of the ecosystem (8). Industrial applications such as 

Pharmaceutical, smelting, pottery, paints, battery processing, arms manufacturing, and 

car industries are pouring various hazardous heavy metals into the system especially 

Pb that is much higher in all targeted areas and has hazardous effects (2). Discharge of 

the untreated industrial effluents continuously increasing with the rapid and unplanned 

industrialization in developing countries. A large portion of the waste is dumped and 

discharged into nearby rivers and canals, which acts as a sink for the waste disposal of 

these industries. The heavy metals are continuously accumulating into the soil and being 

utilized for cultivation (5).   

  

Several possible solutions are proposed for the reduction and removal of heavy metals 

from IWW streams. But in under developed countries like Pakistan due to the absence 

of Law enforcement processes, no industrialist is ready to follow un-economical 

separation techniques.   

  

Guar gum is the powdered endosperm of the seeds of the Cyanosis tetragonolobus 

which is a leguminous crop (4). It contains a complex polysaccharide called 

galactomannan, due to its thickening, emulsifying, binding and gelling properties, quick 

solubility in cold water, wide pH stability, film forming ability and biodegradability, it finds 
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applications in large number of industries. It is a long chain polysaccharide used to 

remove Pb²⁺ from wastewater (9). The requirement of ultra-low amount of biopolymer in 

the range of 1.25 mg L⁻¹ to treat the relatively high volume of waste water provides an 

additional financial advantage (1). So, that’s why highly efficient and most economical 

coagulants, derivatives of Guar Gum, Carboxymethyl guar (CMG) and Hydroxypropyl 

guar (HPG) are suggested in this study for the reduction of HMs from IWW streams of 

Hattar Industrial State after successful experiments.  

2. METHODOLOGY  

To determine the concentration of heavy metals in contaminated water and soil, how it 

exceeds the permissible limit, the use of a filtration process to remove heavy metal 

impurities in industrial wastewater. Scientists around the world are working to save 

water. Therefore, one of the ways is to reuse industrial and municipal wastewater and 

re-use it for agriculture and other purposes. Water scarcity in some parts of the world is 

alarming (5).   

  

2.1 Sample collection  

  

Industrial waste water (IWW) and Tube Well water (TWW) samples collected in dried, 

clean bottles and airtight plastic bags used for soil samples collection for the analysis of 

toxic heavy metals (6).  

Samples collected from the points where local farmers are using effluent streams 

directly for irrigation purposes. Soil samples were collected from selected agricultural 

fields with the guidance and support of local farmers. The samples were taken from 

canals fed by industries and are termed as IWW. Similarly, the sample of water is taken 

from the tube well of the study area that feeds the control sample soil and is termed as 

tube-well wastewater (TWW). Two different agricultural fields in the same study were 

chosen for the cultivation of similar agricultural produces grown with IWW fed canals 

and TWW, respectively (9).  

 2.2 Sample preparation   

  

Water samples (50ml) taken in beaker cleaned twice with boiled water. 10ml 
Concentrated HNO3 added to water sample beaker and heat it up till that total solution 

remains 40ml. Filter the solution using whatman No.42 filter paper. Filtrate diluted by 
adding 10ml of distill water to it (9).   
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Soil samples were prepared for HM analysis in AAS after digesting in mixture of 33% 

HCL (Hydrochloric acid), 63% HNO3 (Nitric acid), and perchloric acid. In all experiments, 

deionized water was used for sample preparation.   

  

Each sample of soil was scrubbed with distilled water to remove stones and unwanted 

particles. The soil samples were dried in the oven to remove the water. Aqua regia of 

HNO3 and HCl (1:3) were prepared in the round bottom flask. 2 g of each sample was 

mixed with 10 mL of aqua regia solution. Then, the samples were heated in an oven at 

90˚C for 20–25 min. After cooling, the samples were filtered using Whatman 42 filter 

paper. The filtrate was diluted with distilled water using a volumetric flask to fill up to the 

25ml volume for analysis purposes.  

2.3 Spectrometric analysis  

  

Atomic absorption spectrophotometer was used for the determination of heavy metals. 

After necessary set up and standardization procedures, the samples were placed and 

sequentially tested into the atomic absorption spectrophotometer (8). Also, after every 

five samples reading, standards were run to make sure that the machine is working 

accurately. All the readings were taken in triplicate.  

2.4 Determination of heavy metals  

  

All tests were accomplished at the CRL Laboratory, university of Peshawar. Prepared 

samples of industrial wastewater and soil were detected with the help of the Atomic 

Absorption Spectrophotometer (Perkin Elmer AAS-700) at the Centralized Resource 

Laboratory, Peshawar University for heavy metal analysis (8).  

2.5 Waste water treatment   

The adsorption process is widely used for the removal of heavy metals from wastewater 

because of its low cost, availability and eco-friendly nature (10). Both commercial 

adsorbents and bio adsorbents are used for the removal of heavy metals from 

wastewater, with high removal capacity. Guar gum derivatives (Carboxymethyl Guar, 

Hydroxypropyl Guar) used to adsorb heavy metal from the waste water stream (7). Due 

to its thickening, emulsifying, binding and gelling properties, quick solubility in cold 

water, wide pH stability, film forming ability it can be used as an adsorbent in the 

adsorption process.  

A. Carboxymethyl Guar (CMG) as Coagulant  
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Very low quantity of CMG is required for adsorption HM from large amount of 

wastewater. 0.1% of the volume of water, Carboxymethyl Guar (0.10DS) is required for 

adsorption of HMs.   

  

Add 10g of CMG powder in 10L of waste water in a clean food grade tank. Disperse the 

powder in the water using stirrer for 5min, then allow to swell the coagulant for 30min. 

After, add borax (0.2% of the total mass of the water), dissolve. Borax helps create giant 

coagulant molecule for easy settle down. Clean water sample collect from top for AAS 

analysis and heavy metals adsorbed CMG from bottom of the tank (1). 

  

B. Hydroxypropyl Guar (HPG) as Coagulant  

Same procedure repeated as for CMG, and after that clean water sample taken for the 

comparative analysis of CMG and HPG separation efficiency for heavy metals. Results 

presented in the Table (1.3).  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Water samples collected from exit streams of Volta Batteries, ICI Pharma and BAIFO 

industries Hattar were analyzed in AAS for determination of Heavy metals. Results 

compared with Tube well water sample and WHO allowable limits for clean water. The 

order of heavy metals concentration in IWW follows as Fe (4.25)> Pb (2.98)> Zn (0.20)> 

Ni (0.155)> Cr (0.068)> Cu (0.01) as shown in Table 1.1. IWW contains Pb 

(2.98mg/L)>TWW Pb (0.05mg/l) > WHO allowable limit Pb (0.01mg/L). The 

concentrations of Pb and Fe found higher than the standards of W.H.O, and Zn and Cu 

less compare to allowable limits (Table 1.1).  

  

When these IWW streams are used for irrigation of soil, soil work as HM absorbent 

media which in turn effects the food chain directly. Soil samples irrigated with IWW found 

much higher concentration of Pb (170 mg/kg), Fe (928 mg/kg) and Zn (213mg/kg) 

specifically compare to the soil irrigated with clean tube well water having Pb 

(16.94mg/kg), Fe (150mg/kg) and Zn (21.63mg/kg).   

  

The comparative analysis of waste water and tube well water given in the Table 1.1, soil 

irrigated both with waste water and tube well water is given in Table 1.2.  
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Table 14.1 Heavy metals in IWW, TWW and their comparison with WHO standards 

Water 

Samples 

Pb (mg/l) Fe (mg/l) Cu (mg/l) Cr (mg/l) Zn (mg/l) Ni (mg/l) 

W1 2.288±0.026 5.503±0.51 3±0.21 0.104±0.019 0.009±0.015 0.67±0.034 

W2 3.331±0.091 4.98±0.06 0.068±0.05 0.155±0.08 0.1±0.075 0.71±0.005 

W3 3.995±0.035 4.18±0.030 0±0.02 0.121±0.17 0.05±0.024 0±0.01 

W4 1.148±0.17 3.21±0.044 0.05±0.01 0.229±0.047 0±0.056 0.098±0.02 

W5 3.973±0.005 3.12±0.031 2.03±0.19 1.106±0.029 1.099±0.094 0±0.05 

W6 3.983±0.025 5.25±0.025 1.015±0.021 0.068±0.04 0.22±0.042 0.155±0.03 

TWW 0.19±0.090 1.33±0.05 1.61±0.051 0.129±0.024 0±0.01 0.057±0.09 

W.H.O 0.05 0.3 1.5 0.05 5 0.1 
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From all these comparative charts for HM in IWW, we observed that there is significant 
reduction in toxic contents as we go away from the source (4). At distance of 50m, 

highest amount of metals present while when we reach 500m away, there is more the 
60% reduction the HM contents.  

  

  
Table 1.15 Heavy metals concentraion in soil samples 

Soil Sample Pb 

(mg/kg) 

Fe 

(mg/kg) 

Cu 

(mg/kg) 

Cr 

(mg/kg) 

Zn 

(mg/kg) 

Ni 

(mg/kg) 

S1 (50m) 170 928.13 33.91 25.58 213.5 10.64 

S2 (50m) 119.59 894 162.38 21.7 0 44.25 

S1 (200m) 72.81 885.5 23.04 16.79 106.76 18.91 

S2 (200m) 54.38 847 14.85 18.29 91.61 17.95 

S1 (400m) 31.61 504.63 1.88 4.04 8.9 0.85 

S2 (400m) 15.68 847 11.54 15.61 55.66 14.91 

S3 (500m) 25 706.75 24.76 16.21 93.11 21.163 

TWW Irrigated 16.94 150 2.875 0 21.63 1.375 

W.H.O 85.00 300 36 100.00 50.00 35 

 

Maximum samples tested were found to be high in comparison with permissible limits 

for an agricultural area. However, as we go away from the emitting source, because to 

the decrease in waste water stream contents, there is also a significant reduction in soil 
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heavy metal contents (9). Thus, it suggests that the soil of targeted area is severely 

contaminated with the studied metals and may also with the other ones.   

  

As the tested soil samples were compared with both, the tube well irrigated soil samples 

and W.H.O, it is found TWW irrigated sites are much more cleaner and within the very 

safe limits for agricultural use (2).  

 
  

Figure 2 Heavy metals content in soil samples irrigated with IWW and TWW vs W.H.O Limits 

 

Due to the discharge of huge streams of waste water from several industries in Hattar 

on daily basis, it’s highly necessary to regularize their discharge stream (10). Processing 

waste water before discharge is costly process. However, adsorption process can widely 

be used due to its economic, eco-friendly and efficient reduction of HM in IWW. Bio-

sorbent, Hydroxy Propyl Guar used in our experiment for the removal of HM from Waste 

water sample, shown up to 65% removal for the toxic contents like Pb, as show in the 

table 1.3. While using Carboxy Methyl Guar has given up the results up to 50% reduction 

in heavy metal contents (Table1.3).  
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Table 1.3 Heavy metals in water comparison after adsorption treatment with HPG and CMG 

WATER 

SAMPLES 

 COMPARISON AFTER WATER TREATMENT WITH HPG 

Pb Fe Cu Cr Zn Ni 

W1 (MG/L) 2.288 5.503 3.02 0.104 0.009 0.67 

W-HPG 

(MG/L) 

0.801 1.926 1.057 0.0364 0.0032 0.235 

   

WATER 

SAMPLES 

 Comparison after Water treatment with CMG 

Pb Fe Cu Cr Zn Ni 

W1 (MG/L) 2.288 5.503 3.02 0.104 0.009 0.67 

W-CMG 

(MG/L) 

1.18 3.082 1.691 0.058 0.005 0.375 

 

  

  

  

 

Figure 3 Comparison between treated water with HPG and waste water sample 
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Figure 4 Comparison between treated water with CMG and waste water sample 

  

4. CONCLUSION  

From all results it is concluded that Fe and Pb are very much higher than the permissible 

standards for irrigating streams and also for agricultural soil. It is becoming necessary 

for the related authorities to plan out serious solution for the area. It doesn’t matter that 

how low level of a toxic metal is present in the effected soil or grown crop, it totally 

undesirable. Therefore, regular scrutiny is required for the industries discharging 

unprocessed stream into open canals. Consequently, this study encourages 

environmentalists, administrators, and public health workers to create public awareness 

to avoid the consumption of vegetables grown in contaminated soils, hence reducing 

health risks.  
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